
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

23 January 2021  
 

CHANGE! 

Yes, we are a weird mob!  We are living through our minds and against our truth, consequently against 
our Heavenly Parents.  Amazingly, the world all over is exuding a bizarre array of stupidity not befitting 
what is considered to be the most educated civilisation that planet Earth has ever achieved. 
 
We can only wonder at the malaise, the stupor, the incredible self deprivation that we impose upon 
ourselves.  We all have incredible intelligence but seldom does it shine!  What is it that we are all 
missing?  Why are we just barely functioning, unable to be creative and vibrant like we are intended to 
be? 
 
This time in humanities development, we have the greatest array of education systems the world has 
ever seen.  Education is available for most with many able to access education well before school age 
and mature age students have an array of pathways to further their accreditations.  Yet we still find gross 
unease and distrust throughout the populations of all nations.  Why is this so? 
 
Technology has enabled very low cost communications around the world.  The majority of people can 
sit at their laptops or computers and readily converse with anyone around the world while visually 
seeing them on a screen.  This has opened up culturally diverse communications and provided the 
availability for meaningful dialogue across all borders. 
 
During the early 2020s, Elon Musk’s SpaceX, which has already requested permission to put 30,000 
more into orbit, company's current production is four satellites a day, and at this moment is finalising the 
development of Starship, a heavier rocket that would allow it to put 400 satellites into orbit at once.  The 
project aims to blanket the planet in high-speed, affordable internet via a fleet of up to 42,000 satellites. 
Scientists have said that Starlink could interfere with astronomical research, however, so future Starlink 
satellites are likely to feature visors to make them appear less bright in the sky.  Further, the problem is 
you have to have many satellites orbiting to make up for the fact that you can't stay in one spot above 
the Earth.  Because you need several satellites overhead at any one time to cover many users.  This will 
enable internet access to everyone. 
 
However, 940 million people do not have access to electricity globally as of 2020. 
 
Today, education remains an inaccessible right for millions of children around the world.  More than 72 
million children of primary education age are not in school and 759 million adults are illiterate and do 
not have the awareness necessary to improve both their living conditions and those of their children. 
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An estimated 790 million people (10% of the world's population) are without access to an improved 
water supply.  2.1 billion people do not have access to safe drinking water.  29% of the world did not 
have access to safely managed drinking water in 2015.  
 
Around the world, more than enough food is produced to feed the global population—but more than 690 
million people still go hungry. After steadily declining for a decade, world hunger is on the rise, 
affecting 9% of people globally.  From 2018 to 2019, the number of undernourished people grew by 10 
million, and there are nearly 60 million more undernourished people now than in 2014. 
 
According to a new report from World Resources Institute Ross Centre for Sustainable Cities, 330 
million households in cities around the world, equivalent to 1.2 billion people, do not have access to 
affordable and secure housing.  Without immediate action, the problem will become even more critical, 
as this housing gap is projected to grow by 30 percent to 1.6 billion people by 2025. 
 
Economic advances around the world mean that while fewer people live in extreme poverty, almost 
half the world’s population — 3.4 billion people — still struggles to meet basic needs, the World Bank 
said.  
 
Living on less than US$3.20 per day reflects poverty lines in lower-middle-income countries, while 
US$5.50 a day reflects standards in upper-middle-income countries, the World Bank said in 
its biennial Poverty and Shared Prosperity Report, “Piecing Together the Poverty Puzzle.” 
 
The World Bank remains committed to achieving the goal of ending extreme poverty, defined as living 
on less than US$1.90 a day, by 2030.  The share of the world’s population living in extreme poverty fell 
to 10% in 2015, but the pace of extreme poverty reduction has slowed. 
 
We truly are deluding ourselves in believing we are an advanced civilisation! 
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Biological and Physiological needs 
clean air (renewable energy), potable water, nutritious food, housing, health services 

Esteem and Psychological needs 
self-esteem, acceptance, responsibility, achievement, reputation, freedom, gratitude, praise, love 

Social and Belonging needs 
family, affection, relationships, work group, interaction with people, removal of boundaries 

Safety and Security needs 
safe lodging, physical safety, law and order, security, communications, education 

Bliss 
God Realisation, being at one with God / Heavenly Parents / being Mother and Father 

Joy 
working a life of service to others – having no needs for one’s self 

Transcendence 
helping others to self-actualise, freely sharing love, praise and gratitude 

Self-actualisation 
personal growth, self-fulfilment, removal of all forms of fear  

Aesthetic needs 
need for order and symmetry, beauty, balance, form, freedom from fear 

Cognitive needs 
to know and understand, knowledge, meaning, self-awareness, liberty 

PASCAS WORLDCARE  
recognised Hierarchy of Needs, 
structured upon Maslow’s theory. 
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Global military spending, meanwhile, has grown steadily since 2001, when US$1.15 trillion were 
spent globally, to the US$1.92 trillion spent globally in 2019. 
 
In 2019 global humanitarian aid dropped for the first time since 2012, from US$31.2 billion to 
US$29.6 billion.  Reduced support from governments and EU institutions contributed to this 5% drop on 
2018 levels.  United Nations appeals hit $30.4 billion in 2019.   
 
In 2019, global GDP amounted to about US$87.2 trillion.  Gross domestic product, also known as 
GDP, is the accumulated value of all finished goods and services produced in a country, often measured 
annually.  Compare military spending to humanitarian aid – are we ‘civilised’? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAD’S ARMY!  part only     Tuesday, 24 September 2019 
 
Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven:  During one of the Pole Shift ages (the Sun micro-novas between 
every 12,000 to 13,000 years apart), there were three main advanced civilisations on the world, all of 
which had dreadful wars annihilating great numbers of people and using nuclear weapons of a sort that 
were powered by other undisclosed energy systems.  So of course these weapons and their devastating 
effects have been of great interest to such governments as they’ve come to understand the extent of 
these wars and the damage done by the weapons.  Humanity in Rebellion has always been at war with 
itself, because how can it be any other way when you are living untrue and looking to gain full control 
using your mind.  Much of the nuclear technology of today originally came as an offshoot from studies 
of these past weapons.  And the arrogance and ego of modern man is such that it doesn’t want to say to 
the people that there were people on the world before us who were far more advanced than us in certain 
ways, because if they did that, how could they justify the Bible and other religious texts as being the 
ways one should live.  Christianity has a huge hold over the governing systems, as you understand, and 
to say Christianity is only a product of relatively modern times, and that the ancients who had more 
advanced technology and could easily fly into space and make UFOs (unidentified flying objects) also 
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had what might be more advanced religion and spiritual understanding as well, would soon show up all 
the religions for being not as important as they are said to be. 
 
It’s all the same thing, more control.  During the twentieth century as all of this was happening, they 
couldn’t tell the public so much of what they were discovering believing the public wouldn’t understand 
and it would threaten their control too much.  And one thing has led to another so it’s still better to keep 
it all secret as you don’t want to upset the masses.  And you can use such secrets to keep having power 
over people, just in case you need it. 
 
What they have also found is much encoded information from the past by past civilisations, written 
material that was encoded in rock and in some of the machines and it’s taken years to work out the 
codes and languages because they of course talked about life being very different to how it is today.  
And they are still trying to get their minds around the fact that the world has been very different at 
different times in all sorts of ways, some of which you’re now becoming more aware of yourself, and 
including the drama of Pole Shifts (every 12,000 to 13,000 years) and the cataclysmic upheavals. 
 
If people didn’t have the ‘Ways of Christ to Follow’, those imagined by people as written in the Bible, 
then a lot of so-called advanced or sophisticated humanity, mostly in the West, would have no moral 
guidance to live by.  And they need that, because being left to their own devices, people living without 
truth as their uniting platform, truth won from their feelings, create very discordant societies, with the 
mind and beliefs having even more of a field day than they currently are.  So those people in control 
understand that the masses, and many of those in power as well, need some well organised belief to 
adhere to, even while a lot of them believe other things and not what’s in the religions themselves.  To 
live for your religion gives you purpose, it’s either just about money and material gain, or religion, or 
some try to combine both. 
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And it won’t matter either way, because what none of them as yet understood is there is to be a full and 
massive Spiritual Change associated with this next Pole Shift.  And even though the world won’t 
undergo such a massive material change, it will still be a huge change, but not like the last Pole Shift; 
the biggest change this time round, which will still be ‘catastrophic’, will be the full end of the Rebellion 
and Default and the addition of new Spirits of Truths.  With these Spirits of Truths causing the greatest 
changes to people because they will be wholly accessible to people seeking to live true to themselves, 
and so leading them to their feelings and the looking for truth through them.  These Spirits of Truth have 
not been available, so everyone who has sincerely sought truth has had to wait until they’ve died to get 
anywhere with their Healing.  And there have been countless numbers of people who if they had the 
Healing Spirits of Truth been readily available to them, would have done their Healing or progressed in 
the truth they were so desiring.  But that’s all been denied humanity up until now, and with the New 
Spiritual Age, that help will come, and along with the Spirits of Truth can we Celestials come, a massive 
input of higher spiritual truth, light and love, so those people in the 
Aftertimes that want to live a higher and true life will be easily able to, 
being so greatly assisted.  And those people will change humanity, they will be the real New Way, and 
so all the conniving and conspiring of those currently in the end times of 
this age, aren’t factoring into their equations this new spiritual light 
coming to the Aftertime.  Humanity is to severely change, it’s not to go 
on furthering its rebellious ways.  They are to end, it’s over, the Rebellion and Default are to die out, 
and the Shift is designed to help them die.  The Avonal Pair could have 
come at any time to bring about the New Spiritual Age, a massive 
spiritual input, however it was decided that their time now would be the best because of all the other 
changes that are going to take place, all of which are designed to help prepare humanity for the real new 
age, those who survive at least and those who will come during the Aftertimes. 
 
It is hard for me to explain just how intense, severe and massive this spiritual change and the spiritual 
input will be James.  It hasn’t happened before, none of us have any experience of it, and all we’ve got 
to go on are the preparations that we’re been told to make for it.  We Celestials are being mobilised for 
the Aftertimes, that’s what this is all really about, we too are heavily focused on the new Avonal Age, an 
age of intense Spiritual enlightenment, because we’re going to be the driving force in it.  And yet still 
we’ve not been told all we’re going to be able to do.  Many soulgroups are in active educational 
involvement with their angels, who are helping them prepare for some of what potentially they’ll be able 
to do during the next 1,000 years of the Spiritual Age.  The Age is going to unfold moving through 
various phases all helping to enlighten the people who are looking to their feelings for the truth, and 
with each phase being increasingly an ‘Angelic Phase’.  Humanity through the Rebellion has not been 
able to freely work with the angels, all of our angels having to work in the background with us unaware 
of all they are doing for us, all of which amounted to helping to keep us moving deeper into our 
rebellious ways.  But in the New Spiritual Age they will be able to come and actively work with you on 
Earth because the Rebellion, and so their denial, is over.  So really having the angels and nature spirits 
so involved and with people who are open to them and actively wanting their participation in their lives, 
and with it all being easy, will give rise to completely different approaches and attitudes to life.  So just 
from that side of things, the Aftertimes is not going to be what those people and mind spirits are 
preparing for it, want it to be.  (A soulgroup is 12 soul partner pairs making 24 personalities.) 

AVONAL AGE transitional Celestial administration: Soulgroups No: No. of Personalities:
Council of Elders – Pascas central soulgroup 1 24
Council of Elders – Pascas primary support group varies 13 312
Soulgroups helping Pascas and Solid Investment 124,000 2,976,000
Soulgroups expanded Pascas and SI Celestial support 12,400,000 297,600,000
Soulgroups involved with the ‘Change Over’ 1,240,000.000 29,760,000,000
Angels involved – they have been arriving in endless squadrons and legions countless billions
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DESTABILISING the CONTROLLERS            Sunday, 29 October 2017 
Hi James, Nanna Beth and Company      (a note from John) 
I was delighted to read John F Kennedy's messages and of his progress. 
 
To me, it feels like Donald Trump (president of USA 2016-2020) and his elite and secretive supporters 
will seriously destabilise the secretive and controlling Bush / Clinton (past USA presidents and their 
families) and Companions' positions.  That is, the general populace will not only be repulsed by what 
has gone on before, but they will also be repulsed by the Trump camp in a similar manner. Trump will 
succeed in exposing the 'Deep State' regime, but also find his own camp exposed and rejected in a 
similar manner. 
 
Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven:  It is to be as you say John.  Mr Trump is only just getting going.  
He will plough through them all, and in the process doing equally shocking things.  Still it’s all what’s 
needed to bring down the veil so the hidden controllers can be seen for what they are.  It’s going to take 
a few years, with the momentum building. 
 
John:  If that is so, how will the population of USA gather themselves together to bring about a less 
controlling and manipulative leadership? 
 
Nanna Beth:  They won’t, not for some time.  Other events are also going to take place that will bring 
America to its knees.  It will splinter and fracture all over the place.  It will be difficult for the cohesion 
that exists, albeit all so heavily controlled, will come apart, causing great psychic disturbance in many 
people as they try to adjust.  With such adjustments being so difficult for them because they are so false 
and untrue.  For most other countries, also suffering under the breakdown of their controlling structures, 
but with the personal adjustments by the people not being so disturbing because they are more realistic 
about life and how they are controlled.  The Americans by and large don’t have any idea that nearly all 
they stand for and how they live is going against themselves – mainstream and the alternative.  Look at 
how good Barbara A Brennan is as a healer, and yet it’s all being done for the wrong reasons, with the 
wrong intent, it’s all going the wrong way.  And that’s the same in everything they do.  So it’s going to 
be a big shock for them, and will take years to sort itself out. 
 
John:  Are there presently acceptable people to fill the void? 
 
Nanna Beth:  No, there will be some stop-gap fillers, but they too will fail, too much change will be 
forced upon them, their whole psyche of being the dominate people on Earth will be confronted and 
challenged, being leaders has lulled them into a false state of self-importance, so it’s going to be tough 
for them – a massive humbling. 
 
John:  More importantly, will systems and procedures be rebuilt to prevent such further corruption and 
control? 
 
Nanna Beth:  They will, but that too is going to take a long time.  Once the changes start in earnest they 
will go on for a very long time.  In a way you could say the evolution of the Rebellion and Default has 
been relatively stable, with the hidden controllers having everything well in hand, so just business as 
usual.  And you’ve grown up in this relative stability.  The sixties started to change things, and now with 
technology increasing change, then with the end of the Rebellion and Default (31 January 2018), 
upheaval can only result.  So once it begins in earnest, it will feed on itself, slowly breaking down 
structure upon structure.  It will be an incredible time, many new ideas being floated and listened to, lots 
of people abandoning ways they’ve lived and changing their beliefs, a freeing up over all, but one 
against the will of the mass.  Most people are complacently happy with the order and way of things, 
those at least who are in power and control, and believe they can survive and understand the way of 
things.  But once that all starts changing, so they will lose balance and feel very threatened. 
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John:  And will this have flow on of reviews and initiatives be taken on by other countries? 
 
Nanna Beth:  A lot of what happens in other countries will help communities in America.  Other 
countries will be better placed to deal with some of the changes, some moving to embrace them quicker 
than others.  I can’t say too much just yet about it all, there is still more that needs to happen first for 
James before I can reveal such things through him to you. 
 
John:  I understand that we have entered what is the very start of the End Times.  However, is it that the 
End Times are actually two separate eras?  One being the stepping back from direct involvement with 
the population of Earth by Mary and Jesus and culminating with the Handover to the Avonal Pair.  The 
other being the total removal of the harmful aspects of the Rebellion and the Default that will take the 
entire next era of 1,000 years to be achieved.  Is this two separate events being referred to as the end 
times or should these be referred to differently? 
 
Nanna Beth:  It’s all part of the End Times, it’s up to you John as to whether you separate the two or 
keep them together – they are all part of The End – which is the end of the Rebellion and Default, and 
their technical end.  And what I mean by that is that it’s all coming to a head, the end of Mary and Jesus’ 
age, and the beginning of the new, so it’s all part of that.  However one thing, the complete “removal of 
the harmful aspects of the Rebellion and Default” will not happen within the next Spiritual age of 1,000 
years.  Only a certain amount of it, and that’s enough to bring humanity back to a certain level of truth – 
a balance between the feeling truth and the erroneous mind belief – that will enable it to chose 
conclusively, and for itself as a whole, whether or not it wishes to continue with its healing or be left to 
its own devices to essentially carry on with what’s left of the wrongness, doing whatever it might want 
to do with and in that.  We can’t really say more about that because that’s for those people way in the 
future to decide about, however by the time humanity arrives at that point, it will know what we’re 
talking about now.  But now is the End and beginning of a the New Way, which has begun in the lives 
of yourselves. 
 
John:  My reading of Verna – the Nature Spirits – these writings have been very important and revealing 
for me. 
 
Nanna Beth:  As you can sense there is more to Verna than her being ‘just a nature spirit’ for there is far 
more to the nature spirits, as is there to the angels.  But all of that is hidden knowledge, and can only be 
revealed through people attending properly to their feelings.  They will be part of The New Way, giving 
much help and clarity to not just things to do with nature but with every aspect of life. 
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Mansion World 3: is for waking up to the 
truth that you’re not loving and starting to get 
in touch with your pain, starting to accept 
your bad feelings, starting to work with them 
instead of rejecting them.   

Maybe something like 30 billion people have 
recognised that our Mother and Father’s 
Divine Love, together with embracing one’s 
Feeling Healing, that with these two aspects, 
have progressed through the Mansion Worlds 
to the Celestial Heavens and onwards. 

3
 Divine Love 

Healing 
World 

Mansion World 7: is then about still working with the deepest and 
residual bad feelings, whilst looking to sort out how you wrongly relate 
to yourself and others, nature and God because of being unloving, 
understanding how your relationships are unloving, how you don’t 
connect properly, how unloving you really are and why and fully 
accepting the truth of it, coming completely to grips with your parents 
not loving you as you needed to be loved – sorting it all out, including 
your self and feeling expression difficulties.   
Mansion World 5: is then about going right into the depths of them, 
feeling how unloved you feel and seeing how unloving you are and how 
that makes you feel, bringing out the majority of your pain, your misery, 
fear, anger, guilt, hatred, boredom, terror, rejection, nothingness, feeling 
powerless, alone and abandoned, and so on.   
 

1 
Natural Love 

5 
 Divine Love 

Healing 
World 

7
 Divine Love 

Healing 
World 

1
Celestial 
Heaven 

2 
Celestial 
Heaven 

3
Celestial 
Heaven 

To PARADISE, the HOME of OUR HEAVENLY PARENTS 

Council  of Elders 
now around 20 

Soulgroups 

More than 200 billion personalities have embraced their mind 
and self reliance through the misguidance of ‘New Age’ styled 
ideologies and the many thousands of different religious 
platforms, all of which take the person further and further  

WHICH WAY?  MIND SELF RELIANT or FEELING AND GOD RELIANT: 

away from our Heavenly Parents. 
For a million years, humanity has gone 
in the wrong direction with its self-
denial of self and feeling! 

2
Mind 

Mansion 
World 

4 
Mind 

Mansion 
World 

 6
Mind 

Mansion 
World 
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REBELLION  and DEFAULT ENDING:              Thursday, 30 November 2017 
 
James:  Good morning Nanna Beth.  Having just given up wanting to think about the conspiracy 
business ever again, because I find it too dementing, then I read another article that explains it even 
more and I’m away again into my mind trying to work it out again.  Anyway, this article was about the 
hidden controllers, as you call them, they being based in Europe and England and including, on certain 
levels, members of certain royal families, and that they have this need to perform sacrifices following 
the Tarot.  For example, with Princess Diana being the sacrificial Queen of Cups.  So I want you to 
please tell me, is there any truth to this, is it all part of their wacky Satan worshiping thing? 
 
Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven:  It is James.  They follow 
such cults, which are an elaborate concoction of mainstream 
religions and Satanism, and a lot of other ‘witch-doctory’ 
stuff they’ve made up for themselves over the years, all with 
the help of the mind spirits, and before they were removed, 
the Caligastias and Daligastias (C & D were arrested and 
spirit world imprisoned in the early 1990s).  They do firmly 
believe they are the Chosen Ones, the true rulers of 
humanity, they being the emissaries of these Evil Ones 
(universal personalities, they don’t really understand they are 
spirits as such) on Earth.  And so part of the ritual sacrifice 
allows them to maintain their inner connections with such 
higher controlling spirits, all so in the end, when it all comes to fruition, their Great Master, who 
amounts to Satan himself (also in spirit world prison), will materialise, take over, appoint them officially 
in charge of the world, grant them immortality, and then leave them to it.  So they run Earth, He runs his 
unseen worlds, and everyone is happy. 
 
And they don’t worry about death, because they’ve been told, that when the Great Day arrives, he will 
return with all who’ve died, all the other main hidden controllers, those in the real know, and not all the 
also-rans like the Bushs, Clintons and Obamas, etc. they’ve used, but those with the real blood lines, 
who’ll take up their respective places and live in paradise on Earth. 
 
And they are working to bring it all to its final conclusion now, because strange things have been taking 
place which they can’t put their finger on –  ‘atmospheric disturbances’ on the psychic levels.  And even 
though these ‘confusions’ are beginning to cause them problems, they rationalise that these are good 
signs because they are heralding the beginning of the end, that something major is taking place (which it 
has, by us Celestials stepping in), all pointing more toward their End Time Messiah making His long-
awaited appearance. 
 
James:  Why do they believe they need the sacrifices – what does 
that do for them? 
 
Nanna Beth:  It appeases their god, like what the ancients believed, 
that it helps show they have the power, they can do whatever they 
like with impunity, they can take the lives of others and nothing 
bad happens to them; and even better than that, all these good 
things happen, they keep making more money, gain more control, 
have less people able to go against them.  Not showing such power 
by making such ritualised sacrifices might mean they lose their 
control and it turns everything against them. 
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And ritualising it makes it be all the more important, like undertaking religious ceremony and practice, 
all in the mistaken belief that it keeps the whole thing sacred, legitimising it in a way, even making it 
legal to their warped minds. 

They love the whole secretive thing James, that’s what gives them the thrill and desire to keep going 
with it.  They are ‘The Club’, the Elite, they are the Chosen Ones, and they secretly do whatever they 
like with everyone lesser than them.  So they work out all these ways of using and all but enslaving the 
people to do whatever they want.  It’s the ultimate power in the wrongness.  And because you’ve never 
had a taste of it, you find it hard to relate to.  Imagine being your mother, the most powerful person in 
your early life, and having so much power that it makes you overwhelmingly happy.  So unlike being 
always unhappy and discontent like your mother, she is the opposite, so happy.  Yet not happy, gracious 
and benevolent, but happy that she’s so controlling and always wanting more control, more power, an 
insatiable appetite for it, and also fearing someone is going to or is trying to take it from you, so always 
having to ensure your kingdom and wealth is safe. 
 
James:  You’re right Beth, I can’t imagine such power, my pathetic little bit is always heavily 
overshadowed by mum’s, and she sanctions it, I don’t have it in my own right. 
 
Nanna Beth:  Which is really the same for the hidden controllers.  They learnt very early on, that if 
you’re going to work with ‘Satan’ and the hidden Ones in spirit who really controlled the shots, fine.  
However, if you think you’re able to transgress their laws and ways, forget it, you’ll soon be terminated 
or inflicted with a terrible illness or everything in life suddenly goes against you.  The Caligastias and 
Daligastias (fallen Lanonandeks) had all the power until Jesus and Mary came, and even still quite a lot 
once they’d left, so they easily controlled those people on Earth who wanted to work for them. 
 
Pre Jesus and Mary, they could do whatever they wanted and controlled humanity completely, so were 
able to engineer the removal of Jesus.  Post Mary and Jesus, they weren’t able to 
have such complete power, so other people could grow up wanting to be more 
true and good, even within the negative, and without such people being instantly dealt with by the 
Caligastias and Daligastias (C&D).  So there developed competing factions, all of whom C&D then 
worked using all sides against each other, all of which caused some consternation amongst the hidden 
controllers.  So as humanity has developed during these past two hundred years, in some ways the 
hidden controllers have greatly increased their power, and yet at the same time other competing forces 
have come up against them.  And it was all meant to culminate in one big final battle and Armageddon, 
after which the real hidden controllers would reign supreme, however because of the removal of C&D 
(early 1990s), things aren’t looking like they might turn out that way... or, they still might, but just not 
how they’d been told... or perhaps it’s still too early days, as they too suffer what you do James, in not 
being told exactly when the End Times and all the rest is meant to happen, because no one knows.  We 

The rebellious Lanonandeks from within our local universe are these soul partner pairs: 

FOR 200,000 years ALL SCRIPTURES and Earth based INSTITUTIONALISED SYSTEMS are 
the WORK of the REBELLIOUS LANONANDEKS: 

   Lucifer pair  Satan pair   Caligastia pair          Daligastia pair 
   Arrested and imprisoned 26 CE   Arrested and imprisoned early 1990s CE 
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know, we Celestials, but the mind spirits are kept in the dark, they are trying to work it out based on the 
‘signs’, in life and in the stars, but that’s not going to help much.  Even C& D thought they knew, but 
without L&S (Lucifer and Satan, also fallen Lanonandeks who were imprisoned by Jesus during his 
public ministry) to back them up, they were starting to lose their way too.  So you’ve got all that’s in 
Revelation and so based on times when the Evil Ones were much more sure of how it was all going to 
work out, however things now are a bit more up in the air. 
 
So they weren’t meant to have Russia stepping up to the plate and defeating ISIS in Syria, (Islamic State 
of Iraq and Syria, officially known as the Islamic State and also known by its Arabic acronym Daesh, is 
a militant Islamist group) that put a spanner in the works; and America didn’t buy into it as they should 
have done by hammering Iran when it was meant to; that too caused major 
problems.  And now things are getting desperate with Trump’s lot starting 
to air the dirty laundry, which is only going to increase making everyone 
wonder if indeed anyone with any political power is not just a dirty old 
man.  Credibility is beginning to wane, Bitcoin is beginning to put the 
wind up the bankers, everyone is starting to scramble because things are 
happening too fast and seemingly without any direction.  And worst of all, 
the bloody Russians seem to be the only ones on top of it all.  If it weren’t 
for them, the Chinese would have floundered, the Middle East would be in 
flames, there’d be no oil from there causing all sorts of problems. 
 

So as we’ve told you, the inner pressures are mounting for the 
hidden controllers.  They are having to dig deeper and start to assert 
their control more heavily, which then starts to show where and who 
they are, something they don’t like at all.  So the Internet is a 
blessing as much as a curse, should you keep it or get rid of it, yet 
it’s all gone too far and is spiralling out of control.  With, as we’ve 
also told you, next year being the ‘Year for Signs’ that things are not 
going as planned for them. 

 
James:  Again it struck me that the hidden controllers are hardly going to allow a 
couple of gnats (Solid Investment fund pool, etc.) to have their way, let alone pay out 
a vast amount of cash to them.  Irrespective of the guarantee, because who is going to 
make them pay, they control everything!  
 
Nanna Beth:  And it’s true what you say James, it does seem like a lost cause, and why even bother, 
however as you also understand, there is more to it than that.  
The power of the hidden controllers has already peaked 
(although they don’t as yet fully comprehend that), it is on the 
wane now, and they will never be able to regain that which 
they are losing.  And so it’s a long fall down from their lofty 
peaks, and so not as far for the gnats to climb up.  
 
James:  Good one Beth, I see what you’re saying.  You’ve got it all sorted, haven’t you?  I can’t find any 
holes in your argument; you have every one of my manoeuvres covered, I’m one of those gnats with you 
lot being the real hidden controllers. 
 
Nanna Beth:  Now you’re getting the idea James. 
 
James:  I always feel like I’m having to work everything out from down in the depths of my hole, whilst 
you are all up there happy in the light. 
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Nanna Beth:  It’s true.  That is how it is for you James.  We’re all pleasantly in the driver’s seat, and 
you’re being dragged along somewhere behind without a clue about what’s happening – good fun isn’t? 
 
James:  I suppose it’s your pay off or compensation for having done the hard work of Healing 
yourselves.  Your ‘reward’. 
 
Nanna Beth:  You could say it’s something like that, yes.  I’ll speak to you soon – Nanna Beth. 
 
 
Later... 
James:  If the cataclysmic end times repeat (Pole Shift cycles of 12,000 to 13,000 years), wiping out the 
bulk of humanity and changing everything so much that humanity has to start all over again, scratching 
around in the dirt and building itself up for yet another crash, then how did L&S & C&D (Lucifer and 
Satan soul partner pairs and Caligastia and Daligastia soul partner pairs – ‘the Evil Ones’) see and deal 
with those cyclic changes?  You invest everything in humanity, only to see all you’ve done wiped, then 
to start out all over again? 
 
Nanna Beth:  It was just how it was James, so they worked within such imposed limitations.  They took 
a very long-term view, taking into account such upheavals.  They were looking for long time obedience 
to them, they wanted humanity to be their slaves so that at some far off future time when they’d won the 
Rebellion, they’d have a ready-made army of workers and slaves to help them run the universe.  So 
within that army, they needed their officers, so those people were selected to gain power and control 
over the masses – the hidden controllers of every Earth-age.  And as you understand, prior to a Paradise 
Bestowal pair coming to Earth, everyone who died remained confined to the spirit Mansion Worlds 
when they awoke at the end of each epoch.  And there they 
continued to be schooled by the Evil Ones for the eventful day 
when the Lucifers could make inroads deeper into controlling 
and eventually taking over Nebadon (our Local Universe). 
 
James:  So they really believed they could do that? 
 
Nanna Beth:  And the worlds under their control were where they enlisted the troops, and whether the 
‘troops’ wanted it or not.  The Lucifers (soulmate pair) were going to become the new Mary and Jesus. 
 
James:  But what about having to deal with the Avonal pairs, even if they could somehow usurp Mary 
and Jesus (being Creator Daughter and Son from Paradise and co-regents of Nebadon)? 
 
Nanna Beth:  They believed that because of their rebellion, and because of what the Rebellion was, that 
such pairs would cease to function in Nebadon, going back to Paradise, because there was no more need 
for them, as the Lucifers wouldn’t want them. 
 
James:  But surely the Lucifers had been schooled at knowing that the Avonals were the pairs who 
redeemed rebellious worlds? 
 
Nanna Beth:  Yes they knew, even though they’d never witnessed it happening, however they also knew 
that they couldn’t redeem such worlds until the Rebellion had been terminated by Mary and Jesus.  So if 
Mary and Jesus were going to act, which they didn’t for a very long time, and with each passing day the 
Lucifers growing more confident that they never would; and so because of that, that they were winning, 
and that perhaps Mary and Jesus were even powerless to act to stop them.  You see James, there was a 
lot of precedent in the positive side of things, as to how all these universal personalities act, however 
there wasn’t any precedent in the negative, when a rebellion happened.  So the theory is one thing, 
however there is always the fact that the theory might not be sound, and it’s not until proven through life 
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experience that it is.  So because they’d been allowed to rebel at all, well, if you can do that, why not 
keep going, and you just don’t know where it might lead, you might end up taking over the universe, 
and you might even go further, and what about taking over God?  And I know it might sound absurd to 
you, however there is no limit to such absurd thinking when you’ve gone off the rails rebelling in your 
mind – as you on Earth all know. 
 
So anything was possible, however they got quite a shock when they found out suddenly it really was 
Mary and Jesus on Earth living amongst ordinary women and men.  Because they then knew that the 
writing was on the wall, all their plans had to go in the bin, because they didn’t know what fate then 
awaited them.  And as they couldn’t get rid of Mary and Jesus using supernatural means, all they could 
do was engineer their removal from Earth using their human accomplices, which they thought they’d 
succeeded in, only for L&S (Lucifer and Satan soulmate / soul partner pairs) to suddenly find 
themselves under universal arrest and taken to the detention plane.  Then C&D (Caligastia and 
Daligastia soulmate pairs) didn’t know what would happen to them, and as they weren’t told, they 
carried on the best they could until suddenly their time came too (in the early 1990s). 
 
James:  C&D must have suspected an Avonal Pair arrival once Mary and Jesus had come? 
 
Nanna Beth:  Yes, but when... that was the question.  And once they realised it wasn’t going to be any 
time soon, they put in place their plans to take over the world for the day when they might show up.  
Sort of like, well if we can’t have it, then fuck you, we’ll make it as difficult as we can. 
 
James:  I still find it staggering that L&S thought they might be able to take over Nebadon – how would 
they do that Nanna Beth? 
 
Nanna Beth:  They were preparing to have their armies of spirits and fallen angels mobilised at some 
point being able to take them out of the Mansion Worlds and higher into the universal spheres.  That 
being if they could figure a way to get them out of their Mansion World confinement, which they 
believed was only a matter of time.  And in the meantime, if they couldn’t pull that off on spiritual 
levels, then possibly they could help advance the humanities under their control to go out into the 
universe conquering other material worlds, thereby bringing them into the Rebellion.  So working at 
controlling Nebadon from the material level up – the bottom up, so to speak.  Which in some ways 
makes more sense, so they would be able to control all the newly incarnating souls and turning them to 
their ways.  They didn’t fully appreciate that the rebellious humanities were quarantined and so unable 
to move out negatively affecting other worlds, and they thought they’d overcome such limitations 
eventually.  And if they could eventually take over all the material worlds of Nebadon, then those spirits 
would one day move up higher, taking over all of spiritual Nebadon.  Time was not a limitation, and the 
more time the better, as what else were they going to do other than fight for their cause?  Their cause 
being to make themselves the Rulers of All.  (Earth’s humanity is quarantined in such a manner that 
people on Earth cannot travel outside our local solar system AND humanities from other worlds can 
enter our solar system, send probes to Earth but may not visit.  There are no ‘star wars’!) 
 
They did understand to a certain degree, so I’m told, that it was really the mind verses feelings way of 
life.  They delighted in their minds, it was in them they found their power, and found they could easily 
control lesser minds.  And so they set about influencing the lesser 
underdeveloped minds of the lower worlds, whilst the higher universal more 
feeling based spirits, including the Avonals and Mary and Jesus, didn’t seem 
to interfere. 
 
And it was always possible they might have come to their senses and said they didn’t want to Rebel 
anymore and take whatever punishment awaited them, which I think was merciful of Mary and Jesus to 
give them such time to reconsider.  However when it became too much and obvious they weren’t going 
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to, and reasons of the Mother and Father, so it was brought to an end.  And we think it happened so 
soon, as potentially the Rebellion could have gone on much longer and even expanded, because it was 
causing too much change, it was too much to deal with all at once.  And had it gone on longer, it would 
have caused even greater changes, and the rest of Nebadon, and perhaps even Creation, wasn’t ready to 
be subjected to that level of change.  The Rebellion was really just a little hiccup in the ways of love.  
And we wonder if it’s the first hiccup of a long period of indigestion awaiting the next levels of 
Creation.  So something we can all get a taste of, yet something not too bad.  Which is not much comfort 
for you James when you feel still caught up in your unloving wrongness. 
 
James:  So humanity’s push to leave the world and go off exploring other planets is all really part of the 
L&S (Lucifer and Satan) plan? 
 
Nanna Beth:  Yes.  Everything that Earth is, is part of their plan, because it’s all adhering to the mind 
ways of life – mind control.  Only the difficulty was, the age between each cyclic upheaval had its own 
unique ways and power of doing things (each pole shift results in different energy frequencies for 
Earth).  So humanity wasn’t evolving or growing or developing its mind in a lineal progression, and one 
in which L&S (Lucifer and Satan soulmate / soul partner pairs) could dominate and dictate spiritual 
(which was really mental) direction.  Other civilisations were able to harness magnetics to overcome 
gravity and were able to leave the world and move about in space, then that all came to an end with a 
cataclysmic change.  And when the next age began, those same laws that enable the magnetics to be 
used had been lost and couldn’t be acted upon, so new ways of leaving the planet had to be developed.  
But then as in this age, it gradually became apparent that it was going to take a very long time to get 
anywhere near leaving the world, if indeed it could actually happen, because humanity became more 
bogged down in petty squabbling and personality expression problems, and didn’t or couldn’t expand 
the mind to such a degree as to give rise to the needed technologies that would have allowed reasonable 
space flight.  And look at you now, you can hardly get a rocket up into space, and you think you’re all 
so advanced, and yet the end of this Earth-age is nearly upon you.  So then you’ll have to start all over 
again.  So it’s not looking good for any of C&D (Caligastia and Daligastia soulmate pairs) plans, not 
that they care anymore. 
 
James:  So the Mother and Father engineered it that the L&S’ plans would fail, because the age would 
change through these upheavals? 
 
Nanna Beth:  Yes, because the Mother and Father are not about whether 
or not L&S win, that’s L&S’ own delusion; the Mother and Father are 
about people experiencing what it’s like growing up being subjected to 
rebellion and no-love.  They are about relationships in the negative and 
positive, without love and with love.  And They are not about Mary and 
Jesus losing control of Nebadon, because that was not part of Their 
plan.  And you know Who’s plan is going to be lived in the end. 
 
James:  So on a positive note, all the alternative technologies are in fact more a step in the right direction 
for the next age, not the Spiritual Age, although that is at the beginning of the next upheaval age? 
 
Nanna Beth:  They are, provided the means to run such technologies remain, as in the laws governing 
them.  The laws might change, and so new technologies would have to be developed as humanity 
evolves along new lines of mental and feeling growth.  However it might be that humanity now evolves 
in Truth through doing its Healing, and doesn’t require such advanced mental technologies, preferring to 
live at-one with nature through its feelings, delighting in living in multi-family groups all based on 
helping people do their Healing, perfecting their relationships, being truly loving, and raising children as 
rebellion free as their truth allows. 
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You don’t know James, we do, we’ve been schooled on it, however that too we can’t tell you.  What you 
can know is both the next ages, as in Spiritual Age and Earth age, will be conducive to allowing people 
to do their Healing, because without L&S & C&D (Lucifer, Satan, Caligastia, Daligastia soul partner 
pairs), there is no Rebellion anymore.  And as humanity isn’t capable of taking it on themselves and 
evolving it, you need higher spirit input for that, and despite what the mind Mansion Worlds’ spirits 
might think they are capable of, all of which is irrelevant now anyway, because we Celestials have taken 
over.  And that does mean the end of it, and the beginning of the new.  And this is being seen in your 
small way through Samantha, Graham, John and others, yourself and Marion, you all saying no to it in 
your different ways, and proving to yourselves, again in your different ways, that you can do something 
about it.  And no one previously, no one for the past two hundred thousand years, has been able to do 
something personally about it.  Many have wanted to and tried but haven’t known what it was really all 
about.  They’ve not understood or appreciated the Rebellion and Default for its spiritual strength, or on 
the personal level, how controlling it is and how controlled you all are, and have not understood it’s all 
feeling denial by the mind, and have not understood how to look to their feelings to set themselves free. 
 
So in your very small ways, you are showing that something drastic has changed for humanity.  And it 
has.  And those small ways will steadily grow, as the constraints governing and holding the Rebellion 
and Default in place loosen. 
 
James:  So if C&D (Caligastia and Daligastia soulmates) hadn’t gone, none of this would be happening? 
 
Nanna Beth:  That’s right.  They’d still be firmly in place, people 
would have the TUB (The Urantia Book 1925-35) and the PM 
(Padgett Message 1914-23) to add to their rebelliousness, and so on it 
would go with C&D working them into their nefarious plans.  And 
humanity had Jesus return through the PM (Padgett Messages), and 
C&D saw that once again Mary and Jesus didn’t do anything.  So they 
might have thought something like: I mean to say, saying you can long 
for the Divine Love, which when one does, doesn’t do anything for 
anyone, there’s no obvious inner transformation going on, so nothing 
to worry about there, move along; or hey, why not include longing for 
the Divine Love in the next controlling global religion we make up for the next Earth-age, when 
Christianity has run its course and been thrown in the bin. 
 
So on it would have gone, and we Celestials would have been powerless to do anything, waiting for the 
day when someone starts doing their Healing and does it enough to allow us to start to have something 
of a say.  And as that can only be an Avonal Pair, because humanity being bound up in its rebelliousness 
isn’t able to ascend beyond it, as so many people have shown down through the ages.  Alice Miller came 
so close, yet didn’t have the spiritual understanding or inclination, so we couldn’t reach out to her there; 
and as no one picked up on what she brought to light, moving with it and adding the spiritual side, so 
we’ve had to wait and prepare, and you know the rest. 
 
James:  So the fact that Divine Love Spirituality sits out on the Internet (James’ website regarding 
Feeling Healing), and even if nothing happens anymore than it already has, that is enough? 
 

https://divinelovespirituality.wordpress.com/ 
 
Nanna Beth:  Yes, because someone has done it – is living it, and from that others will come.  So even if 
you died and nothing else happened with it James, it’s part of the consciousness of humanity; it’s there 
to be utilised by the likes of us Celestial spirits and people’s Indwelling Spirits.  So at some stage, 
someone would come along, and even if they didn’t directly have access to your work, and even though 
they might not embrace or understand it all as much as you have, still they’d be able to introduce one of 
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the facets of it, and from there should humanity be meant to evolve that way, so it would happen.  And it 
would happen, because as I said, there is no longer C&D to stop it from happening. 
 
And this is why we keep stressing the Rebellion and Default are over, both from a technical point of 
view and personally, because a few people have embraced the truth of the Healing.  These people want 
to Heal themselves of their wrongness, and even if it’s just knowing it intellectually, they still want to do 
it, and that’s enough, that’s the Rebellion and Default broken right there and then. 
 
James:  So I can die and go home, wherever that might be?  I don’t have to do it anymore? 
 
Nanna Beth:  That’s not for me to say James.  Not for me to tell you.  And it makes more sense that even 
though the Rebellion and Default are broken, still there is more that needs to be revealed about it, which 
will happen right the way up until you and Marion finish your Healing.  Then you might be allowed to 
go... or you might have to do other work.  You might even want to stay! 
 
James:  At least I feel now that I’m getting somewhere in seeing the truth of my fucked self-expression 
and inability to have relationships.  I feel that I’ve finished with the higher spiritual truths for the time 
being, despite writing about this now with you, and truth is coming to me about why my relationships 
don’t work.  And I feel very good about that, as horrible as it is seeing all the bad stuff about myself.  
Now when things between Marion and I happen, she pulls me up and I work through it seeing what’s 
wrong myself.  And that’s new for me on these deep personal levels.  I’ve never been able to work back 
into it myself, she’s always pointed it all out, but now I’m seeing it myself – finally! 
 
I’m getting too hot and sweaty, so I’ll say goodbye Nanna Beth and speak to you soon – thank you 
again. 
 
Nanna Beth:  Until next time James – speak to you then.  Nanna Beth. 
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MEANWHILE, the general MALAISE of HUMANITY will continue for DECADES to COME: 
 
ANOTHER BBQ CHAT   Thursday, 21 February 2019 
 
Kathaleen, 1st Celestial Heaven – Kevin and Kathaleen are soul partners: 
“The arch controllers are purposefully introducing these professionals to it 
so as to see what they come up with and if they come up with anything that conflicts with what they 
want and how they see things going.  Shortly they will start on the direction they are to take.  They need 
to unwind it all, it’s causing other obstructions to their other plans, but they are taking added precautions 
because of how unstable everything is becoming. 
 
“And the preplanning will be relevant for them, if only to see how irrelevant it has been.  That of itself, 
to feel you are losing control, is what we want to give such people, it being a very unsettling and 
unnerving feeling when you’ve been so sure of your own greatness all your life.  But what happens 
when you start to feel you might not be so great after all, or that perhaps there is some other even greater 
force at work, and you’ve only been its patsy?  All of which can lead to a great psychic breakdown – 
mental and emotional crisis.” 
 
Following the blocking of interference by mind Mansion World spirits (worlds 1, 2, 4 and 6) as from the 
22 March 2017 and the handing over of ‘control’ of Earth’s humanity to Celestial spirits of Celestial 
Heavens 1, 2 and 3 on 31 January 2018, the unseen support for mind orientated humanity in the physical 
has subsided and for many, totally withdrawn.  Many people on Earth have conducted their affairs and 
lived their lives unknowingly with full guidance coming from the mind Mansion World spirits.  Many 
people have intuitively functioned with seemingly incredible success are now finding themselves 
floundering – having to make decisions on their own and revealing their gross inadequacies.   
 
This guidance is not simply no longer available to a few – billions of people are now without their mind 
spirit guidance.   
 
Kathaleen:  “Liken the whole age of Mary and Jesus to being that of what it is like for you as children 
through your forming years.  You are inducted into your ‘Parents Age’, just as you are into Mary’s and 
Jesus’ age, and so you can’t be anything else other than an expression of that ‘Age’.  So the whole world 
being an expression of Mary and Jesus’ age in rebellion against the truth, which is in rebellion against 
Mary and Jesus themselves, can’t do anything else other than be as it is.  And so that’s why a New 
Spiritual Age is needed.  And that can’t come simply through the likes of a book like TUB (The Urantia 
Book), it has to come with an Avonal Pair, and it can’t even come by Mary and Jesus coming back, 
because even if they did, they’d come back true, just like how it was for them on Earth, and so would 
only be able to teach and live that perfection, thereby gaining nothing more than what they’ve already 
done.  So that’s why the Avonal Pair is so crucial, requiring them – someone – to take on the full 
rebellion of Mary and Jesus’ age, which is the sum total of the Rebellion and Default to this point, and 
heal it within themselves with the spiritual authority to then be able to affect change in humanity.” 
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BEYOND Year 2020! 
 
We can now go about achieving the impossible.  We can now bring about the greatest spiritual 
advancement of Earth’s humanity.  We can talk about our humanity in distinction to others.  The Lucifer 
Rebellion drew the humanities of 37 inhabited worlds into its embrace.  All 37 humanities are within our 
local system called Satania of which Earth (Urantia) is number 606 of the 619 inhabited physical 
worlds.  Of the 37 rebellious humanities, only Earth’s has also Defaulted.  We of Earth have the 
distinction of being the only humanity to be in Rebellion and Default, out of the 3,840,101 humanities 
throughout our Local Universe of Nebadon which has as its co-regents the Creator Daughter and Son, 
Mary Magdalene and Jesus. 
 
These writings now introduce how we each may and will progressively, and in our own time, heal 
ourselves of our personal Rebellion and Default. 
 
Earth’s humanity has now moved into the commencement of the Great U-Turn and consequently the 
environment that we now live in will never again allow the return to the complacency and stability that 
seemingly prevailed these past decades.  The mind spirits from the Mansion Worlds assisted and aided 
us in our continuing to live through our minds and against our Heavenly Parents, our Heavenly Mother 
and Father, and also against our Creator Daughter and Son.   On 22 March 2017, due to the progress by 
the Avonal pair in their Healing of what they have personally taken on of the Rebellion and Default, 
they had reached the tipping point where the Celestial Spirits from the Celestial Heavens could close off 
communication access of the mind Mansion World spirit with Earth’s physical humanity.  Since then, 
many on Earth have been floundering without their hidden guidance.  We now experience apparent 
stupidity all around us that we had never encountered before.  This will not only continue but grow until 
we embrace our healing through the Feeling Healing process and live through our soul-based feelings. 
 
We are experiencing extremes in everything around us.  Extremes that exceed events recorded in 
history.  Temperature extremes, both hot and cold, extended droughts followed by wild fires and then 
floods.  Leaders throughout all levels of society seemingly acting irrationally.  Political leaders imposing 
absurd dictates on constituents.  Health pandemics that have not been seen for a hundred years.  Etc. 
 
Now we have also the greatest financial resources being pooled and released to aid humanity in a way 
never considered possible – all of this to bring about the Great U-Turn.   
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Far reaching issues can now be addressed in a manner that also makes available the awareness to live 
through our feelings, rather than through our mind and continue to go against our Heavenly Parents. 
 
Incredibly, in this so-called advanced age of humanity, there are global issues to be solved, such as: 
 

 The eradication of modern slavery  
 eradication of child marriage and forced marriage  
 delivery of equal education outcomes for boys and girls, and  
 equal employment opportunities for men and women 
 incarceration for crimes whilst still not involving the addressing of underlying causes 
 parents of young people are still not held responsible for their childrens’ malfeasance 
 lack of universal communication services such as the internet 
 global access to electricity and reliable power supply 
 potable safe drinking water 
 adequate water supply for daily needs 
 nutritious food in adequate volumes 
 safe housing – housing that is dry and warm all year round 
 education that enables freedom of self expression 
 universal health services even at basic levels 
 freedom of expression. 

 
When we first look at these issues, we find more than one billion people suffer these deprivations and 
they mostly live between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn!  

 
People within every community are suffering deprivation.  The agenda to be formed is not to be for 
localised situations only but to be an overarching program that embraces all of humanity and then sets to 
enable each community within each nation to tailor the delivery of solutions, be they progressive and 
staged in steps or as single programs, so that the community is directly and fully engaged in what is 
delivered.  Nothing is to be imposed upon anyone.  Communities are to drive their own agendas. 
 
Education is the pinnacle of the solutions as it is the people within each community that are to be 
supported to bring about long term and permanent developments and to bring about the autonomy of 
those involved. 
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Nothing more typifies the craziness around us than the 
dependency upon assumptions.  When was the last time you 
made an assumption and accepted its determination, a week ago, 
yesterday or even just now?  The error rate is about 98%!!! 
 
Our mind is addicted to control (ask your children!), our mind 
cannot discern truth from falsehood and our minds are addicted 
to untruth.  Assumptions are mind generated.  Our dependency 
upon acting upon our assumptions is an underlying cause of the 
insanity that appears unfolding all around us. 
 
We are the truth seekers and until we embrace our feelings, our 
soul based feelings that are always in truth, and long to know 
what are feelings are guiding us to understand and embrace, only 
then will the disturbances plaguing the world subside within our 
environment and we will prosper in harmony as we heal and 
grow in truth – slowly!  It will continue to be difficult but it is the 
only pathway.  
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Now that the Rebellion and Default have formally ended as of 31 January 2018, the Celestial Spirits will 
not allow a return to the old.  It is the Celestial Spirits from the three Celestial Heaven spheres that have 
passively marshalled and enabled the funding to be accumulated on such a massive scale and then drawn 
teams of people together who are passionate about presenting the opportunity to bring about these long 
term changes as well as a change in the way of living – Living Feelings First – that permanently puts the 
Lucifer Rebellion and Default behind us all. 
 
Our environment will continue to remain disruptive until we begin to engage with our Feelings, seeking 
a better way of living, whilst longing for the truth our feelings are bringing to our awareness. 
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These changes will reach into every aspect of society and way of living.  Nothing that existed 
throughout the Rebellion and Default will remain 
standing.  We will come to realise that everything 
has been orchestrated by the rebellious 
Lanonandek spirits, namely the Lucifers, Satans, 
Caligastias and Daligastias soul partner pairs 
through their mind Mansion World spirits.  
Nothing on Earth has escaped this manipulation.  
NOTHING! 
 
Consider democracy.  Elections of candidates pit 
half the population against the other half, thus 
polarising half the people against the other half.  
The loosing half does not have appropriate 
participation in events until the next election.  
Meanwhile the candidates that are successful find 
themselves sidelined to the will of a few to the 
extent that it may unfold to being a dictatorship in 
nature.  As the term of government unfolds, the 
people discover that their candidates are under skilled! 
 
The health care system is in crisis as it does not set about to address the cause of any illness.  The health 
care system suppresses the systems of discomfort, pains and illness but does not address cause.  When 
was it that your health carer / doctor talked to your about the cause of the complaint that you presented? 
 

 

NATURAL LOVE 
MIND camp 

CELESTIAL DIVINE  
LOVE FEELING camp 
having completed 
their HEALING

MALEVOLENT 
SPIRITS camp 

religious / education group } 
political group  } 
   power control  } 
economic system group } 

these spirits used to control the governments   on 
Earth – they are now blocked 

very low truth individuals – criminal intent 

SPIRITUAL UNIVERSE CAMPS 

Malevolent spirits no longer 
have the power to influence 
us on Earth. 

Celestial Spirits, since 22 March 2017, now 
control all spirit communications. 
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‘I had a pretty good upbringing’ in comparison to other people. 
 
Parents have NO understanding of Love. 
Parents have NO understanding of Law of Free Will. 
Parents have NO understanding of blocking emotions. 
Parents have NO understanding of causal / core emotions. 

We, as parents, were born into the Rebellion and Default, having 
no idea it existed or what it was about.  The Rebellion and 
Default formally ended on 31 January 2018.  We now understand 
that through suppressing our children’s true personality, having 
them live through their minds rather than through their soul-
based feelings, this suppression and repression practiced world-
wide has induced universal depression.  Only through Feeling 
Healing, longing for the truth behind all feelings, both good and 
bad, and expressing all that comes to us, will we free ourselves of 
these errors and heal ourselves.  Vibrancy and truth is our 
destiny! 
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♥ You truly love your children, devoting yourself to them, 

wanting nothing more than for them to grow up and be 
as they want to be? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

♥ You believe you truly love your children, believing you 
are devoted to them, wanting them to be as you want 
them to be? 

 
 

~~~~~~ 
 
 
♥ You love your child more than you love your pet? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
♥ You love your pet as much as your child, treating it as if it is 

another child? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
♥ You love your pet more than your child? 
 
 
 
 

 
By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God.  It’s that simple. 
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We, as parents, have had no guidance as to how to bring up our children other than to suppress their true 
personality, the personality that their Heavenly Mother and Father bestowed upon them, and to dictate to 
them as to how to live through their minds, literally to worship their minds as being their saviours and 
the way to becoming mini-gods!  For 200,000 years, generation after generation, it has been the same.  
We are now to come to understand how we are to raise our children and that will follow once some 
complete their Feeling Healing and then have children while living on Earth in a Celestial soul 
condition. 

Should the Sun micro-nova then that will induce an ice age.  Such events occur cyclically around every 
12,000 to 13,000 years.  Survival of such event appears most possible between the Tropics of Cancer 
and Capricorn.  Presently, it is these regions that require the greatest assistance with infrastructure 
programs to improve the availability of education services at all levels, from pre-school, schooling, 
secondary, tertiary, university and for all ages through to seniors.  This then enables development in all 
fields. 
 
This expansion of education will need to be augmented with universal communications – internet, 
power supply – electricity, potable water and water supply in general, nutritious food, health services, 
secure and safe housing as well as meaningful employment.   

 
This zone could be considered as an overall project with each nation and then community considered 
within the overall agenda.  This will entail the involvement of a significant percentage of the total 
population throughout this region between the Tropics, however it is not limited to that zone.  What is 
being highlighted here is that the greatest needs on all fronts is within this region irrespective of 
changing weather conditions that a micro-nova event brings about an ice age of magnitude that requires 
durable structures and very strategic infrastructure.  Should such an event not unfold, the infrastructure 
focus is still required.  Once the infrastructure is established then all of humanity benefits through the 
increased trade and prosperity of this large regional population. 
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Too Many Barriers to Teen Aid: 
Gold Coast Bulletin 22 January 2021  
 
Long wait times and broken services are 
among the top reasons why children and 
teenagers struggle to access mental 
health care in Australia, a study claims. 
 
They are also hindered by inadequate 
staff training and poor access to services. 

 
The revelations, in a study by the Murdoch Children’s Research Institute of Melbourne, Victoria, have 
sparked a renewed call from clinicians who say improved access to psychiatrists, mental health training 
and better referral processes are urgently needed. 
 
MCRI Professor Harriet Hiscock said with about 50% of mental health conditions presenting before the 
age of 14, access to high quality care for young people was essential. 
 
She said last year’s inquiries into mental health provided an opportunity to improve such services. 
 
The MCRI study, the first of its kind from the perspective of clinicians in Australia, looked at first-hand 
accounts of the barriers people were faced with when seeking help for their mental health. 
 
About 140 people – including child and adolescent psychiatrists, paediatricians, child psychologists and 
general practitioners (GPs) – took part in the research, which also highlighted the effect of high out-of-
pocket costs and difficulties in navigating the system.  
 
The study was published this week in The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Psychiatry and 
included researchers from the University of Melbourne, The Royal Children’s Hospital and the 
University of Adelaide.   
 
 
Not only are the shortages of mental health services to be addressed locally as well as internationally, it 
is the need to research “Feeling Healing” process and integrate “Feeling Healing” throughout all aspects 
of psychiatry and psychology but to also integrate The New Way of Living through Feelings throughout 
all phase of education and commerce that is to be achieved through the establishment of Pascas 
University with a global campus infrastructure.  The New Way of Living through Feelings First is to be 
integrated throughout all aspects of life. 
 
 
Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven, Saturday, 23 January 2021:  “The Revelation of The New Way will 
involve the whole Earth at it’s conclusion, and so as you might imagine, it requires a lot of groundwork.  
It is to show the world in no uncertain terms that the Old Way is over, in so much as the Rebellion and 
all the evil Rebellious influences that have afflicted the Earth for the last two hundred thousand years 
have come to an end.  And that humanity is going to change quite drastically whether it likes it or not.  
And those people more open to going with such change will enjoy it, whereas those people resisting will 
find it more difficult.” 
 
“And I know it’s hard to see that life as you know it on Earth, all the existing systems will either cease 
to exist or will be modified in some way, still, that is what is planned to happen.”  
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Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way  
Feelings are your own truth and personality 

Pascas University, Pascas TAFE, Pascas College, all through their many avenues, are to make 
available the understandings and guidance of Living Feelings First, being our Feeling Healing, 
throughout every community within every country in their diversity of languages, in as many 
differing formats, as appropriate to enable everyone to be able to consider Living Feelings First. 
 
Through the psychology departments associated with Pascas Care Centre clinics and the education 
facilities, research programs are to expand the understanding and application of our Feeling Healing.  
This is to enable an evolving development of life through Living Feelings First and longing for the 
truth of our Feelings, Feeling Healing, and ultimately with Divine Love being then Soul Healing. 
 
Governments will be invited and encouraged to consider these evolutionary developments.  Within 
the ambit of governmental authorities, universities, psychology research teams and schools from pre-
school through to higher education will be supported to embrace this way of living and the making 
available this guidance.   
 
Governmental departments and agencies such as social services, children’s services, police 
departments and all associated welfare departments are to be introduced to this guidance and 
research.  Domestic violence and children’s courts may realise the attributes of Feeling Healing when 
it begins to mitigate the numbers they have had to consider and assist.  Progressively all aspects of 
social services and health services may find their work loads and demands that have been put upon 
them begin to subside.  This is an evolutionary shift for humanity. 
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Pascas Foundation, when reviewing humanitarian programs and specific projects, is to consider: 
 

 The overall needs of the community, region, state and nation. 

 An overview of the nation and adjoining neighbours is a priority, as much as the community is. 

 That the program(s) being considered are not likely to be undertaken by others. 

 That collaboration with other NGOs and socially active groups are to be accommodated. 

 That a whole of nation and region is considered and that an overall master-plan is established. 

 That all works are to have long term durability – long life products to be employed. 

 Each sub-project within the master-plan to have longevity in its application – 20 years +! 

 Local involvement in the installation and ongoing maintenance and operation is a priority. 

 All sub-projects within a global overview are to be considered as ongoing projects for delivery. 

 Pascas is the primary party acting on behalf of benevolent donors and funders who remain private. 

 Programs of national interest may require Public Private Partnerships (PPP) through Special 
Purpose Vehicles (SPV), whereas community programs may be delivered through a localised arm 
of Pascas Worldcare (PW), or such as Pascas Inter-Community WorldCare (PICC). 

 Expediency is preferred; identified and defined projects are to be promptly rolled out.  All projects 
are to assemble standard internally designed documentation incorporating curriculum vitae, 
executive summaries, business plan, financial feasibility and supporting material as appropriate. 

 This is a global agenda – all nations already have a funding allocation waiting to be drawn upon. 

 Awareness of The New Way of living Feelings First is to be provided to and for all of Earth’s 
humanity. 

 
 
Aspiring to Living Feelings First 

Brian Iverach, Graham Golding, Jim Baker and John Doel 
Pascas Foundation (Aust) Limited 
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AMBASSADOR at LARGE 
Dear  
 
Global Humanitarian Funding is progressively becoming available through more than one avenue and 
consequently differing criteria may be applicable. 
 
There is to be an allocation for each country.  The potential funding for each specific country is very 
significant.   
 
For the specific delivery, a country's government will need to set up a SPV (Special Purpose Vehicle), 
the documentation for this is available and has world wide patent pending.  Funds will then become 
blocked for that particular country.  The SPV is a joint venture, a PPP (Public Private Partnership). 
 
Both ECO-SDG (the authorised administration of a specific humanitarian fund) and Government are to 
have board representation to review projects brought to the table for consideration and then mutual 
approval of those worthy and considered suitable to proceed with delivery. 
 
ECO-SDG reserves the right to veto Government led proposal deemed not suitable, and will not proceed 
with projects Government does not approve.  Once approved all projects must be completed irrespective 
of change of Government. 
 
The funding is not intended to compete with or displace other NGO (non-governmental organisation) or 
Government projects planned or in train.  It can be applied to supplement, augment, and hasten delivery 
of appropriate programs. 
 
Primary focus is directed towards sustainable infrastructure, economic and industry capacity building, 
education, health, food, housing, social infrastructure and environmental initiatives.  
 
Over the life of the delivery of the initiatives there is to be as much local input as possible.  The funds 
are to be delivered in such a way as to avoid the debt trap.  The agenda is to build up a sovereign wealth 
fund for the country through infrastructure and long term society developments.  Where possible, 
projects are to be looked at with the consideration of delivering a long term income stream for 
Government. 
All projects require a competent feasibility study / business plan.  Templates are available.  Advance 
funding is available to support this work. 
 
So firstly and most importantly, where esteemed and respected leaders of a community, state, country or 
region are available, or through a focused interest group, is to ascertain their overview and scoping of 
what are the most worthy projects / initiatives that will achieve the greatest beneficial impact that are not 

PASCAS FOUNDATION (AUST) Ltd ABN 23 133 271 593            Bs +61 7 5594 0479 
11 Crenshaw Court    www.pascashealth.com www.pascasworldcare.com   
Parkwood 4214     Queensland        Australia                              Em: info@financefacilities.com 
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otherwise being delivered.  The list can be as extensive, comprehensive and insightful as their respective 
personal knowledge banks and feelings care to address. 
 
Also helpful to prosecute this with Government are their respective recommendations of champions in 
the system and the community for the efficient delivery of the initiative to achieve the most for the 
money spent. 
 
References to prime minister (PM), Deputy PM, relevant Government Ministers, Treasury and Central 
Banks, or as considered relevant, will be provided by ECO-SDG at the appropriate time. 
 
Private sector initiatives can also be implemented in parallel if, as and where appropriate. 
 
Public listed companies are not eligible. 
 
Preparation of a full inspired, responsible list with local ownership of the ideas is essential starting point. 
 
Further, it is an exercise in applying their respective full levels of consciousness to the country and its 
people they love and identifying what is missing that needs to be done.  We from afar can suggest and 
recommend, but it is best to first exhaust the local input.  That is the starting point.  They, from within 
the region, know what the Government has done; is doing; plans to do and has the funding to do.  They 
know what the NGOs are doing and have committed to do.  Let us see what is recommended. 
 
What is to be delivered is to be driven from those within the region.  We have much to contribute, 
however we are not here to impose our will upon others. 
 
A starting point may be as simple as expanding upon the attached worksheet, however, these projects 
will become recognised as major society endeavours. 
 
Best regards 
 
 
 
John E Doel for            Confirmed:_________________________________ 
Pascas Foundation (Aust) Limited              Ambassador at Large 
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Project Title:          Date: 
 
Community Project Leader: 
 
Address:  
 
Leader’s Contact Phone:     Email: 
 
The project description: 
 
 
Solution option A: 
 
 
 
 
 
Solution option B: 
 
 
 
 
 
Preferred option being A (yes/no) / B (yes/no).  Budget Costing: 
 
Resources, equipment, people, skills, training, time to implement needed: 
 
 
 
 
Community size, how many people to benefit, duration and what are the benefits for the 
community? 
 
Problems unresolved for project: 
 
 
 
 
PASCAS contact Administration:     Email: 
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SPIRIT PERSONALITIES involve themselves in every aspect of our life! 
Graeme wrote:                    Wednesday, 14 August 2019  

Hi James, I've just finished reading Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings; all 1031 pages of it! 

It is an extraordinary piece of creative story-telling and for many years I felt I should read it and see for 
myself what has been described as, "Among the greatest works of the imaginative fiction of the 
twentieth century." 

But whilst reading I would often pause and question, "Is this really a piece of FICTION?" 

There are passages that read as if someone such as Verna has channelled to Tolkien.  Extra-ordinary, 
revelationary passages that closely describe some of the many events that have surely occurred on Earth 
over many millions of years. 

So I was wondering if you could talk to Verna or whoever you think best and ask, "Are Tolkien's 
writings revelationary and reflect past events on Earth or is it a product of his fertile imagination?" 

There is even one passage where Tolkien describes the "dark villain, Sauron, the Dark Lord" and it felt 
like he was describing one of the Rothschilds.  And towards the conclusion of the novel Sauron's evil 
empire is destroyed and a "new age" commences. Sound familiar? 

So t'is what I've been contemplating during my forced "rest and rec" which thankfully, I'm coming to the 
end... just as I finished reading and this morning receiving the library notice that my book is overdue!   

An almost recovered Eme 
 
 
James: Hello Verna – what do you say? 
 
Verna, a Nature Sprit:  Not us James, we don’t get involved in such creative pursuits of humanity, we’ve 
been forbidden to throughout the Rebellion (of 200,000 years duration now ending).  It was the work of 
creative mind spirits based on spirits sharing their lives that have spanned many years of humanity.  The 
saga is no different, it’s what the Rebellion is all about and how its manifest through the different ages, 
which is why you Graeme can relate to it now as it’s manifesting yet again.  It’s the same themes that 
your movies today are full off, all quite predictable really.  It works like this: 
 
You have masses of mind spirits working on their books, their great masterpieces (for what else are they 
to do with all their time), and they have creative think-tanks (mind-storms) and creative groups working 
out the themes and story lines, then they have the ability to have what you’d call spirit movies in which 
they put their creative works into ‘live spirit action’, watched by many attending spirits, all of which 
promotes a very diverse and rich creative arts culture.  It’s far more expansive and enthralling set to the 
same story lines you have to contend with going to the movies, it all being confined to the Rebellion and 
Default, because the mind spirits and people on Earth don’t have greater experience or imagination to 
draw from that’s outside the ways of the Evil Ones (rebellious Lanonandek high level spirits, the 
Lucifer, Satan, Caligastia and Daligastia soul partner pairs). 
 
So there are countless mind spirits with their tomes, and many wanting to Earth them.  So should a 
suitable earthly counterpart be found in which the mortal and spirit minds can maintain the necessary 
fusion to get the job done satisfactorily for both concerned, so they might achieve what Tolkien did. 
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The thing is though, it’s not that Tolkien just received the work of the mind spirit calling it his own, it’s 
not as easy as that in many cases, and it was more that the spirit inspired Tolkien to begin writing it, 
then helped him work his imagination, it being something of a sort of collaborative effort.  And how 
much mutual collaboration can and does occur between mortal and spirit can vary with the whole work, 
part of it, even varying in different parts of it to different degrees.  So it can be minimal or none or all, to 
all of it, and all in between. 
 
The majority of spirits can’t be bothered with all the trouble of trying to Earth their works, having to 
work with the mind of a mortal, as it takes a lot of time and strong mental focus to do such things on the 
part of the spirit, or group of attending spirits.  So only a very small amount of the vast volume of 
creative material the mind spirits come up with gets to Earth in any format.  But there’s enough to keep 
some sort of relationship going between the two.  And as you’ve been told, with the Celestials now 
involved in it all too, so it’s becoming even more tedious for the mind spirits to work so closely with 
mortals. 
 
So there you have it, how does that sound Graeme? 
 
James: So the creative arts side of human expression flourishes in the Mansion Worlds Verna? 
 
Verna: It certainly does James because everyone is free to do it and express however they feel they want 
to use their mind.  Many people never do what is hidden within them on Earth because of the 
circumstances of their lives, many people’s creative work doesn’t fit or appeal to what’s acceptable at 
the time, many people are rejected because those financing it can’t see it would make any money, and 
all the rest, you know how it is.  Whereas in the mind worlds as there are no such constraints, part of a 
spirits new spirit life is being able to freely express itself in such directions.  So if you are that way 
inclined, there’s a richness of creative arts that awaits your arrival in spirit. 
 

(This applies to inventors, scientists and people of all walks of life – we are never alone!) 
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Lucifer, with deputy Satan, and lieutenants Caligastia and Daligastia 
have ingrained into the human psyche to be mind dominated with its 
errors passing down through all parents, being self reliant and rejecting 
one’s own soul based feelings that are to lead us to our Heavenly Parents 
with the truths being provided by Mary and Jesus of Nebadon.  Lucifer 
and Satan were removed two thousand years ago, Caligastia and 
Daligastia have very recently been removed.  Their crimes against 
humanity make Adolf Hitler appear to be a saint!  

Lucifer soulmate pair were magnificent beings, a brilliant 
personality as one.  They were designated as one of the one 
hundred most able and brilliant personalities in more than 
seven hundred thousand of their kind.  From such a 
magnificent beginning, through evil and error, they embraced 
sin.  They believed that their minds were all powerful and that 
everyone should be independent and reject the illusionary God 
and those who lead the path to God, namely Michael of 
Nebadon (Jesus and Mary).    
 
Very little was heard of Lucifer on Urantia (Earth) owing to 
the fact that he assigned his first lieutenant, Satan (also a 
soulmate pair), to advocate his cause on our planet.  The 
“devil” is none other than Caligastia (again, another soulmate 
pair).  At the time Michael (Jesus and Mary) was on Urantia 
in the flesh, Lucifer, Satan, and Caligastia were leagued 
together to effect the miscarriage of his bestowal mission.  
But they spectacularly failed.   
 
About five hundred thousand years ago and concurrent with 
the appearance of the six coloured or Sangik races, Caligastia, 
the Planetary Prince, arrived on Urantia.  There were almost 
one-half billion primitive human beings on Earth at the time 
of the Prince’s arrival, and they were well scattered over 
Europe, Asia, and Africa.  The Prince’s headquarters, 
established in Mesopotamia, was at about the centre of world 
population. 

Caligastia had been attached to the council of the Life Carrier 
advisers on Jerusem.  Lucifer elevated Caligastia to a position 
on his personal staff, and he acceptably filled five successive 
assignments of honor and trust.  The Planetary Prince of 
Urantia (Earth), Caligastia, was not sent out on his mission 
alone but was accompanied by the usual corps of assistants 
and administrative helpers. 

At the head of this group was Daligastia (soulmate pair), the 
associate-assistant of the Planetary Prince.  Daligastia was 
also a secondary Lanonandek Son.  He ranked as an assistant 

h i f hi i C li i ’ i

LUCIFER REBELLION HAS ENDED, and now REVELATIONS for HEALING are HERE: 

Lucifer soulmate / partner pair 

Satan soulmate pair 

Caligastia soulmate pair 

Daligastia soulmate pair 
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Physical 

body 
 

Spirit 
body 

 

Soul 

Our first parents, Andon and Fonta (also called Aman 
and Amon), were the first to exhibit human perfection 
hunger some one million years ago.  Andon and 
Fonta were the most remarkable pair of human beings 
that have ever lived on the face of the Earth.  This 
wonderful pair, the actual parents of all mankind, were 
in every way superior to many of their immediate 
descendants, and they were radically different from all 
of their ancestors, both immediate and remote. 

The Lucifer soulmate pair believe that the 
mind is superior to all things. Thus they 
convinced the inhabitants of 37 inhabited 
planets within the universe of Nebadon, 
including Earth, to become self reliant and 
abandon God and Their administrative  
 
 
 
 
Adam and Eve, the Adamite soulmate pair, 
came about thirty eight thousand years 
ago to upstep the gene structure of 
humanity and advance their spirituality.   

Both Eve and Adam mated with local humans and accordingly defaulted on 
the plan.  They were to breed a superior stock that would then interbreed. 
 
Mary of Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth, soulmates, two thousand years 
ago, both retained perfection, and during their sojourn on Earth were 
enthroned as sovereign rulers of Nebadon.  The bestowal of Michael  (Jesus 
and Mary) terminated the Lucifer rebellion.  

leadership.  The Lucifers brought about the Rebellion on Earth two hundred 
thousand years ago.  So for 200,000 years of spiritual darkness, humanity has 
suffered the consequences of one’s error ridden mind. 

The Second Coming, now in 
progress, reveals the 
availability of Divine Love 
and the need for each person 
to engage in the process of 
Feeling Healing.  With the 
Divine Love then this process 
is one’s Soul Healing. 
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Our childhood suppression of our true and loving soul 
based feelings is creating global pain and personal 
isolation amongst all of humanity.  We are very sick! 
 
In our struggle to find solace and purpose, we further 
withdraw into ourselves, becoming ever more self 
dependent, believing our control addicted mind that it 
can solve everything.  We just drown further. 
 
We embrace an ever expanding and diverse range of 
pathways to escape from our personal pain, fear and 
desperation. Alcohol has now been complemented with 
narcotics, hallucinogens, including caffeine (coffee).  
Gambling has been complemented with computer 
games which are generally entraining the mind further 
into error and pain.  Technology is making us sicker! 
 
We bury ourselves in front of the television to further 
avoid contact with anyone, especially family.   
 
Children endeavour to exert their independent 
authority from domineering controlling parents (which 
we all are eventually) by disfiguring their bodies with 
tattoos and piercings, etc. 
 
We shut out the noise with headphones, thus 
preventing contact with others.  We use electronic 
devices to ‘text’ others even at intimate engagements. 
 
Technology will take us further into the depths of our 
madness.  You now can buy headsets that prevent any 
contact with the outside world while playing mind 
suppressing and entraining entertainment – games! 
 
No one loves their children, they are ignored, and the 
controls hammered into them turn them into clones of 
ourselves.  Look at ourselves and we can all see that we 
have been all messed up by our own parents, as they 
have for generations over the past 200,000 years. 
 
No more of this!  We can escape this mind-made hell! 
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Consider longing for and receiving Divine Love: 
A.  Soul prior to receiving Divine Love. 
B.  Divine Love being received from the Holy Spirit, 
covering the spirit body of requesting personality. 
C.  Divine Love having been assimilated within one’s soul, 
now being reflected through the radiance of the spirit body. 

   A.                 B.                   C. 

Further, being in this condition of free from error and being 
in constant communication with our Heavenly Parents, then 
one can also recognise and form their Soul Group.  This will 
ultimately consist of twelve soulmate pairs, a total of twenty 
four personalities / individuals. 
 
It is the bringing up of children by the support of soul 
groups that is to be the ultimate way forward.  The group 
experience and wisdom, as a functioning family, will 
ultimately be of profound benefit for the blossoming child.  
 
But what we cannot do is contrive the groups ourselves, or 
even pick who our soulmate is.  This will only, and can only 
happen, as an outworking of the truth we are to live – as we 
progress in the healing of our soul.  

FEELING HEALING + SOUL HEALING  
 
It is the Divine Love that strengthens one’s resolve to persevere in embracing one’s suppressed 
emotional injuries, that occurred from conception through to around the age of six, and longing 
to know the good and the bad of those feelings, together with talking about them to a friend, 
partner, one’s self and our Heavenly Parents.  It is only with the receipt of the Mother and 
Father’s Divine Love and the expressing of suppressed emotional injuries that one can release the 
emotional injuries and errors to achieve Celestial soul condition and enter the Celestial Heavens. 
 
Further, should one complete their Feeling Healing on Earth, then they will be able to recognise 
their soul partner, their other soul half, and should their soulmate have also embraced Feeling 
Healing with Divine Love, then their children will be born free from error, free from fear, and 
free from any deformity and illness.  This is the destiny of humanity. 

And this is how all of life 
should be lived: according to 
the truth we are living.   It is 
how we live, as there is no 
other way, but currently we 
live it in the negative, of that 
being directed by no truth, 
and so having to make it all 
up ourselves. 
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Unknowingly, our parents pass onto their children (us) their beliefs 
and way of living that has evolved since the Rebellion, some 
200,000 years ago, and then the Default, some 38,000 years ago.  In 
this way, humanity is suppressing the female, rejecting our Spiritual 
Parents, namely Jesus and Mary, and denying our Heavenly Parents 
being our true Mother and Father, of Their truth, standing and 
existence. 
 
The Rebellion is against love, the Default is all the difficulties 
we have in our relationships because of our rebellion.  Healing 
the Default is becoming true, to ourselves and in our 
relationships, and ending our unlovingness – our rejection of 
love, so ending the Rebellion. Nanna Beth 29 June 2017 
 
We are souls, our personality is an expression of our soul.  It is our 
free expression of our soul through our feelings that we are to 
embrace and follow.  This expression may appear to be wilful in 
nature, from time to time, and consequently our parents’ attempt to 
suppress this expression.  They proceed to remodel us when as 
young children, in the manner their parents treated them and so on 
for many generations going back. 
 
During our forming years, as a child, we are unable to recognise the 
suppression of our personality as being extra-ordinarily harmful to 
our soul based personality and, accordingly, we don’t know that 
things can be any other way.  Presently, neither do our parents. 
 
This childhood suppression way of living continues throughout our 
schooling years, thus we learn this is a way of life that is normal. 
 
Our religions all have been formed based on the tenets of the 
Rebellion and Default.  The teachers and leaders throughout all 
denominations take us further away from our suppressed feelings 
that have been hammered into us during our forming years, thus 
entrenching us further into rejecting our true selves. 
 
The controlling and suppression mechanisms of our parents, 
educators and spiritual teachers all manifest throughout all of 
commerce.  This control comes heavily and brutally down upon all 
levels of employment.  The capability to express one’s soul based 
attributes and gifts is sealed throughout all of one’s working life. 
 
A new way of living is to enable the liberation of one’s true 
personality through the Feeling Healing process AND the transfer 
of authority to the individual via embracing freedom of expression.  
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 Computer Main Frame 

      (personality) 

     Spirit Body  Physical  
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       Dumb    

Terminal 
        (brain) 

OUR MIND constricts OUR FEELINGS! 
 
Thousands of years ago, high level spiritual leaders erroneously guided humanity to embrace their 
minds as the way to live.  Our minds are addicted to untruth, they cannot discern truth from falsehood, 
and our minds are addicted to control over others and the environment.  We are self-contained.  It is our 
soul-based feelings that we are to allow to surface and guide us.  Our minds are to then help us 
implement what our feelings are leading us to do and understand.  All truth flows from our soul and it 
is our minds that are to allow such truths to be accepted and followed, not the way we are now being 
taught.  We are to live Feelings First. 
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This time, in the history of humanity, is the 
most exciting time ever experienced. 
 

This is the time that mankind is now able to evolve in its spiritual development.  Humanity has 
endured 200,000 years of Rebellion compounded by the Default of some 38,000 years, now we have 
been provided with the guidance to put aside the negativities of the Rebellion and Default. 
 
With the guidance that was provided through James Padgett (1914 through to 1923), again 
mankind can become aware of the availability of Divine Love from our Heavenly Parents.  This 
also heralded the handover.  That is, the commencement of the end times of the involvement by 
Mary and Jesus in the spiritual affairs of humanity on Earth. 

Soul groups that have been in place during Mary and 
Jesus’ 2,000 year involvement with Earth have 
progressively handed over to soul groups that have been 
forming since 1914 (Padgett Messages).   The older soul 
groups have mostly moved further towards Paradise. 

The second revelation, that followed from the availability of Divine Love, is the processes of 
Feeling Healing and Soul Healing.  The understanding of the Feeling Healing process is the 
most important of the revelations and should have been the first to be revealed.  Feeling 
Healing and Soul Healing are being revealed through and by Marion and James Moncrief.   
 
The soulmate / soul partner bestowal pair, being the first to complete their Soul Healing, and 
upon their deaths, will release their Spirits of Truth which will unify with the Spirits of Truths 
of Mary and Jesus so that humanity, in whole, will have access to this knowledge and guidance 
for the next 1,000 years. 
 
Mary and Jesus, being responsible for the spiritual wellbeing and upliftment of the whole of 
Nebadon, are to withdraw from their direct involvement with Earth’s humanity and handing 
over the responsibilities to an Avonal bestowal pair, who take individual responsibility for the 
spiritual wellbeing and upliftment of individual planet humanities and their associated 
Mansion Worlds, in this case, Earth exclusively. 
 
For the next 1,000 years, via the Avonal Pair and the newly forming Soul Groups, Earth will be 
able to evolve through embracing Feeling Healing, and with Divine Love, one’s Soul Healing.  
These newly formed Soul Groups are effectively ‘Council of Elders’ to assist humans living in 
the physical on Earth and Mansion Worlds to enable all to be aware of the way to evolve. 
 
With the absolute end of the Rebellion, this is the first time in 200,000 years that mankind, 
humanity, can take control of his and her destiny and evolve in Love and Truth for all eternity! 
 
Throughout this coming era, our spiritual leaders will be an Avonal Pair, yet to be identified. 
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Worshipping your brain, which is not even 
your mind, is entombing yourself in a 

rusting iron cage that is going nowhere, 
other than in the wrong direction! 

Negative Spirit Influence 
blocked 

22 March 2017 
 Law of Compensation 

quickening 
22 May 2017 

Rebellion and Default 
officially ended 

31 January 2018 
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Mind imprisoned humanity has been subjected to 
the percepts imposed by the Rebellion and Default 
commencing some 200,000 years ago. 
 
Humanity has universally adopted its mind as the 
pinnacle of one’s intellect.  In doing so, it has 
looked to its ego and arrogance to reveal the way 
to live one’s life.  Humanity has conjured up 
endless modalities enabling one’s mind to 
suppress, albeit temporarily, discomforts, pains 
and illness through countless ineffective mind 
controlling systems, and has even categorised them 
into modalities of many different kinds.   
 
Humankind has enslaved themselves to their mind, 
depowering them by ignoring their feelings.  One’s 
soul based feelings are always in truth and love – 
interconnecting with all aspects of life.   
 
For those who have discovered and embraced their 
feelings, longed for the truth that one’s feelings 
can reveal about their feelings, both good and bad, 
a great sense of freedom has emerged. 
 
By living through Feelings First, and then having 
one’s mind assist with the implementation of what 
one’s feelings are conveying, we are then living 
true to one’s self, and consequently true to our 
Heavenly Parents, our true Mother and Father. 

Healing  
1,000 

LIVING FEELINGS FIRST MODULES
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Engagement  
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Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings. 
 

in conjunction with 

 
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love. 

1
2MONCRIEF 

P A D G E T T JAMES Commenced  1914
Completed    2014

1 

2 

The way to clear one’s soul of childhood errors and injuries is revelation 2: 
 
To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, being one’s soul, is begun by embracing 
Feeling Healing, so as to clear emotional injuries and errors.  With the Divine 
Love, then one is also Soul Healing.  We are to feel our feelings, identify what they 
are, accept and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all 
whilst longing for the truth they are to show us. 

The availability of Divine Love, should we so ask for it, being revelation 1: 
 

God's Divine Love:   Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it. 
 
Whilst we are receiving our Heavenly Parent’s Divine Love, and that this Love 
is causing change within our soul and spirit attributes, the greatest Truth known 
to man and spirit is that this is the way our Mother and Father are actually 
loving us!  When we progress, it is the Mother and Father’s way of loving us 
into love and then we live what we are, love.  

Divine Love addresses the issues of the Rebellion. 

Feeling Healing addresses the issues of the Default. 
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Immortality with the Love. 

Revelation 1:  Our soul becomes encrusted with 
harmful ways of life, plus negative and 
erroneous beliefs; these mainly stem from our 
childhood upbringing and environment.  Thus 
we live untrue to ourselves; we become ‘evil’.  
Whilst we hold to these injuries, we limit the 
amount of Love that we can receive into our 
soul.  To open our soul to the Love, we must 
firstly and progressively feel into our emotional 
injuries and allow them to be released.  Until we 
emotionally experience past errors and injuries, 
we hold onto them.   
 
To free our soul of damage and toxic emotions, 
we must open ourselves to experiencing them.  
This is a progressive, slow and uncomfortable 
cleansing process that we must all experience.  
Only by addressing the generational injuries 
will we, as humanity, evolve in love. 

To fully divest one’s self of our badness, we have to ‘go into’ our feelings.  Call this process of 
clearing toxic emotions as ‘Letting Go’, ‘Emotional Processing’, ‘Journey Process’ or ‘Feeling 
Healing’.  Embracing Divine Love then Feeling Healing becomes Soul Healing. 
 
As part of our Feeling-Healing, we will have to work our way into all our feelings to see if 
indeed they are coming truly from our heart and soul, or if they are being heavily influenced by 
our mind.  And this will then lead us into questioning and uncovering the truth, if there is any, 
to our beliefs and why we behave the way we do; and is such behaviour based on truth, or is it 
based once again on untruth, belief, and rules of our mind.  

Revelation 2:  We can long for, ask for and receive the 
Mother and Father’s Divine Love.  The greater our soul 
is free of error and injury, the more of the Divine Love 
can be received and assimilated into our natural love 
formed soul.  The Love does not free us of injury, 
however, it strengthens our resolve to continue on our 
journey to be free of error and injury, to step away from 
evil aspects that have been encapsulated within our 
humanness and soul.  It is this Love, the Divine Love, 
that brings about immortality of our soul and it is this 
Love that will eventually fit us to enter the Celestial 
Heavens and progress for ever more onwards to 
Paradise.  These two revelations free us from error and 
enable us to grow in love ever more. 
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CELESTIAL SPIRITS IMPLEMENTING CHANGES in RELIGIONS         Later on 27 May 2017 
 
James:  Beth, you’d like to say some more, as you were telling me on my walk. 
 
Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven spirit, John’s grandmother:  Yes James, I would if you wouldn’t 
mind.  I want to tell you some more about what’s happening over here. 
 
As you understand, we have all but stopped the mind spirits from negatively influencing people on 
Earth, and the biggest area this is in, is in the religions.  So the religions on Earth and all the spiritual 
systems of the mind, are under pressure in that they are no longer enjoying the input from the mind 
worlds that they have had.  And how this translates into ordinary everyday life, is more in the unseen 
connection between those in religions on Earth and those of the same religion in spirit, is fading away.  
So those people on Earth, and in spirit in their way too, are being left more to their own devices, having 
to make things up more with their mind should they want to carry on as before.  And this in time will 
bring about increased feelings of dissident in them.  People will get more disgruntled as the control of 
those in power is tightened through fear of the controllers feeling they are losing power.  And so people 
will become increasingly disgruntled with how things are managed, causing many to end their 
relationship with their church, in the Christian fraternity, and even many starting to question their beliefs 
and the whole purpose and need of their being part of a religion.  And the same is happening in the mind 
Mansion Worlds. 
 
Then at the same time, we, the Celestials, are being allowed to move more freely amongst everyone, 
both in the mind Mansion Worlds and with you on Earth.  Which means, we can confront and have 
more of a say in people and spirit’s lives; something that was forbidden the Celestials of the ‘old 
guard’.  They were not allowed to interfere at all, having to wait patiently for spirits (as there was rarely 
anyone on Earth) to show interest in an alternative way to God, which enabled the Celestials to slowly 
introduce the notion of the Divine Love and then that of doing one’s Healing.  But it took a long time for 
mind spirits to show any real interest and being willing enough to give up the power their mind had over 
them, wanting to seek a higher life.  And relatively speaking, there was only a very small trickle of 
spirits into the Divine Love Healing worlds and then into the Celestial spheres during the past two 
thousand years.  (Jesus opened the Celestial Heavens 2,000 years ago, at the time he died.) 
 
However now, things have substantially quickened, with far more spirits eagerly looking for something 
new, eagerly embracing all the Celestials have to offer, quickly embracing the Divine Love, if they have 
not done so already, and then just as quickly and eagerly moving to do their Healing.  With my example 
to you, John, of Brad, Kev and Ray all eagerly taking on what I said.  That wouldn’t have happened 
before, nor would I have been able to come so directly and even forcibly to offer them the two ways: 
that of living with the Divine Love and doing their Healing, or that of continuing on in the mind 
worlds being mostly as they had been on Earth. 
 
So this is all part of the new, which officially started with Jesus and James Padgett (1914-23), but not 
really getting going until Marion and James started working on themselves (mid 1990s) and working 
their way up through all the mind circuits, freeing us up as they’ve gone, enabling us to approach and be 
more freely expressive to spirits on all levels, and also to people on Earth should they want our help. 
 
And many of the Celestial soulgroups are engaging in this work, working with the mind spirits because 
there’s a vast number of them in the mind worlds, the mind worlds being all but stuffed to capacity, and 
they need to be somewhat emptied making room for all those who are still to come into them from 
Earth.  Because you see, most people from Earth for the foreseeable future, will still be coming into the 
mind worlds, still unable to embrace any real change on Earth before they die.  And with lots of them to 
soon arrive en masse, room needs to be made to accommodate them. 
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And so at the same time as this is happening, so with all the movement in the mind worlds, so there’s 
increasing pressure on their controlling centres, and in particular, religious institutions, because many 
spirits are leaving them, looking for other things and simply abandoning their beliefs.  And we are able 
to go right into these systems now, to be amongst the spirits in their deepest most secluded places, in 
their strongholds so to speak, and talk to those who show any interest in other things.  And this is 
causing great concern for their leaders, because as James is reading in your 
current Pascas Paper, “Pascas Care – Feeling Healing is Rebelling”, so there 
is this constant and increasing rebellion in the ranks. 
 
And it will get to a point whereby there simply won’t be the available numbers of these controlling 
spirits free to welcome their new comers, then to heavily assert and ensure control is maintained, which 
will cause even greater confusion for new comers, allowing us to have even more of an effect. 
 
And it’s then quite possible that this will all be reflected in time on Earth, so more people will be open 
to looking at new systems of belief, alternative approaches to spirituality, hence where you and James 
will fit in, being able to make available one such alternative. 
 
So I wanted to show you how it was for me with Brad, Kevin and Raymond, as an example of what is 
happening over here in the mind worlds.  So many more spirits because of family connections through 
being related to or having some personal connection with a Celestial, are able to move into longing for 
the Divine Love and looking to healing themselves and grow in truth and start to seriously consider 
embracing their ascent to Paradise.  (Bradley is John’s nephew, Kevin is John’s brother-in-law and 
father of Bradley, Raymond is John’s 1st cousin and grandson of Nanna Beth.) 
 
So you might liken how it is over here as to a rusty old machine that could hardly carry out its function, 
yet now oil is being added, and the machine is starting to grind and churn and move and work.  It’s still 
early days yet, however it’s all underway, and the momentum will build, it all helping to have the 
desired effect of ending the influence of the Rebellion and Default. 
 
Thank you James, that is all I wanted to add at this point.  We’ll speak more later – Beth. 

PAPERSSCA
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Humanity on physical Earth 
is in Rebellion and Default, 
thus hell!  Upon death we 
all arrive in the 1st spirit 
mind Mansion World where 
we typically suppress our 
poor state and remain in the 
mind Mansion Worlds 
indefinitely.  Some have a 
period in the ‘hells’ 
compensating for the pain 
they have caused others. 
Many continue their ‘mind 
worshipping’.  However the 
way out is by embracing 
Feeling Healing, and with 
Divine Love, Soul Healing 
to progress up through the 
Crying Healing Worlds and 
transition out to the first of 
the Celestial Heavens. 

If you go against yourself, if you’re untrue to 
yourself, then you are going against God and all 
God’s laws, and compensation is required to 
bring you back into the fold, which is what 
happens through our Spiritual Healing.  It’s the 
Law of Forgiveness, forgiving yourself through 
self-acceptance, which is dominant in this part of 
your life.  If you cross the line and abuse your 
children, that being up until they are 21 years 
old, then you have both levels and amounts of 
Compensation and Forgiveness to deal with, that 
which happens as part of your Healing.   And as 
everyone abuses their children, we being 
conceived into our parents’ rebellion against the 
truth of our soul, so all who have children have 
to come to terms with all they’ve done through 
their Healing.    Kevin 18 Feb 2019 

If you go against someone else, as in cross the line and 
grossly interfere with their will, and there are degrees of  
this, then you will have to suffer the pain you have caused 
the other person, spirit or creature, which as you know is the 
Law of Compensation; and as to the extent of crossing that line 
and hurting another determines whether you have to spend time 
in the hells or not.               Kevin 18 Feb 2019 
 
The minor ‘hells’ are the lower levels of the 1st mind Mansion World 
whereas the more severe are the Planes of Isolation being the 2nd Earth 
plane with the severest being the 1st Earth plane.  Pain caused to another is 
the pain that will be endured before returning to the 1st mind Mansion 
World, all then to consider your Feeling Healing. 
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QUICKENING of the LAW of COMPENSATION             Tuesday, 23 May 2017 
 
Hello Mary, I’d like to talk to you if you wouldn’t mind? 
 
Not at all James, go ahead.  
 
James:  It’s about what happened yesterday with the angels initiating the first phase of bringing the Law 
of Compensation to Earth.  Is there any truth to it – is that what’s happening? 
 
Mary Magdalene:  Yes James, it is as it’s been told to you.  It has to 
happen so as to begin the real termination of the Rebellion and 
Default.  For that to be put in place slowly over the coming years 
will mean the wrongness can’t progress any further.  It’s the bottom 
of the roller coaster ride, with humanity unable to go any lower, and 
it has to start its healing. 
 
James:  How will it work? 
 
Mary M:  People will be unable to inflict hurt and harm on others without suffering the degree of hurt 
and harm themselves.  The pain they cause to others will come back to them, in that they will also feel 
such pain, all so they can understand through the pain, what they have done wrong.  Thereby, one would 
think, they would wish to avoid causing it again, so no longer carrying out such actions, having to 
change themselves, which will mostly be by using their mind, although a few people will change 
through expressing their feelings, helping to reshape society’s bottom line.  It is as you rightly surmise, 
to make people on Earth be as people in the first Mansion World are.  With those people wanting to live 
being good and loving, all from their minds, mind you, being able to do so more easily; and those people 
who want to go against this, not being able to as much as they’ve been able to since the Rebellion began. 
 
As you understand, from now on, progressively the Mansion Worlds are to effectively be materialised 
on Earth, so Earth is to undergo a series of up-stepping of the light, all in connection to the truth.  The 
more people who want to do their Healing, so the more such up-stepping will take place, all to support 
them, and to eventually eradicate all the negative circuits of the Rebellion and Default.  However that 
will all, as you understand, take many ages, with this first phase being initiated by yours and Marion’s 
level of truth and progress of your Healing, being what is needed to help humanity through the next age. 
 
Things simply can’t go on as they are, humanity would soon destroy itself, now that it is technologically 
capable of doing so, so it’s time for the age to change and first phase of humanity’s true Healing to 
begin. 
 
James:  And I presume these phases are to come into play through the angels adjusting us all through the 
remainder of Marion’s and my Healing? 
 
Mary M:  Yes.  The angels will adjust the mental, emotional and spiritual circuits as required, both 
globally and then individually, and even on other levels like nationally, culturally, socially, all the 
different ways humanity relates and experiences.  In short, you could say, the spiritual light is getting a 
little brighter for humanity to deal with, which will in turn affect it on all levels, even including the 
physical, so genetically.  And part of this change and inner transformation is to include what you say 
about the Law of Compensation being established on Earth.  So people will start to feel its effects 
straight away, rather than getting away with all the bad things they do, and having to wait until they 
come into spirit before it comes into play, taking them into the Earth plane or first Mansion World 
‘hells’.  So hell, the right definition of it, is to come to Earth, but not a fire and brimstone place, but 
simply bad feelings caused by bad unloving actions. 

 Law of Compensation 
quickening  22 May 2017 
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And not all bad unloving actions, but the very worst of them, the bottom rungs of them, so to speak.  But 
over the aeons as the ages change, so the levels will increase, until the end when no one would be able 
to be imperfect, and so hurting another person or creature in any way; and if they did, suffering 
immediately for their actions so they’d know they had done wrong. 
 
And as to how bad, that you will have to wait to see James.  Things will adjust throughout all aspects of 
humanity, so it’s not like a person who kills another person will suddenly fall in a heap of pain 
themselves having to work through their compensation for the unloving act done.  But it will affect the 
whole consciousness of 
humanity, it’s far more 
subtle, although individuals 
will know they have erred 
and to a very bad degree, for 
they will feel the torture 
they’ve inflicted on another, 
which really is the torture 
they are inflicting on 
themselves, the same torture 
on the feelings level that was 
inflicted on them. 
 
It’s really the beginning of 
the purification of humanity, 
starting on the mind level.  
So the mind, people living 
with their minds in their 
wrongness, will at least strive 
and want to live positively – 
as good and loving as they 
can; with those people who want to live true and heal themselves of their mind domination, being able 
to do their Healing more easily.  Those people wanting to do their real Healing will gain more support, 
even from those people of the mind who will think the Feeling-Healing people are like themselves 
working to better themselves using their minds.  But of course the people doing their real Healing will 
know what they are doing is very different. 
 
It is something James that you’ll feel and sense and perceive more as you grow in truth, it won’t be very 
obvious to begin with, but once things get going in earnest in the next age, that being of yours and 
Marion’s, then you will see things change very rapidly because there will be the greater spiritual light 
supporting it all, together with your Spirits of Truth. 
 
But in the lead up to the change, it will add to stirring up the wrongness on its deepest levels.  People 
who live on those levels will not feel so happy and in control and powerful as they once had.  Things 
won’t go as well for them as they did.  They won’t understand that it’s because of a whole spiritual 
change taking place, thinking it must be something that’s changed in them or going wrong because of 
outside influences, which it is, but not as they wrongly think it will be. 
 
So the whole of humanity is going to be affected from the bottom most truth-denial and on the deepest 
unloving level, all with the aim to bring people into a more loving state using their minds.  They will be 
forced to evolve and work harder at being loving, like the mind spirits do, or continue to live in their 
misery.  But if they want to get on and ‘improve’ themselves, then they have to employ the mind 
working hard at it.  Which is all still a contrivance, so a false love, yet still it’s better than not having it 

Before you can inflict harm, 
you are to experience the 
same – it is the angel’s duty! 
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and being able to get away with such heinous crimes and not having to suffer for them until one comes 
into spirit.  The best way to deal with hurting another person, infringing upon their will, is in the 
moment that you do it, you feel it, see and understand it, the person alerting you to it themselves, or you 
seeing it through your feelings for yourself.  And so more of that will happen, rather than you being 
oblivious to the damage and pain you have inflicted, having to undergo a long drawn out mostly 
unconscious experience in one of the spirit hells to bring you into the awareness of the terrible thing you 
did. 
 
James:  But a lot of people do such bad things under the influence of drugs or alcohol or have unstable 
minds – 
 
Mary M:  Yes, but they can still be made to feel the severity of their unloving actions when they are 
sober, or the angels can work on them in their minds through such instability, all to achieve the desired 
effect that they will know they have done a very bad thing and have to suffer because of it.  It’s all cause 
and effect, and pain is a great leveller.  Pain speaks to everyone no matter what state they are in, even if 
they don’t seem to feel the usual pain most people feel.  But in their very bad shut off emotional state, 
they can still be made to feel pain, pain they can relate to, and pain relative to and directly resulting from 
their actions.  So there will be no getting away from it, everyone has to ultimately take full responsibly 
for their actions.  And although mostly on Earth it’s been left up to the authorities to prosecute 
criminals, still it’s not within the criminal themselves, through their own feelings of remorse, guilt, 
shame, anguish over the bad thing they have done, that such punishment is taking place.  Too many 
criminals are punished never feeling deep within themselves that they are wrong, never having to 
feel the pain themselves they have inflicted on their victim, never feeling they have to take full 
feeling-responsibility for it.  And in many cases, not even feeling sorry for what they have done, let 
alone feeling such inner pain and emotional disturbance that they have to repeatedly beg God or 
whomever they feel is a greater force than them, for forgiveness.  For the average criminal it’s all 
outside of them, so they do their punishment, have paid their debt, are free to go, with their punishment 
not actually affecting them internally on the feeling-emotional, mental and even spiritual levels; 
however with the sort of pain induced because of the Law of Compensation, there is no getting away 
from it.  And people will of course do all they can trying to avoid it within themselves, take more drugs, 
drink, even hurt others or themselves, but that will only compound their pain and suffering.  There is no 
escape other than having to face and accept and own up to and admit and feel as bad as your pain will 
make you feel, and for as long as you need to feel it; to be put into it, to allow yourself to surrender and 
submit to it, even if you have to be forced; to give up, give in, stop fighting it, stop pretending you are 
not as bad as you are; go with it, and feel all the pain you are to feel, which will be, as you’ll come to 
understand, all the pain you have inflicted on another in the act that you did against their will – their 
person.  And it will include causing creatures to suffer as well, not just people. 
 
James:  So what you’re saying, this is going to begin on the lowest levels, and then increase, to one day 
many ages away, apply all the way up to the Celestial level? 
 
Mary M:  Yes, then no one on Earth or in the Mansion Worlds will be able to err, they won’t be able to 
cross the line and infringe upon another in the slightest way, including all the ways of expressing 
oneself; and if one does, one will soon know and will want to make amends by saying and feeling and 
really meaning you are sorry.  But that’s a long way off for humanity, so what you and Marion are 
helping to do is bring in the first level of it, which you’ll be doing in stages or phases, as you felt 
yesterday, 22 May 2017, James. 
 
James:  And this is all adult to adult, not including adult to child? 
 
Mary M:  That’s right.  Adults have to sort themselves out and take responsibility with each other first.  
Still suffering can occur to the child through its forming years and early life, however although overall 
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the abusive child / parent relationships you’ve all endured will continue, the worst of this abuse will also 
be affected by the incoming Law of Compensation, because it involves such wilful will abuse of the 
victim.  But the average parenting that is unloving, will keep going on, that is all a separate issue and 
will only be healed and resolved through people doing their Healing.  Because it has to be done with 
truth and feelings, which you can’t do on one’s mind levels. 
 
As I said James, more understanding will come to you.  It all being what is required to fully instigate the 
requirements necessary for your Spiritual Age. 
 
And things are moving along perfectly well, everything is happening as it should.  All the work you are 
doing on yourself and with John, Beth, the other people and spirits, and Celestials, is just as it is meant 
to be.  It’s all unlocking the closed circuits so humanity will be free to choose to end the Rebellion and 
Default within themselves. (Rebellion commenced 200,000 years ago and the Default 38,000 years ago.) 
 
Jesus and I are very pleased with all you and Marion are doing – very pleased, we want you to know 
that.  We love you greatly, you are doing a tremendous job, it’s very difficult, however, you are getting 
there.  I’ll go now, I’ve said enough to help you with your feelings and thoughts about what’s 
transpiring, and we’ll talk again soon. 
 
James:  Thank you Mary, it was good to speak to you again. 
 
Bye now James – Mary M. 
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This is the time in the history of Earth’s humanity 
when the greatest event ever experienced 
throughout its almost one-million-year history is 
taking place. 
 
At the time of World War II, 1939-1945, Earth’s 
humanity was around 2.4 billion.  Given the major 
recovery issues post war, the duration could be said 
to be 10 years and then some. 
 
What is unfolding for humanity now is a factor 100 
times more significant, and then some.  Not only is 
Earth becoming fully engaged, so too are the 2 
Earth planes, the 7 spirit Mansion Worlds and the 3 
Celestial Heavens.  That is 13 worlds. 
 
Earth’s population in 2020 is approaching 8 billion; 
spirit Mansion Worlds 1 and 2 have approximately 
200 billion; the numbers for the 2 Earth planes are 
unknown, however they are near capacity; the 
Mansion Worlds 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 could be any 
number.  The 3 Celestial Heavens have 
approximately 30 billion personalities engaged in 
assisting in these events and the administration of 
the coming Avonal Age.  All worlds combined 
having in excess of 250 billion personalities – more 
than 100-fold.  Now add the angels! 
 
The Avonal Age is for the next 1,000 years, more 
than 100 times the duration of World War II – well, 
40 generations of 25 years each. 
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Through the intervention of a Magisterial Daughter 
and Son, an Avonal soul partner pair, from 
Paradise, we of Earth’s humanity are now being 
shown how to heal ourselves of what we have each 
taken on of the Rebellion and Default.  We are 
being shown and made aware of how to live true to 
our feelings and to long for the truth of what our 
feelings are to show us.  We are to live feelings first 
and have our minds follow to implement what our 
feelings are guiding us to embrace. 
 

We are the Truth seekers.  Our minds cannot discern truth 
from falsehood.  Our soul-based feelings are always in truth.  
As we embrace and live through our feelings we will step 
away from error.  As we learn and express our feelings, both 
good and bad, we will release the errors that we have 
absorbed during our childhood suppression and ongoing 
repression, thus healing ourselves of our personal Rebellion 
and Default. 
 
As we progress with our healing, then we will transgress the 
ceiling of the mind’s limitation (499 on Dr Hawkins’ Map 
of Consciousness) and embrace our potential which is to 
infinity through our soul-based feelings of Truth. 

 
The quickening of the Law of Compensation, as a consequence of the emerging 1,000 year Avonal Age 
now commencing, for those who set their ‘minds’ to cause harm to another may progressively find 
themselves being debilitated with the equivalent of the pain they intend to inflict, thus preventing the 
error being executed.  Within the spirit mind Mansion Worlds, this is instantaneous.  How this is to 
unfold on Earth is yet to be understood.  However, injuries to others will be compensated for while one 
lives within the physical on Earth, thus the progressive emptying of the Hells will unfold.  This will 
bring about an era of peace on Earth as conflict and war will be impossible. 
 

 

Earth Planes 
     and      are 
Spheres of  
Isolation and 
Disharmony for 
the Law of 
Compensation 
– ‘Hells’ 
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EARTHING of the LAW of COMPENSATION       Sunday, 28 May 2017 
 
James:  Hello Nanna Beth, if you wouldn’t mind speaking with me again, I’d like to ask you about what 
Mary Magdalene was speaking about, the ‘earthing of the Law of Compensation’ – can you please 
expand on what she was saying? 
 
Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven:  Certainly James, and you don’t have to ask me if I mind speaking 
with you, just ask away, I’m permanently attuned to your mind now as well as to John’s. 
 
James:  All right, thank you.  And I won’t ask again, I’ve been doing that because of feeling more like 
it’s not my right to just assume and even demand you or Mary or anyone else speak to me on command, 
like I used to.  I’ve felt bad about that, so feel a bit more humble about it, thinking you have full lives 
and surely aren’t just sitting around waiting for me to demand you speak to me, feeling guilty for using 
you, and without any respect. 
 
Nanna Beth:  I understand, however I assure you, none of us, and especially not Mary, have felt put 
upon or disrespected by you.  You’ve not been out of line, and we’ve all repeatedly told you we’re more 
than happy to talk with you, that we WANT and are very EAGER to speak with you, that we even 
LOVE doing it, and hope you’ll ask us to more, so please feel free at any time, and don’t worry if you 
have to keep leaving us in the lurch because Marion speaks to you or you have got to get up and go to 
toilet or make lunch, we can easily deal with all of that; and I assure you, that is nothing for us to cope 
with.  I can’t explain it to you how it works for us, but there is no effort in our being attuned to your 
mind and its thoughts and feelings, so we can easily inject into you what we want at anytime, even 
within the hubbub of your daily life. 
 
James:  Yeah, all right Beth, and thank you again.  As with all my Healing, so often I feel like I am 
starting over, even like I’ve never done it before.  I reach a new place in me, and then I feel like in some 
ways it’s the first time I’ve spoken to a spirit, so please spirit, can you speak to me...  It’s quite 
dementing – another dementing part of my Healing. 
 
Nanna Beth:  I understand James, and of course you must speak about it all and do what you feel.  So, 
shall I go on answering your question? 
 
James:  Please. 
 
Nanna Beth:  I don’t know if there is much more that I can add to what Mary told you.  I can expand 
somewhat on some of the things she said.  The Law of Compensation requires that all wrongness is 
compensated for.  So, anything that goes against what is right, so against the Truth, as the Truth is 
always right, one has to make amends for.  And as we’re all conceived into wrongness, with our whole 
lives being against the Truth, so we’ve got a lot of amending to do, which is what happens throughout 
our Healing.  It’s how we come to understand where we are wrong in ourselves, because through our 
actions and words we make other people or spirits feel bad, and by their feeling bad we can then 
understand our deeper underlying intentions that drove us to hurt and harm them, thereby understanding 
that in actuality we are doing all of this to ourselves, all because we wrongly believe it is how we are 
meant to be in life, that all being of the wrongness our parents forced on us. 
 
So you understand our parents hurt us, yet we believed they were right in doing what they did, so carry 
on that hurt ourselves, which in turn involves hurting others, and worst of all our children.  And how 
other than feeling the pain yourself that you are inflicting on others, as an indication of the pain you are 

Golden Rule: One must always honour another’s will as one honours one’s own. 
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causing yourself, which is the same pain your parents caused you, can you set about putting right the 
wrong.  It’s the unwinding of it, which is what the Law of Compensation allows us to do – helps us to 
do, insists we do, at some point in our lives, be that on Earth or in spirit.  And up until now, it’s mostly 
been in spirit.  Of course some people when they have done wrong feel guilt and want to make amends, 
and these are examples of the person feeling connected enough to their feelings allowing the Law of 
Compensation to work, they invariably feeling the pain they have caused in the other.  And then would 
try not to do that again.  However, there are many things people do that hurt other people with them 
unaware that their actions are causing any pain.  And this all is what is eventually brought to light 
through the workings of the Law, it all helping you to understand more truth about yourself. 
 
And then there are people who don’t feel any remorse at all, even delighting in the pain they cause other 
people and creatures to feel, and really it’s these people doing very bad things that you and Mary were 
speaking about concerning the earthing of the Law of Compensation.  Which means, such people in 
future will not be able to keep getting away with not feeling the pain they have caused, it will come to 
them much faster, they will not be able to carry on oblivious throughout the rest of their life on Earth, 
only to suffer the healing effects of the Law of Compensation for such bad actions once they enter spirit 
and find they are confined to the healing ‘hells’. 
 
James:  So it will be felt like a quickening as John said on the phone today? 
 
Nanna Beth:  Yes, exactly, there will be much quicker feeling response to your unloving actions, rather 
than the long delays some people have experienced in the past. 
 
So like a great hand coming down and scooping 
up the whole of humanity, the Law of 
Compensation will start to apply as that hand is 
raised up.  So the worst atrocities against 
another will be dealt with first, people will feel 
the pain of their actions much sooner, and no 
relief will come from the ever worsening pain 
until they have felt all they inflicted upon the 
other person or creature, and understand that it 
was wrong what they did, and feel very sorry for 
their actions.  And so sorry, that they genuinely 
feel they don’t want to do that again, so want to change themselves, understanding what they did was 
not acceptable, was very bad, was wrong, and if they continue doing it, will only cause themselves even 
more pain.  And of course some people will need to repeatedly feel the intense pain of their unloving 
actions so as to grind themselves into a state of not doing it again, but still, that’s all part of the Law 
being applied to the physical level, which I will add, is all new for us too.  As you understand, it’s never 
been applied to Earth, so it’s new, and we can only make deductions and assumptions about how it will 
work, based on what we’ve experienced with it in spirit, some of us in the hell planes and being heavily 
subjected to it, others of us with it being more gently applied as we were more easily able to adjust our 
minds whilst we lived in the mind worlds, and then more so when we did our Healing in the Divine 
Love Mansion Worlds. 
 
The ultimate outcome is for you to be pain free, which means, for the Law of Compensation to have 
finished its work upon you, for all that was wrong and imperfect, to be right and perfect – for you to be 
wholly true, and true to yourself, so also true to God, so true to the Universal Laws of Love, which are 
those of our Mother and Father.  So true to the Truth, with all rebellion and default having been healed. 
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James:  I understand Beth, so far as my Healing goes, that I am still feeling pain because I am still 
wrong – that being, still feeling the Law of Compensation working on me? 
 
Nanna Beth:  Yes.  Without the pain you’d not know anything was wrong.  We need something to tell 
us, and loud and clear, and through our feelings and not our mind, that we are wrong, in the wrong, 
doing wrong, all so we can focus on that pain, using it to bring to light all the feelings and emotions to 
do with it; by expressing them, all of which in turn leads us to uncovering the reasons for our unloving 
and untrue actions, which brings to light our erroneous beliefs and associated bad behaviour.  We are 
behaving badly because of erroneous beliefs we adopted from our childhood.  Our bad behaviour hurts 
others.  They then show that pain and hurt, and even if we kill them, we can still see that we’ve greatly 
influenced them against their will.  And naturally, were we in a good and true state, we’d instantly feel 
so sorry for the bad we’d done.  We’d feel so awful, wanting to make amends, wanting to say sorry to 
the end of time, wanting to do whatever we could to show how upset and bad we feel, the same depth of 
bad feelings that we’ve caused in the other.  Which would be the instantaneous settling of the Law of 
Compensation.  With both sides, the perpetrator and the victim, feeling good about it all in the end.  
Which is how a true parent would act were they fully in touch with all their feelings, the moment their 
child showed them they were out of line, that they’d crossed the line, infringed upon the will of their 
child, hurt them, caused them pain through feeling bad, they would want to make amends and never do 
that again.  Which parents who are Healed and true would be able to do, should they cross the Golden 
Line. 
 
 
But look at how far most people are away from their true feelings, being able to do all sorts of bad 
things to other people and nature, half the time not having any bad feelings about their unloving actions.  
Look at parents damaging their children yet saying they are being loving.  And in business it happens all 
the time, it’s just business, you either win or lose, no hard feelings, in government saying they will help 
and support people when all they do is make it harder for them, any situation in which someone is 
exerting control over another, even in just general conversation, people’s feelings are trampled all over 
by most people with either side being none the wiser.  And all of that is causing pain, and all that pain 
has to be compensated for.  And how you compensate for it is by feeling the same amount of pain; you 
can’t actually make amends, the damage is done, but you can fully feel the horror of the horror you’ve 
inflicted.  And you’ll soon learn from those mistakes, pain is a good teacher. 
 
So you see, it’s more than just a rapist or murderer I’m talking about, it’s in any way one crosses the line 
and hurts another.  And most people are not aware of all the hurt they are causing, merrily going about 
their day completely unconscious of the real impact of their actions.  And as you are also mostly 
unaware of that which impacts others are having on you, so you all agree to use and abuse each other, 
none the wiser to your real actions.  And you go home exhausted having been slaughtered and having 
slaughtered all your co-workers, friends and family alike.  Then at home you work away unconsciously 
abusing your partner, children and pets.  All in the mistaken belief that you are being loving. 
 
James:  So something has to right all this wrong.  And without pain there is no incentive. 
 
Nanna Beth:  So you keep feeling bad James, because the pain of your wrongness is continually being 
liberated in you through your Healing.  And that pain makes you feel various feelings, which you then 
endeavour to express to Marion, which in turn leads you deeper into the repressed pain you have from 
your parents’ unloving parenting, all to help you understand how they negatively affected you, how you 
then took it all on believing it was the right way to be, and so how you keep hurting yourself whilst you 

The New Way:  Learning how to live true to ourselves by living true to our feelings.

The Golden rule is:  Never interfere with another’s will. 
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are also hurting others.  And Marion very quickly shows you when you step over the line: when you say 
the wrong thing in response to what she’s said, when you do the wrong thing hurting her, it all being to 
show you how badly and unlovingly you are treating her.  And that then makes you feel bad as you 
realise what you’ve done as she explains it all to you through what she’s feeling – articulating all the 
pain you are making her feel (causing in her); and then that makes you feel bad, the pain of your 
wrongdoing, which is the Law of Compensation clicking in and taking you down into your pain and 
making you feel that pain for as long as required but for it to sink into you just how bad you are.  And so 
how bad and unloving you feel you are for as long as you do, when you are not trying to reject it; and 
that also makes you feel bad – worse, because it’s adding onto all the past pain and wrongness that’s 
come to light.  The whole effect being to crush you literally out of your mind control, shinning light on 
your erroneous beliefs and how they are causing your unloving behaviour, all of which is how bad you 
feel in your worst times, when the Law is bearing down upon you, changing you, making you have to 
admit and confess and own up and so honour just how evil and unloving you are.  And at the same time, 
because you are wanting to know why you are this way, how it all came about, and so how it relates to 
and connects with your feelings brought about between you and your parents, so the truth comes to light 
about those relationships.  And consequently, also about the unloving relationship you are having with 
yourself, causing yourself such pain; and the unloving relationship you are having with Marion and 
other people in your life, causing them pain, all because you are refusing to accept and embrace and deal 
with the pain you are causing yourself.  You are dumping, or at least trying to, that pain on Marion and 
your friends, but it’s all really only what you are dumping on yourself, all of which was dumped on you. 
 
However getting back to what you were talking with Mary about, only the lowest or most raw for first 
phase of the Law of Compensation is going to be earthed to begin with, and in stages as you progress in 
your Healing. 
 
And so this will mean, the worst acts of self-hatred, which are inflicted on others, causing other people 
and creatures the most pain, will have to immediately be compensated for.  And that will involve people 
who are completely selfish, greedy, power seekers; and even people who commit suicide will in some 
cases have to suffer more immediately for their self-inflicted pain when they come into spirit.  And as 
the Law becomes activated on Earth, so too will it become stronger in the Earth planes and first 
Mansion World ‘hells’, thereby putting increased pressure on those spirits to have to attend to 
themselves and their wrongness sooner and more intensely than they would have.  The need being that 
such levels are purged more quickly of their inhabitants, as some spirits are able to even deludedly enjoy 
their evilness being confined to such lower Earth planes, refusing to want to better themselves.  But no 
longer, for they too will feel increased pain, and so much so that they will no longer want to remain 
where they are, having to work more with their minds on themselves to better themselves so they can 
move into the first Mansion World, or, if in its hells, then out of them.  So yes, it’s all a Quickening, as 
John was saying. 
 
James:  Okay, I understand what you’re saying Beth, and so once again, people who harm people in say 
a more abstract way, in that they do some sort of business that hurts people they don’t know, will also 
feel the pain of those people they’ve willed against? 
 
Nanna Beth:  Yes.  The drug dealer will feel more responsible for the pain he is causing, even though his 
clients want him to deal to them.  The capitalist will feel the pain should he leg people over through his 
craftiness once believing he was smart at ripping them off – no longer.  The politician who thinks he’s 
the great one in his despotic regime, having all the say and control, will not be able to treat his people so 
badly.  People experimenting on creatures, people kidnapping people and doing horrible things to them, 
people experimenting on others with medical drugs, saying such drugs are beneficial when they only 
cause more pain and grief.  Anything in which someone is wilfully using their will and power over 
another’s will to a high or severe degree, including the more obvious ones like the murderer and rapist 
and severe child abuser.  That is where the line is being drawn, and it’s up to the angels to administer the 
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Law of Compensation as required by the needs of the soul concerned.  So it’s hard to guess or make 
generalisations, however less and less will such people be able to get away with it pain free, their 
evilness will come home to roost much quicker, and whilst they are still of the physical, not having to 
wait for that to happen upon their death. 
 
James:  What about killing someone in war? 
 
Nanna Beth:  When the war is agreed upon and both sides know what they are in for, then that’s all just 
part of the general unlovingness everyone is in, which in time will also have to be accounted for, 
however not yet through what we’re talking about.  However in war, if someone does a very bad thing 
to an innocent person or creature, using their position of power because of the war to their advantage, 
then that is where the Law of Compensation will come in, causing them to feel the full depth of the pain 
they have inflicted.  But as to feeling it to this degree, I don’t mean this will start happening right away 
James, as you understand, it’s going to be gradually introduced, but it’s mainly for the next age, when it 
will be fully active at the bottom line, all to stop humanity going further into their wrongness, all putting 
the brakes on the Rebellion and Default, and humanity’s disregard for truth and it’s unlovingness. 
 
James:  I understand Beth. 
 
Nanna Beth:  For now, it would be only through very subtle observation, and I doubt we’d even be able 
to detect that it’s actually happening, however it’s in motion, which is the main thing, and in time, it will 
grow in intensity, and then we will be able to see it happening, as will people on Earth. 
 
James:  That helps me understand it more, how severely it will be introduced. 
 
Nanna Beth:  The other important part of it is that it involves the angels being able to come into play in a 
positive way in helping to deal with the Rebellion and Default, which they’ve not been able to do.  It’s a 
huge ‘game changer’ James, because it’s giving the angels more power to be involved with people, and 
ultimately, they are to come right in sorting out all the mess and all the wrongs.  All by helping people 
do it for themselves.  The angels will not take over, but they will make the necessary inner adjustments 
in the person so they will feel the pain and be susceptible to the Law of Compensation.  It’s the angels 
being more hands-on with humanity, which they are incredibly pleased about, because it’s how they’ve 
been created, what they are designed to do; and to not do it, has been causing them great stress all these 
years, and to even have to help people further go against themselves and the truth, has only added to that 
stress, so this is one step toward them feeling relieved of some of that tension; all of which as I said, 
they are extremely happy about, having waited a long time for it. 
 
James:  So it’s our angels that enact or apply the Law of Compensation? 
 
Nanna Beth:  Yes, in conjunction with your soul, Indwelling Spirit, and the Divine Minister.  All of 
them together cause the pain in you from your unloving actions, it happening naturally in your system 
were you true, it being what they are all doing with you.  But because you are all untrue, so you have to 
play your part in wanting to do your Healing; or, if you don’t, then having to suffer the consequences of 
your actions without truly understanding why.  Understanding that what you did was wrong because it 
has hurt another person, but not understanding all the deeper aspects and reasons, the whole truth of how 
your parents unlovingly treated you making you be able to unlovingly treat yourself and others as you 
do.  So on the mind level, it does end up being an eye for an eye, however then there is also the truth and 
feelings level, which concerns all your Healing, and all to do with your early life and how you’ve 
become evil and how you are being in your evilness.  All of which is helping you to get to know the 
truth of yourself.  So to begin your Healing and to unravel or reverse the process, you need to begin by 
wanting to get to know the truth of yourself – and wanting to live true. 
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Thank you Beth, I will go now. 
 
It’s my pleasure James, speak to you soon.  Love Nanna Beth. 
 
 

 
 
 

Monday, 29 May 2017 
 
James:  So Beth, if someone is on the mind side of things, then the Law of Compensation helps you to 
perfect your mind’s wrongness by making you believe you are loving, by helping you to understand that 
your actions are hurting others, so you must use your mind to control yourself and be good and loving, 
all of which is false? 
 
Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven spirit:  Yes.  It’s all to work toward perfection, toward love.  So in a 
wrong mind-system, such as you are all in, it works to help you perfect your mind’s wrongness, but in a 
‘loving’ way, so in a way that doesn’t make yourself or the other person feel bad.  In an acceptable way.  
But really it does still make you feel bad, but because you’ve all agreed to ignore those bad feelings, so 
you all strive to live in your false love blocking out those unacceptable feelings, pretending you are 
loving each other.  But when you want to be true, so the Law will act to help you prefect your true love 
state, so showing you in every way how you are hurting yourself and others, all through your bad 
feelings – which is doing your Healing. 
 
James:  Yeah I see, so the Law doesn’t help us perfect our wrongness, our evilness, by making us be 
even worse, and the most evil monsters we can be –  
 
Nanna Beth:  No, because you’d then feel too bad.  So it helps you to perfect your false love, your 
unlovingness, so you can pretend you feel good, which is in fact far worse than making you outrightly 
hurt one another.  If you all suddenly became rapists and murderers, then very soon the system would 
end and you’d wonder what that was all about it, and get on possibly looking to go the other way and 
into the truth.  But for you to all strive to avoid your bad feelings and pain by pretending you are loving, 
then the whole rotten mess can evilly move along forever, all as you delude yourselves that you’re OK 
and even feeling good and loving.  So pretending you are loving when you are not, is far worse and far 
more evil, than showing your hate and being outwardly unloving – for example, by torturing someone or 
a creature, outwardly making them suffer great pain.  To bury it all, making yourselves not feel the 
extent of the great pain you are in, putting on the smiling happy face when you are all feeling tortured, 
that is horrendously evil, and what is so insidious and creepily evil about it, because no one sees it, no 
one wants to stop pretending they are loving by accepting they are unloving, wrong, bad, the worst 
unsmiling person one can be, because they are untrue. 
 
So the worst most evil are the pretentious gurus and high sixth world spirits and their equivalent on 
Earth, because they are saying they are beyond it all, they are in bliss, they are always feeling loved and 
are the most loving, when it’s all false, it’s all wrong, couldn’t be more wrong and further from the 
truth.  And yet these people are celebrated and held up as being the right loving way to be, with so many 
people striving as hard as they can to perfect their falseness using their minds against themselves to be 
one of these people or spirits.  Whereas the person who is deranged, perverted, demented, an unfeeling 
murderer, is being far truer to his or her wrongness, they are not putting on any show about it, they are 
not hiding how they feel, and really they should be ‘celebrated’ because they are outwardly showing in 
what a bad state they are in.  They are still untrue, but they are not trying so hard to cover it up, they are 
saying loud and clear, I am a hated, wretched person, I hate myself, look what I am doing hurting 
another, I am in a very bad way.  And in that they are far closer to the truth of how they feel and how 
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their parents made them feel.  But that’s not what the so-called transcendent enlightened one is saying, 
claiming he or she is now in bliss and at-one with God.  And who would you rather be when you know 
the truth?  How much harder will it be for the guru to fall and break down his unloving false facade, 
than for the wretched murderer to admit to his evilness and set about expressing all the pain he is in?  
Would you rather spend time in the ‘hells’ paying for your crime with pain, then coming out and being 
far more humble and aware of the damage being false and untrue can do; or would you rather transcend 
the mind worlds there to live in eternal mind-contrived false bliss, legging yourself over in your 
delusion that you have done it, that you are one with God, you are the king of the castle, the Great One?  
So can you see how far away from the truth you are, how much you’ve got it all wrong by trying to be 
nice, good and loving in your evilness? 
 
James:  Gee Beth, you feel so much like Mary, writing with you. 
 
Nanna Beth:  I attune myself to her Spirit of Truth James, so that’s why you feel like I am her.  Which I 
will take as a great compliment – thank you.  I so much would love to be as Mary is.  She is who I aspire 
to be like, if there is anyone I aspire to be like.  Marion and Mary.  However really I want to be myself 
more, which they are helping me be.  I am my true self and living a truth equivalent to the third Celestial 
sphere in which I reside, but still I yearn to be more my soul, to be closer to Paradise and of a much 
higher truth. 
 
James:  So getting back to what you were saying before I interrupted you, it is only because we all want 
to be so-called loving in our untrue states, that the Law of Compensation helps us be that way; or true, 
should we want to do our Healing? 
 
Nanna Beth:  Yes, it is, as with all things, what we want.  So we all wanted to be part of the ‘loving’ 
mind system, unbeknownst to us, and that’s how the Evil Ones guided and influenced us, and it wasn’t 
that hard for them to do, because no one wants to feel bad.  We are made to feel bad right from the 
beginning, and yet made to cover up those bad feelings believing that we feel good.  We aren’t loved, 
yet are made to believe we are loved.  So the Law helps us move that way.  If we all wanted to be 
outwardly unloving, which some people and groups of people have done over the aeons, then we are 
allowed to go that way, openly expressing our hate, and if the Law was then applied to such people, it 
would help them become as openly hating as they want to be.  However in spirit, and so it is also on 
Earth, the majority don’t want to be the way of openly hating, believing it is wrong, and want to feel 
loved and be loving, so we have trained our minds to go that way, so the Law, when applied, supports us 
in that.  So it will be all about helping the mind people and spirits becoming more true to their false love 
states, so open unlovingness is rejected, everyone has to be nice and loving to each other, friendly and 
caring, understanding and sympathetic, even though it’s all contrived – all put-on and learnt.  And only 
when you want to do your Healing, can you shed all that contrivance and ditch your falseness allowing 
yourself to feel just how unloved you are, and allowing yourself to express your unlovingness and hate 
and all your very bad feelings as they come up within you. 
 
James:  Yes, I can see the people I work with all desperately clinging onto their families saying they all 
love each other, when it’s clear from what they say, that they might like some of how they are, but not 
all.  And they hate me talking about how much I hate mum and my family, they can’t believe I mean it, 
they cringe when I say anything negative, so I don’t do it anymore. 
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Verbally abusing a child Teasing a child Exposing a child to   Touching a child  
      unnecessarily   pornographic acts          where he/she doesn’t 
            or literature             want to be touched 

Forcing a child to        Breaking down the Hitting or hurting a child –    Manipulating a 
     touch you        self-confidence of  often to relieve your own  child 
     a child    frustration 

Not taking care of a child   Using a child     Not listening   Neglecting emotional  Making your own child 
for example: unclean,          as a servant   to a child  needs of a child      a ‘servant’, depriving of 
unclothed, unfed child                        time for education / leisure 

Hitting and ridiculing         Neglecting a child’s       Neglecting a child’s     Leaving a child 
   a child at school            medical needs            educational needs    without supervision 
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Nanna Beth:  They don’t want to see the truth of themselves, and so as they are not wanting it, so it’s not 
right for you to make them confront it; and it doesn’t matter, because it’s not up to you or anyone to 
make them change, that will happen when they are ready and need to move onto other things. 
 
James:  And Beth, you’ve seen all this for yourself as you did your Healing? 
 
Nanna Beth:  Oh yes, we all do, it’s all the truths we are to live.  We have to understand the evilness of 
the evil we’ve all been subjected to, and how we manifested it.  We have all had to get in touch with 
how unloved we felt, how unloving we were, and all that made us feel.  We’ve all had to break down 
our falseness, seeing it for what it was, whilst understanding why we needed to be it, why we needed to 
keep up the pretence and play the game.  We all need to uncover the truth of our wrongness for 
ourselves, through our feelings, and we all come to see the truth for ourselves, it all being the same that 
which we see. 

The Council of Elders, 12 Celestial soul partner pairs, being a Soul Group, guide to Founder of 
the Global Humanitarian Fund that is to disseminate Feeling Healing and Soul Healing guidance. 

The Council of Elders is more than one soul group.  Twelve further soul 
groups support the central soul group, of which Nanna Beth is the spokes 
personality of the central soul group.  Nanna Beth being the grandmother 
of John. 
 
Accordingly, the Council of Elders for the Global Humanitarian Fund, 
referred to as Pascas Worldcare, consists of thirteen soul groups or more. 
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      Father 
 
 Mother 

GOD

Eternal Son         Infinite Daughter 
  of Truth    of Mind 

Divine   
Minister 

Spirits of Truth 
of the Creator Pair 
Mary Magdalene  
and Jesus 

Spirits of Truth 
of the Avonal Pair 

Indwelling Spirit 
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GREAT U-TURN, THE CHANGE and the AVONAL AGE: 
Monday, 24 December 2018 

Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven, John’s grandmother: The ‘Great 
U-Turn’ is what is happening now, it being the overall description 
denoting humanity turning away from following and advancing the 
Rebellion and its evilness as seen by living increasingly in a truth-
denying state, to wanting to live true, to love truth, and to be truth-
accepting.  All of which comes about ultimately by doing your 
Healing, as you become the living truth as it’s revealed to you and 
also by people, like yourself John, who are currently more intent on 
understanding about it on an intellectual level.  Both are needed, 
everyone who wants to embark upon their own personal U-Turn and 
the collective one of humanity, needs to understand a certain amount of what it’s all about with their 
mind as they work to bring the truths to light within themselves through their Healing.  So anything to 
do with ‘reversing’ the Rebellion and Default is all part of the U-Turn.  And it starts in a very small way 
within the individual, as it has already with the whole of humanity, being reflected by yourself and the 
others of your small band, who are wanting to live it and have accepted and believe it’s happening. 
 
The Change, as such, is the same thing really.  
However technically, The Change begins with the 
dawning of the new Spiritual Age – the Avonal 
Age.  The Change as I was referring to it yesterday was to highlight that once the Avonal Age begins in 
earnest, EVERYTHING will change.  So currently, even though the Change and U-Turn have ‘begun’, 
it’s early days, just the ‘scouts’ going out in all directions in preparation for the ‘main event’.  So 
technically we can’t say The Change has begun, whereas in time when Mary and Jesus’ age ends and 
the Avonal Age begins, then we can say it has begun.  Whereas we can say the U-Turn has begun, it 
being a more vague term and not a technical definition. 
 
Also, James has written about The Change in his Sage novels in reference to all I have said above and 
also the Earth Changes, including the Pole Shift.  However the Pole Shift, were it to come during the 
Avonal Age, would then be part of The Change, The Change being the whole 1,000 years.  It’s going to 
take the whole 1,000 years to implement on the parent to child level the necessary Changes so as to 
ensure that the effects of the Rebellion will truly come to an end, with that “end”  still going beyond the 
Avonal Age to complete.  So the Pole Shift is just a physical phenomena, and certainly of itself it will 
cause great change, but it doesn’t of itself affect any spiritual change against the Rebellion and Default, 
and in the past it has helped humanity go deeper into its wrongness.   
 
So the real Change I’m talking about is spiritual 
and involves the ending of humanity’s truth 
denial.  That’s the most important part, to help 
people see they are living against the Truth, of 
themselves and of God, and that all they are 
doing is part of that, and that if they want to end that, they will have to do their Healing.  So the Change 
will be with the awakening to that, a consciousness shift, a vast change to the mind of mankind as it 
considers the state it’s in: that ALL it is doing, ALL it’s believed was right, ALL of it’s religious and 
spiritual beliefs, outlooks, attitudes, are all only keeping it in its truth-denying state.   
 
Imagine the whole of humanity 
understanding and focused in the 
direction of knowing everyone is 
suffering because of being under 
the Rebellion and that it doesn’t 
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have to be that way.  So people increasingly living in the wrong direction and going further against 
themselves, once The Change fully starts, won’t be able to evolve further into a deeper or greater 
rebellious state.  However stagnation within where it's stalled will be a big issue for a lot of people and 
mind spirits, those people and spirits who don’t want to accept that's how they are is all wrong. 
 
So you can say the Great U-Turn has started, the writing is on the wall for the Rebellion and Default.  
And when the Avonals come of age, when they finish their Healing and openly (publicly) declare who 
they are to the world (even if that world is only a very small group of humanity), then The Change will 
have begun. 
 
And once The Change officially begins, there is no turning back.  After the Avonal Age, humanity will 
be given the chance to resume its evil ways and turn its back on The Change and all the Avonal Age has 
done, and certain people and mind spirits will want to do that.  However they won’t be able to change 
the momentum being lived by those who are intent on living true to themselves and God through their 
feelings.  (The availability of Divine Love 
may be withdrawn for the following spiritual 
age.)  Still in all fairness humanity has to be 
given the opportunity to decide whether or 
not it wants to fully heal itself, and without 
having imposed on it such strong influences 
as caused by the Avonal presence.  But 
that’s all a long time off. 
 
So the Avonal Age is a specific Spiritual 
Age (which you read about in TUB – The Urantia Book), giving rise to The Change in which humanity 
ends its truth-denial and living unlovingly against itself and its Mother and Father, all of which is the 
Great U-Turn. 
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CELESTIAL HEAVENS 
are spheres 8, 9, 10. 

SPHERES of PARADISE being the home of 
our Heavenly Parents, Mother and Father, 
within the centre of the 7 super universes. 

Divine Love Spirit Healing    
Mansion Worlds are 3, 5, 7.  
We are healing our soul! 
 

We all arrive in spirit 
into Mansion World 1. 

 

   Earth Planes 1 and 2 are    
of Disharmony – Hells. 

 

Mind Spirit Mansion 
Worlds 2, 4, 6 are all taking 
us in the wrong direction 
and into a dead end! 

INFINITE & UNIVERSAL    
SPHERES, unknown number to 
progress through within Nebadon. 
   
ETERNAL SPHERES 3 spheres     
unnumbered.  Involvement with 
Earth finishes. 

Unknown number of spheres to progress 
through to reach Paradise. 
 
Ascending out of NEBADON is beyond 
the regency of the Creator Daughter  
and Son, Mary and Jesus. 

      Father 
 
 Mother 

 GOD 

HEAVENLY 
PARENTS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JESUS & MARY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AVONALS 

           AVONAL PAIR       GOD 
       Throughout the Avonal Age of 1,000 years, their Spirits of Truth will assist us 
    in embracing and engaging with our Feeling Healing and with Divine Love 
our Soul Healing.  They will assist us to develop our soul well into Celestial Heaven status 
should we persevere with such a goal.  The extent to which the Avonal Pair develop 
themselves while here in the physical on Earth is the level that their Spirits of Truth will be 
able to assist us.  Then it will be Mary and Jesus’ Spirits of Truth that will assist us up and 
out of Nebadon, where our Heavenly Parents will then assist us onto Paradise, Their home. 

MARY & 
JESUS  
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James Moncrief discusses the ‘JUDAS of KERIOTH’ writings with Mary Magdalene 
Mary?                 Wednesday, 3 May 2017 
 
Yes James, please go ahead. 
 
James:  Thank you for speaking with me, it’s been a while. 
 
Mary Magdalene:  It has, and it’s a pleasure to come to you again.  John has asked you to comment on 
other messages from one of the ‘Divine Love’ channels? 
 
James:  Yes, following on from what Jesus said concerning Dr. Samuels.  This time it is Hans Radax, 
who speaks with Judas of Kerioth (Judas the Iscariot) – are you familiar with him and his work? 
 
Mary M:  I am, we are familiar with all the channels that have interested you, however we’ve not been 
personally involved in writing or conveying any messages to them, as Jesus told you the other evening. 
 
James:  I don’t like the ‘feel’ of these messages much at all, I’ve only read the five of them which are 
below, however that’s more than enough for me, and I don’t think Jesus would say or be how they say 
he is in some parts, which puts me off altogether. 
 
Mary M:  And rightly so James, because he wasn’t like he’s portrayed, no one can do that properly, not 
even The Urantia Book, which is why we will come in the future to people who will be able to easily 
receive us and use all that’s available, the Bible, your messages with us, and these other ‘Divine Love’ 
messages, as a background to work from, to go over, sorting out what is right and what is not, all so we 
can finally clear up how it was for us, once and for all. 
 
James:  So there’s no point you commenting specifically on these few messages by Hans? 
 
Mary M:  No, I’ve told you, which is all in your writings, how it was for me, and a lot of how it was for 
Jesus, and for the two of us together.  And unless someone begins to do their Healing in earnest and then 
speak with spirits, what’s the point of reading these messages by people who are not wanting to uncover 
the truth of themselves through their feelings, because all they will say will be too heavily tainted, 
conditioned and limited by the level of untruth they are living.  And as much as they might reveal some 
new information, even be correct in some things, still because they are wanting to deny themselves the 
truths, so many of the essential truths will be incorrect – or untrue, such as in Hans’ messages about me.  
I will repeat what I told you in my messages to you James: I WAS NOT A PROSTITUTE, I DID NOT 
SIN, I REMAINED TRUE TO MY SOUL, JUST AS JESUS DID.  WHAT I DIDN’T DO WAS RISE 
UP AND BE IN MY FULL SOUL GLORY, AS JESUS DID; I HONOURED THE MANDATES OF 
THE REBELLION AND REMAINED A ‘SECOND CLASS CITIZEN’ – A WOMAN.  So cast aside 
all you read about my being a prostitute, even a supposed high class one, and all such nonsense. 
 
James:  So why write it; who was Hans receiving messages from? 
 
Mary M:  From one of the mind spirits pretending to be Jesus, and pretending to be Judas.  Someone 
who was there, who witnessed many things, however didn’t, and still doesn’t, have a clue about the 
Truth. 
 
James:  But he includes a lot of stuff about James Padgett and the Divine Love. 
 
Mary M:  There are bands of mind spirits very familiar with such information, although they are not 
wanting to grow in truth, so do similar work to what Hans is doing there, and many of the other ‘Divine 
Love‘ channels.  They are spirits who have a little Divine Love in their soul, understand the essentials, 
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but are yet to cross over into the Divine Love healing Mansion Worlds, thereby embracing the truths we 
have written about with you.  So they are still ‘classed’ as being mind spirits. 
 
James:  So spirits in the first Mansion World? 
 
Mary M:  Yes.  However not all spirits in world one, who have some Divine Love in their soul, would 
be ‘categorised’ as mind spirits, because these spirits are learning about the Healing, so with the 
intention to set about doing it, thereby qualifying them for world three when they begin.  But the ‘Divine 
Love’ spirits in world one (and in the higher mind worlds) that are still intent on evolving their mind at 
the expense of their feelings, and who have a little Divine Love in their soul, are still of the mind 
worlds, and so include all of these ‘Divine Love channels’ that you’ve been reading about. 
 
James:  So is there value in these messages? 
 
Mary M:  That’s for the reader to discern for themselves James.  There is of course value in everything.  
However for the sincere seeker I would ask them: Why do you want to waste your time reading such, at 
times, misleading information, when you can read all about how to get on and do your Healing with the 
Divine Love?   
 
Jesus and I are only concerned with the Truth, nothing else James, which is why we didn’t come to these 
channels, and why we won’t come to people unless they are doing their Healing.  And even then there 
needs to be good cause for us to do so, for they would have to offer something new, some more vital 
truth or understanding, something that you, Marion and James Padgett haven’t offered.  So unless those 
reasons are there, we won’t come, as there is no point.  We are not going to come to people to 
extrapolate on what you or James Padgett has said. There are masses of Celestial spirits who are ready, 
willing and would love the opportunity to do that.  And if we did come, we would be denying these 
Celestials such experience.   
 
We have done the minimal amount needed to help point people in the right direction. This being through 
you and James Padgett’s writings, all that our compliance with the Rebellion and Default has allowed us 
to do.  The rest is for humanity to resolve, work out and reveal, it is not for us to interfere.   
 
And so if people want to continue in their self-delusion and truth-denial saying myself or Jesus wrote 
this and is coming to them saying that, well, that’s what they want to do, but it doesn’t mean we’re 
involved.  We have come, and will continue to very occasionally visit some people who are currently 
doing their Healing, and who will do it in future, as Jesus said; and people can ‘tune in’ to our Spirits of 
Truth, but still, we would suggest that anyone wishing to speak with the spirits concerning their Healing, 
the Divine Love, and all that entails, that they ask the members of their attending Celestial soulgroup for 
help.  Those spirits are constantly with you, they know the score, they can help you far more personally 
than can Jesus or myself. They are intimately involved in your life, they have access to your records 
through your attending angels from conception to the present, so they are far more ‘there’ and personal 
with you than Jesus and I are. 
 
That is all I will say about it James.  Of course, should you want more specific information and other 
questions answered, we will oblige you, however really, there is no further need to go over such 
messages by these people who refuse to honour themselves and grow in truth with the Divine Love. 
 
Jesus and I want people to embrace the Divine Love and use our Spirits of Truth to help them do 
their Healing.  That is the score now, the truth about it has been revealed by yourself and Marion, that 
is the benchmark, anything less than that is not worth spending time on unless you have already got all 
you need so as to help you with your Healing. 
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People can still use Jesus and my Spirits of Truth, together with the Divine Love, to help further their 
self- and truth-denial.  They can use us to go deeper and further into their rebellion against the Mother 
and Father.  It is all up to each of you, however Jesus and I ARE NOT GOING TO HELP YOU GO 
FURTHER AGAINST US – FOR, WHAT WOULD BE THE POINT, NOW THE TRUTHS OF 
WORKING WITH US, AND COMING TO US, HAVE BEEN REVEALED! 
 
So it’s time for humanity to move on; those people sincerely wanting to advance their soul in truth, and 
even if they don’t start their Healing specifically themselves, they can at least use their time and feelings 
to prepare themselves for doing it one day, even if that day is when they come into spirit. 
 
The bar is being raised, and by the time you and Marion officially go public, as is happening now in a 
very minor way with your writings going out to people, so that is where one needs to begin. 
 
As we told you James, these so-called ‘Divine Love’ channels are valuable in that they are outworking 
the denial and rebellion based on the Padgett Messages, for that’s all part of the confusion and 
dissembling of the truths.  And its possible people will do it with parts of what you’ve written, yet still 
there will be enough of your work to keep it true. 
 
I am going to stop now James, unless you have anything further to say. 
 
James:  No Mary, thank you, it was nice to speak with you again, to feel your light, as it was with Jesus 
the other night. 
 
Mary M:  A bit easier writing with me than him, was it not, James – I didn’t mess with your mind as 
much. 
 
James:  It was all very smooth, as it always is with you Mary. 
 
That being because of your spending so much time with Marion, she helping you to connect with the 
Feminine Aspect of Truth.  My love to you both, and I’ll speak to you soon, love Mary M. 
 
 
Note:  Judas of Kerioth, via Hans Radax, contains specific messages that are in error, such as: 
 

Mary Magdalene           March 11, 2002 
The Devils in Mary Magdalene         March 12, 2002 
The Women around Jesus         May 22, 2002 
Mary Magdalene         July 19, 2002 
Why did Jesus pick Judas and Mary Magdalene       by 'Jesus' – not so! April 7, 2003   

Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing. 
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing. 

Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.  
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book. 
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WE ARE NEVER MEANT TO BE ALONE!   SOUL PARTNERS become SOUL-GROUPS! 
Our soul individualises into two personalities, as a male and female, always.  The two soul 
halves are soul partners.  When the two personalities complete their Feeling Healing of their 
childhood suppression and injuries, then the two personalities will find each other, either 
whilst in the physical or in the Celestial Heaven spirit worlds.   

The personality that each soul half is blessed with by our Heavenly 
Parents is the personality that we are to express throughout our 
journey for eternity.  It is the suppression of the free expression 
imposed upon us by our parents that requires for each of us to 
under go our Feeling Healing.  Whilst we are suppressing our true 
selves we do not connect with our soulmate. 

Now add to this scenario, soul-mates and soul-groups. All those who were Celestial would 
have met their soulmate / partner and it would be the priority for them as soul-mates to be 
perfectly living true before they considered having children.  And then these soul-pairs 
would link up with other soul-pairs and form soul-groups.  It would be just a natural part of 
one’s inner feelings and events in one’s life that would lead one to do this.  Then the whole 
soul-group would become a functioning family unit.  Each of the couples would have their 
children, but the whole group would function in helping to share in the upbringing of all 
children.  And this would then enable the children to be intimately involved with other 
people who would offer them the things that their parents could not. 

Humanity is not meant to live and raise children just two parents struggling along trying to 
cope best they can.  We are designed to be in small groups so that we can compound the love 
and support for and of each other. 

Soul partners form into soul-groups.  Once in the Celestial soul condition, soul-groups form 
consisting always of twelve (12) soul pairs.  A soul-group consists of twelve sets of soulmates, 
twenty four (24) individuals.  When we progress beyond the Celestial Heavens, towards Paradise, 
the home of our Heavenly Parents, we do so as a soul-group of 24 personalities.  We can achieve 
Celestial soul condition here on Earth and also form our soul-group here on Earth. 
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WE EACH have a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair and an Angelic Pair: 
 
For those doing their Healing or are interested in doing it, 
will from that time have their own personal angels, spirit guides 
and nature spirits with them, with whom they are to develop their 
own relationships should they want to.  It is not about ‘sharing’ 
the same angels or guides or nature spirits, it is about you 
relating specifically to your ‘own’ ones because they are 
provided for YOU.  It’s all for you, to maximise the experiences 
we each need.  
 
We are all to have our own pure relationships.  And it’s the same, 
of course, in life with your friends.  However over there, in spirit, 
dealing with Nature Spirits, Spirit Guides and Angels, it’s more 
personal and private and ‘JUST FOR YOU’.  So, we have our own separate, unique relationships.  
 
For example, Nature Spirit Verna has been assigned to be specifically and only with James, and she 
ain’t going to be assigned to anyone else, so she won’t be sharing herself around. 
 
This is SO IMPORTANT to understand; so that in future there won’t be all these people claiming to be 
speaking with Verna or Mary Magdalene or Jesus or Nanna Beth or anyone else who is part of it all in 
such capacity.  Mary M and Jesus have spoken with James as they have, making it quite clear he is the 
only one they are speaking with.  
 
We each have a band of a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair, and an Angelic pair, each pair being in 
their ‘soulmate / soul partner’ relationship.  Even though we are ascending mortals having a soulmate, 
even our soulmate has his or her own group of six personalities assisting him or her.  Our assigned 
Nature Spirits do not continue with us into spirit, our Spirit Guides may for a time assist upon entry to 
the spirit Mansion Worlds.  However, our personal Angelic pair continues with us to Paradise, and then 
even possibly being with us throughout eternity. 
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We each have a band of a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair, and an Angelic pair, each pair being in 
their ‘soulmate’ relationship.  In addition we have our personal Indwelling Spirit.  

In a way, each person’s Indwelling Spirit, which is really God, is contracting out the work needed to 
be done with you to other agencies.  So to us spirits, the angels, the nature spirits, other elements 
under the Divine Minister’s control, and even other non-humanity spirits, all of which end up doing 
increasingly more amounts of what your Indwelling Spirit does.  And this ‘outsourcing’ is to affect 
greater personality interaction, increasing your experiences so they are maximised through 
interaction with different personalities rather than just relying solely on God.  Overall, we are to 
become increasingly at-one with God, but we are to do that by becoming increasingly immersed in 
the experience of being with others.  Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven:  25 December 2018 
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Each phase of our progression in our 
personal discovery of truth will open 
further avenues to truth of an ever 
increasing and expansive nature.  This is 
our destiny throughout our journey to 
Paradise, the home of our Heavenly 
Mother and Father. 
 
Few are able to see clairvoyantly the spirit bodies of spirit 
personalities, and even then, this capability is when higher 
level spirit personalities ‘turn down’ their brilliance essence 
so as to make themselves visible – making themselves come 
closer to the density essence in which the viewer is presently 
experiencing. 
 
Thus, when it is understood that we have a pair of nature 
spirits, a pair of spirit personality guides and a pair of angels 
with us at all times, we cannot see any of them.  Yet they all 
can see us.  However, the nature spirits may not be able to 
see the spirit guides but may see some angels, and the spirit 
guides cannot see the angels.  Should the spirit guides be 
Celestial, then they may also see the angels. 
 
Angels do not have wings, and there are many classes and 
levels of angels.  If the angels are from Paradise, then they 
would not be typically visible to celestial spirits of the three 
celestial heavens aligned to Earth’s humanity.  However, the angels 
that attended to Earth’s humanity typically become visible to the spirit 
personality upon that person completing their Feeling Healing with 
Divine Love and progresses from the 7th Mansion World into the 1st 
Celestial Heaven. 
 
A spirit in a higher plane of Earth cannot be seen by a personality 
within any of the lower planes.  This is the same for each progression 
to a higher Mansion World, then Celestial Heavens and all the way 
through to Paradise.  A higher level entity needs to detune and allow 
him or herself to be seen in any lower world and consequently each 
sphere thereof. 
 
Thus, a Bestowal Pair from Paradise would bring with them Angels to 
assist them and these Angels of such high elevation would go about 
unseen, fulfilling their tasks, without any other entity being aware of 
them due to their ultra fineness of energy and elevation in capabilities 
– unless they allow themselves to be observed! 
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The PHENOMENON of VISIBILITY:  

 
Firstly, animals do not have a spirit life.  Should we need to interact with a 
deceased pet animal, then a particular class of angel will present as your pet.  
The life force of all of nature pools their life experience to subsequently 
become Nature Spirits who evolve to being angels. 
 
Each higher progression of a human mortal consequently becomes invisible 
to those remaining at the lower level, as it is with angels, though those of the 
lower level remain visible to the progressing ascending mortal. 
 
In reverse, those spirit personalities descending from Paradise, the home of 
our Heavenly Mother and Father, need to detune themselves so as to become 
visible to those in our local universe of Nebadon. 
 
Those on Earth and throughout the seven earth planes have the same 
visibility progression.  Earth, being the densest, is visible to all.  But each 
plane, starting at 1, becomes progressively finer, with each plane above the 
last invisible to the lower.  The same applies throughout the 7 spirit Mansion 
Worlds. 
 
Higher levels can always make themselves visible should they wish to.  
Spirits and ascending mortals of lower levels may not be aware of higher 
levels until they evolve and progress. 
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NATURE SPIRITS 
 
Nothing of nature reincarnates!  And neither do we!  Reincarnation is a false 
belief.  Zero, zilch!  Not even a blade of grass, a leaf from a tree, bacteria or 
plankton, or ourselves, has a subsequent physical life experience.  However, 
except for humanity, the life force of all of what forms nature, after its sole 
physical experience, returns to a pool from which Nature Spirits emerge.  All of 
nature is mind orientated.  Nothing of nature has a soul, except for humanity 
which is truth and feelings orientated.   
   
Meet Verna, a Nature Spirit, also known as ‘Lady of the Lake’:  “Your spirit is your own unique 

spirit expressing the light of your soul; our spirits, also uniquely our own, however 
come from a composite of many other spirits.  And in my case for example, and I’m 
about average, or ‘usual’ – as much as I hate to admit it – I’m composed, for want of 
a better word, of about five hundred billion creature spirits.  So yes, you could say  
we’re complex on that level.  And yet on other levels, we’re considered rather basic, 
we are after all only nature spirits, not great angels.” 

“With Verna – a nature spirit” by James Moncrief 
 
As the Rebellion and Default is now technically ending, those who embrace Feeling Healing and Divine 
Love will open themselves to communication with their Nature Spirit pair.  For 200,000 years of the 
Rebellion, humanity of Earth has been closed to interaction with Nature Spirits.  Humanity is truth 
seeking personalities who are to live through their feelings whereas nature is mind orientated and are to 
evolve their minds.  A Nature Spirit’s next phase of evolution is that of being an angel which then will 
have many further evolutionary progressions upwards.  Angels also step down from Paradise. 
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CREATION of SOUL and SPIRIT:  
 
God is The Paradise Trinity — the eternal 
Deity union of the Personalities: the 
Universal Mother and Father; the Eternal Son 
of Truth; and the Infinite Daughter Spirit of 
Mind. 
 
The soul of each human personality (sons 
and daughters of truth) is existential, driving 
our personality expression in the experiential. 
The soul of each human finds truth by 
embracing one’s feelings and longing for the 
truth of them.  We are to attain the Eternal 
Son of Truth.  We are a creation of Truth. 
 
The soul of angels is experiential, evolving 
through their experience by continually 
progressing in mind development.  Angels 
are to attain the Infinite Daughter (Spirit) of 
Mind.  Angels are a creation of Mind. 
Our soul is duplex (we have a soul partner) 
and is created by our Heavenly Parents.  
Through our Feeling Healing we perfect 
ourselves, enabling the union with our soul 
partner, as we progress in truth up through 
the Mansion Worlds, Celestial Heavens and 
all the way to Paradise. 
 
The soul of angels is also duplex, yet of the 
mind, and they progress in mind evolution to 
Paradise.  Animals, plants and nature spirits 
are also creations of Mind. 
 
Neither we nor animals reincarnate.  We 
never die; upon death, we move into the 
spirit Mansion Worlds on our journey to 
Paradise.  When animals and plants die, be 
they the tiny microbe to the mighty elephants 
of the land and the whales of the ocean, their 
spirit energy returns to the Spirit Collective 

Energy.  And from this energy are 
drawn other animals and the nature 
spirits, who then in turn move onto 
becoming angels through increasing 
mind experience. 
 
A nature spirit is an angel in waiting. 

      Father 
 
 Mother 

GOD 

 Feeling    Pathway         Mind    Pathway 

  Spirit        Person      Nature     Spirit   

 Soulmate    Pair            Angel 

Eternal Son         Infinite Daughter 
  of Truth    of Mind 
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The hounds of the Rebellion and Default have fallen, 
the psychic barriers have forever been cracked.  The 
sheeple, the mice of humanity, now have the freedom 
to evolve through Feeling Healing and Divine Love. 

Things are pushing ahead, we’re working them from our side, and more so every day now.  
Many of the soulgoups involved in this are getting a feel for what it is they are to do and how they 
are to do it.  So the barriers are giving way on multiple fronts. 
 
There are actually barriers preventing people and humanity as a whole moving deeper into the 
wrongness, just as there are barriers preventing people and humanity moving out of it.  It’s all 
very tightly controlled, the Evil Ones put in a vast amount of controls and on all levels, which, 
unless you are shown by those spirits who can see them, such as the Melchizedeks, you’d never be 
aware of them. 
 
So the cracks are appearing as the Divine Love Healing worlds start to ‘descend’ onto Earth – 
into the physical.  For that’s what is going to happen, the Divine Love Healing worlds, from the 
first introductory sectors on Mansion World one, to the truth of all the three main Healing 
worlds, being lived by people living them whilst on Earth.  All to give rise ultimately to Celestials 
on Earth.  That’s what our goal is, to have people living on Earth who have fully Healed 
themselves. 

PSYCHIC BARRIERS MAINTAINING the REBELLION and DEFAULT are CRACKED! 

Nanna Beth and 
Helen 
2 December 2017 
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700 - 
Enlightenment  

        600 – Peace 
 
 
 
540 – Joy 
Unconditional 
Love 

  500 – Love 

    400 – Reason 

    350 – Acceptance 

    310 – Willingness 

    250 – Neutrality  

            200 - Courage 
175 – Pride 
150 – Anger 
125 – Desire 
100 – Fear 
  75 – Grief 
  50 – Apathy 
  30 – Guilt  
  20 – Shame   

             Truth 
 
 
Integrity 
 
 
       Falsehood 
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Paradise Sanctuary Villages  James continued      Sunday, 1 September 2019 
 
Ask The People Involved: 
 
This is the beginning and paramount from what I can see, no one does it; or if they do, not to any real 
depth or with any real sympathetic understanding.  So bringing the (Australian) Aboriginal community 
together and asking them: How do you want to live?  What would you like?  And starting there.  And 
with the understanding that they don’t have to try and get ‘back to the old ways’, to start with them right 
now in this moment, and what would you like to make you feel better about yourself, your living 
environment and the community? 
 
So this is like a movie going on in my head imagining doing that.  I have no idea if any of it would work 
or be what they want, and I’m only writing down enough to give you the idea, however it goes like this: 
 
Start with the practical levels first: 
 
How you want your house to be? 
 
Do you want a roof over your head, and if so, what sort of roof?  And one that is adaptable for the 
different conditions – wet and dry seasons. 
 
Do you want to live in a brick / our western building fibro sheets or whatever we use / wood / mud (and 
roofing and drainage to protect from rains) or what? 
 
Do you want a concrete, wooden, dirt floor?  And how would you deal with the wet and mud, and dry 
and dust? 
 
And it might turn out they want very simple housing structures, but things they can relate to.  Possibly 
even like large sails and sail like material for the walls, more shade cloth in summer so they are more 
living outside than in.  And then more substantial during the wet. 
 
And what about your toilet, perhaps they’d prefer to just go in the bush, and if so, how do you organise 
that?  Or perhaps like what you John had when you were young, a deep hole with ‘toilet seats’ over the 
top out the back, or a number of them, for adults and children together or separately, men and women 
separate or together, whatever they want.  Or compost western toilets or whatever, possibly trying 
various options until they are happy with their living arrangements.  And rain water as much as possible 
with mains back up if necessary. 
 
But understanding that the providers are to be flexible, expecting it all to be a continual mess and with 
nothing working because the people themselves are unable to make it happen. 
 
And then build it up from there, for example: 
 
Do you need heating in winter, and what sort, fires outside / inside / electrical? 
 
How do you want to keep clean, pest and parasite free? 
 
How do you want to cook and prepare your food?  Fires and more traditional ways, or western? 
 
What sort of food, more bush-tucker, what sort of western, all trying to keep the sugar and artificial stuff 
to a minimum. 
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Alcohol / Dope, yes, no – how much?  With them working it out to limit the abuse of women and child 
beating when pissed.  
 
Do you want contraception; what sort of marriage – is there a marriage format that suits you, or none at 
all?  Breaking each part of life and society down to its grassroots and seeing what comes taking bits 
from the old and new and making up new bits. 
 
So it’s the same really for the Sanctuaries: how do the people in them want to live, what suits those 
people the best.  And even though without the people there from the outset to work it out, at least that is 
the philosophy. 
 
And the other main part as you expand out from the personal and home, to: 
 
Living as a Community 
 
Their whole security, as with us all, comes from being part of and feeling accepted and welcome and 
loved by the group.  They (Australian Aboriginals) had only their tribal groups for 60,000+ years, the 
group was everything and ensured their survival, whereas we westerners seem to despise it, living so 
separately and scared of our neighbours.  So how can they foster as much community living and 
community / tribal spirit which is already so innate within them, and which is what everyone who lives 
with them and opens themselves out to them loves about them, that they are so open-hearted making 
everyone feel welcome and with so little judgement, they being so accepting and not like us – rejecting. 
 
How do you want the houses / dwelling / living areas laid out?  Separate, like we do in the West, or one 
long communal ‘house’ or many ‘houses’ joined to each other or very nearby. 
 
And what about a large community area, possibly a place where the evening meals are all prepared on a 
group basis, like a big shed that provides storage, and shelter in the wet, but mostly with all the activity 
at the end of the day and moving into evening and night taking place in a communal ground outside.  So 
some lighting for the ‘meeting area’ and perhaps areas for open cooking in the ground, spit, BBQs 
(barbeques), whatever they want. 
 
And the encouragement of their self-expression in artistic ways, plays, theatre, song and dance, based on 
traditional stuff if they want; but also, and more importantly, new stuff, even bits from western and other 
cultures, all to find their Own Voice.  So again, they are the New Community, the New Aborigines of 
the New World, if you like, something they can forge through their own natural creative desires. (The 
same being for our Spiritual Sanctuaries.) 
 
Along with the idea of fostering a strong supportive community is the notion and understanding that 
everyone needs everyone else to play their part, to be part of the whole, so to develop pride in their 
community, giving them a feeling like they are starting again, taking some of their old ways and adding 
new ways, that the old is over but there is hope of a new.  So they won’t want to litter and smash 
everything or continue living in a pig sty.  But ensuring all they have and all they do is done without 
western expectations, no obligation, just to see how they evolve through their own feelings – what feels 
right and best for them. 
 
And with the whole community, including everyone right from the baby being involved in all aspects of 
it.  So they all help prepare the meals, and clean up afterwards, the children are involved so it’s fun and 
they learn to take responsibility, they are not just to go off mucking about parentless all the time fucking 
around, as they want to be close and included and part of it all. 
 
The community provides the law and punishment, also having to accept the outside laws and ways too. 
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And providing buses / vans / cars, whatever for the community, with the idea that it all belongs to 
everyone, that it’s not about accumulating wealth, that it’s about growing the wealth of the community 
as a whole.  So with the emphasis not on ‘having things’ but on ‘having each other’, which they are 
already so much like.  So if they are all on the dole, that money goes into a group community trust with 
everyone involved as to how it’s spent and with weekly pocket money given out for personal use.  And 
if someone wants something extra they can ask for it and the ‘elders’, who are basically the whole 
community, can talk, discuss and agree / disagree / 
prioritise it.  So: why do you want it? 
 
And the idea that it’s not about trying to emulate or 
fit in with western standards of living, as they are 
all community and personal soul and spirit 
destroying.  That they are setting out to live Their 
Own Way, based on mutual love and respect for the 
individual and for the whole community. 
 
If they are open to it, to introduce the principles of: 
 
Living Feelings First 
 
So instilling the idea based on consent from the whole community, that it will try to live expressing 
ALL feelings, good and bad.  That we all have good and bad ones, and that we all should be encouraged 
to bring them out.  Not deny them.  To keep bringing them all out for the wellbeing of the person and 
the community as a whole.  To encourage everyone to discuss and ague and state their opinions strongly 
and emotionally / rationally about everything, all happening naturally as part of their everyday life and 
without trying to structure or formalise it.  So the whole community is constantly ‘Meeting’, and Having 
a Meeting / In a Meeting, discussing and sharing EVERYTHING.  So everyone feels intimately 
involved, are a necessary, vital and being a much needed part of it all, from the youngest to the oldest.  
So they are all personally and closely involved with each other on the feelings level. 
 
A lot of people, particularly the men, will find continually expressing their feelings difficult, but the 
community can support and encourage them.  This will put the women more naturally in a power and 
leading position as everyone understands the real spiritual health of the community is maintained 
through ongoing feeling expression. 
 
Then along with this, the notion and desire (showing it is a good thing through experience of doing it) of 
longing for the truth of one’s feelings can be introduced. 
 
And then even possibly longing for the Divine Love, and other higher spiritual concepts, such as the 
Rebellion and Default and the Healing and so on, but not religiously, just it all being part of the natural 
world.  Even with the whole idea that they are setting out to live The New Way, to grow in truth through 
their feelings to become of Celestial Truth. 
 
Such communities would need gentle training, nurturing and keeping on track until the people 
themselves can do it all.  And money would be needed to support it all, along with encouraging paid 
work so they can build everything, get and even grow their own food if they want to, even being able to 
work in the western world, yet all for becoming financially, and in every other way, self-sustaining.  
They earn money for the community, the whole, with the whole deciding how it’s spent.  And it all 
being voluntary, willingly, wanting to be part of the community.  With the community not necessarily 
being closed to the outside world system, but it deciding how much and whom it wants to let in.  
Tourists might even want to come and be part of it, it might also be open to include other races 
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permanently living there, so not just Aborigines for example.  That’s all part of evolving the New, 
should it move along those lines with the community agreeing to it. 
 
Disputes and people leaving and others joining will be part of it, as it won’t of course suit everyone, but 
that is just more for the community to work through, expressing all they think and feel about 
everything.  And people can move between communities, with the communities helping facilitate such 
movement, so people can share and learn from each other. 
 
Summary: 
 
So can you see how we can apply these principles to our Spiritual Sanctuaries, as well as applying them 
to possibly other communities who might want to live their version of them.  So not everyone we ‘help’ 
needs to fit into a Sanctuary type community as such, the main ones being wholly spiritually focused, 
but also adapting willing communities and working with them along these lines. 
 
So the main principles are: 
 
The person – how they are and how they want to live. 
The community – how the people want to make it. 
Living Feelings First. 
 
So with the aim of exemplifying: loving, accepting and 
supporting the individual, encouraging them to fully 
express her / himself.  And the same with the 
community, it being an evolving expression of 
everyone.  So the community provides the nurturing 
‘womb’ for the individual. 
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OLD ASIAN MONEY to lead the WAY               Thursday, 12 September 2019 
 
Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven, John’s grandmother: To shed more light on what you are asking 
John, money such as you are wanting from these various fund pools has always been there in one way or 
another.  There have always been people who’ve had more than enough money for their own needs and 
have wanted to help others who don’t have as much.  And as the financial system has grown, so have the 
fund pools.  And then there have always been people who have a lot and yet constantly want more.  
These people want complete control and domination of everyone making the world be theirs, whereas 
the other people don’t want such complete control, still quite a bit, but understand that there is more to 
life and happiness than just being greedy and wanting everything for themselves.  So you know how it is 
John, it’s all there, has always been there, the movies are full of it, and now it’s coming out through 
Trump and Putin verses the Rothschilds and people like them. 
 
So there are what you might call ‘fund pools’ all over the place, in private hands and in corporate and 
institutional hands, the world is flush with money, there is so much money it’s absurd, and as you 
understand, more being printed or brought into being daily.  And really there is so much money there 
should be more equality with no one suffering and humanity chugging happily along, and all working 
for a united common cause of living happy lives on Earth, yet because of the Rebellion, you know that’s 
not going to happen. 
 
So you and Jeffery fit into the ‘wanting to help and do good’ camp, admirable perhaps, yet as you also 
understand, it’s just making more of the same, helping to keep the Rebellion and Default ticking along, 
whilst at the same time perhaps looking to give other people more opportunities of making something of 
it and improving their lives and standard of living within the Wrongness.  And why not, and that’s better 
than just seeing people as minions or slaves to make you more wealthy as you seek to control the 
masses.  So you feel good about your motivation and which side of the fence you sit on, and would 
dearly love to have access to such humanitarian funds so as to bring your dreams into reality. 
 
And then on top of this you have had in some ways a spanner 
thrown in the works by coming to understand what James is 
all about, and being made to look at things from a different 
perspective altogether.  So including the spiritual side of 
things and the Pole Shift, having to face the realities that 
humanity might be on the verge of such a massive upheaval.  
And yet all of that can also be made, luckily, to fit in with 
what you want Pascas to be.  So you’ve had to work a little 
harder integrating what James has presented to you, but now 
you’ve done that, happy that you can combine the two sides and that they can be complementary rather 
than opposing, which really means, James is happy to go along with all the other stuff you want Pascas 
to be.  So you keep moving along, seeming to be in step with each other, which brings us to where you 
are now, you John having a reasonable grasp of the spiritual ideas that James (and Marion) are 
presenting. 
 
The so-called ‘Old Asian Money’ is money accumulated by Asian families and private individuals who 
do want to do good for the world, yet have had to be very protective and secretive about their wealth, 
because they’ve all had too many experiences about it being stolen by the West through the hidden 
controllers.  And yet as you rightly say, within their families and organisations they are beginning to 
understand that the system might be getting so big and so out of control and so dependant on new 
technology, that that wealth might suddenly become worth nothing overnight as the world suddenly 
adopts new technology or ways of doing things, so perhaps it is time to share some of that wealth about, 
or at least to get prepared for the ‘end of the world as we know it’, so they set about establishing a new 
one. 
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And we Celestials are behind all of this.  There are many groups working behind the scenes with Jeffery, 
these Asian families, and other wealthy individuals, families and organisations from all nationalities, 
just as there are Celestials working with the likes of the hidden controllers and all who aspire to be part 
of their network or as they are.  So you don’t have to concern yourself with any of that John, we are 
working it toward the goals that we’ve been asked to achieve, and the whole ‘machinery’ is well in 
place and many of us now are very competent in doing what we do.  We have it all well in hand, so 
things are just going to play out as we want them to.  Which as we’ve told you, might not make sense on 
the face of what you see in the news, yet humanity is not in control of itself – we are (the Celestial 
Spirits). 
 
And as we’ve told you, it’s all centrally evolving round the New Spiritual Revelation that is to be 
presented to mankind, all for the changing of the Spiritual Age, and there is nothing else more important 
than this.  So who has the power, money and wealth really is immaterial, because they might believe 
they are going to use it for one thing, to grow their power and control so as to become the Lucifers of 
the world, when we have other things in mind. 
 
I still can’t tell you more about your funds and Pascas.  Things will continue to unfold with Peter and 
Jeffery and there will be other people as well who’ll end up being connected to and directly involved 
with you.  You’ve needed this time to lay a certain foundation within yourself, in your own mind, 
consisting of the spiritual bigger picture, and you’ve needed this time to lay the foundation on the 
material level with Pascas, and now seeing that Jeffery is working along the same lines, as it will be 
with the other people who come, you all wanting to use the resources available to help the bottom line of 
humanity, and to do it properly and not how so many of the hidden controllers do saying they are 
helping the poor when in fact they are using them to make more wealth for themselves.  So you want to 
be the ‘Robin Hoods’ of the world, and I very much admire that about you John.  It’s how our family is, 
we weren’t of the greed and power-hungry, so it pleases me to see that some of my values and 
generosity of spirit and of the material were instilled in you. 
 
Overall in the world, what’s really going on is a major battle between the power-hungry hidden 
controllers, and those not so power hungry and who hate their greed and ruthlessness at using everyone 
for their own end.  And because of the new technology and the Internet, the whole world being more 
globally interconnected, so it’s become easier for those within each side to meet and communicate with 
each other.  So over the last twenty years, and particularly the last ten, the major players who are against 
the hidden controllers have been able to gain power and move into more secure positions, and are soon 
to start making advances toward ending the power of the hidden controllers once and for all.  So all 
that’s currently going on in the world is posturing for this, as a lot of behind the scenes work is 
happening to work out possible new systems.  And how such new systems might be put in place without 
causing too much disruption to the world. 
 
And then to further complicate that, there is hanging over everyone, the Pole Shift, and when will it 
happen and how severe will it be this time.  And which countries are going to be damaged the most, and 
what sort of world do we want to make in the Aftertimes, and can we ensure that the hidden controllers 
lose so much control before it happens that they can’t carry on business as usual in the Aftertime.  So 
there’s a general coming together of those wanting to put an end to the hidden controllers, and yet at the 
same time, still a lot of nervousness and suspicion, because what if you trust someone and yet they are 
actually a secret agent for the hidden controllers, or what if they do the dirty on you at the last minute 
selling you out.  So you know the kind of stuff, so it’s a slow and awkward advance toward a new way, 
and with the clock ticking.  No one knows for sure when the next Pole Shift will happen, we do, 
however we’re not at liberty to say.  But no one does on Earth.  There are some governments, those 
who’ve taken it very seriously, who are close to the right time, a good approximation and are working 
toward that, and those who think they know but are not taking all the evidence available into 
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consideration.  And again, you can imagine what it is like, as people have been the same throughout the 
Rebellion. 
 
And then the unseen and unknown factor is the input of New Truth that has not been taken into account 
or factored into anyone’s equation in the world (other than your small part John) because they don’t 
know about it, and as you have come to understand, won’t be able to understand about its full 
implications unless they studied it hard for a few years at least.  And yet, unbeknownst to them, they are 
all revolving around it, it is the eye at the centre of the storm, so they are not so in control as they 
believe they are, and all they are doing is working toward giving humanity the New Revelation it 
requires. 
 
So you John, with James, and all who become associated with you, will start your little concern, as you 
have, and it will grow, and it will be the centre of humanity with the rest of humanity moving about it, it 
being, what you could say, ‘The New Humanity’.  And Old Humanity will still keep lumbering on 
believing it is setting the future course for life on Earth, yet at some point the momentum of the New 
Way will overtake and outshine the Old way, which will come to a slow realisation that its way of doing 
things is over, and that it never really had the control it thought it had.  And that things have somewhere 
along the way been subtly taken out of its hands. 
 
And still, more power is being given to us Celestials every day.  And in the end we will have complete 
power, which will happen as we’re presented with the New Spiritual Age on Earth and in the Mansion 
Worlds.  James and Marion will come and go and do their thing – are doing their thing, and we will 
remain assuming custody of humanity to evolve it along the lines of Truth they reveal.  They are to 
make their revelations, personally and when the time is right, publicly, and then we take it fully over, 
Urantia (Earth) will be completely ours, under our Celestial jurisdiction.  So we are working to make it 
ready for that day.  That is our hidden agenda, we being the real ‘Hidden Controllers’, and all because it 
is the end of the Rebellion and with the truth being made available as to how you can Heal the Default. 
 
So John, don’t worry about our side of things or whether or not you should try and keep in more direct 
contact with us.  You only need to know what I have told you, that we are here, and what our 
involvement is.  And all the rest will unfold, just as it has already been doing.  You don’t have to worry 
John, you won’t have to give it all up and endure a boring retirement, things will keep rolling along as 
they have, just enough but not too much, so as to fully occupy you but not ‘tip you over the edge’. 
 
We are all with you, supporting you in all that you do.  I will go now, until next time John – goodbye 
my dear grandson.  Nanna Beth. 
 
 
Deception within Deception   part only    Monday, 16 September 2019 
 
James: So in light of what you said about John and Jeffery’s funds, they won’t be interfered with by the 
hidden controllers or anyone else? 
 
Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven: No, they’ll be supported, and perhaps not openly or directly, but 
allowed to continue to play their ‘humanitarian roles’ pumping huge sums of money into the system, all 
whilst in secret get on planning and preparing for their very un-humanitarian Aftertimes future. 
 
James: And so the lesser countries, like Australia, are trying to keep in with who they see as their best 
bet in the Aftertimes –  
 
Nanna Beth: Yes, those countries who are aware of the coming Shift and the ongoing preparations for 
it.  Australia would be better served, that is, Australians, by aligning themselves with Russia, for the 
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Americans are not stable in themselves or in their vision for the future.  And how the Russians are 
evolving, you’ll have more in common with them than you will Americans.  However to go against the 
Americans by aligning with the Russians would bring on American wrath, the likes of which would be 
too much for Australia.  And the American indoctrination of Australians is too great now, with most 
Australians fearing the Russians having a fit were you to suggest they should get closer to the Russian 
Bear. 
 
The Russians are currently, and continuing to grow quickly in it, the most open and truly spiritually 
inclined people on the world.  They have their strong underlying Christian orthodoxy, however under 
that they also have a strong natural appreciation for spiritual things.  They are still somewhat misplaced 
in this, however they of all people would warmly embrace, James, your understanding and relationship 
with the Nature Spirits, how you relate to the angels, life after death in the Mansion Worlds, and even 
the Celestial level of truth-attainment.  The Russians by and large are still strongly connected to the 
mystical, and to the mystical unseen yet real spirit influences on the Earth.  They are still hesitant and 
shy about bringing this side of themselves out more, however in time that will change.  There are of 
course smatterings of such spirit-minded people in all countries, only the Russians have it the most.  The 
Russians would be the most open to communication with the other side as you are James, with many 
people being excellent mediums and spiritualists, only still lacking in direction, still adhering too much 
to the ‘Old Ways’ which are still too heavily focused on the Mind Mansion Worlds. 
 
And the country who will be the most open to doing their Healing and understanding about the need to 
do it, is Australia, which as you see is why you and Marion are Australians and why John is too.  
Australia is in a unique situation in that it has no defined culture, no deeply ingrained traditional 
history and limiting folklore.  The New Settlers soon got rid of the Aboriginal traditions, mythology 
and superstition, rather than adopting it, and with Australia becoming an increasingly multicultural 
place that is not united by any religion, so it contains within it the most people per head with the 
potential of embracing the understanding that one needs to work on themselves, Heal themselves, 
and at a stretch, adopting your many lines of spirituality and cosmology.  Other people from all 
countries will come to Australia so as to be involved in doing their Healing, finding the country 
and those Australians already involved, very welcoming and accommodating. 
 
And you won’t have to worry so much about the Shift, however I can’t as yet say anything further about 
that. 
 
Nanna Beth: I’ll be here James.  Bye now – Nanna Beth. 

REBELLION and DEFAULT formally ended 31 January 2018: 
 
All in keeping with the outworking of the Rebellion and Default.  
Humanity is so shut off to anything that one’s feelings provide, we are all 
but minds robotically carrying out instructions; nothing is fluid, intuitive 
nor feeling-free.  Our whole world can’t change as it is, because everyone 
and everything is so bogged down in the mire of artificial laws and 
procedures.    
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CHANGES for HEALTH SCIENCES overview! 
COVID-19, a Corona Virus and Viruses Overall:     Tuesday, 7 April 
2020 
 
In case you need a little more lockdown reading material, this is from our dear friend and lovely Lady of 
the Lake: 
 
James: Verna can you please tell me more about viruses and their relationship with us?  I read so many 
contradicting things. 
 
Verna, a Nature Spirit: Certainly James.  The most important part that is lacking in your understanding 
is still the consideration of how much we Nature Spirits and your Angels play in it. 
 
James: I know, so can your dear self please enlighten me? 
 
Verna: I’ll do my best.  You watched a video that said Viruses can’t be caught, that they don’t behave 
within the body as bacteria and mould spores do.  Which is correct, a virus can’t be caught, even though 
they seem to display similar ways with people suddenly catching them.  I’ll explain how that happens 
later.  You read of a scientist examining the home of people with the current Covid-19 virus, and they 
found no evidence, no virus on things in the family’s home, therefore discrediting everything else you 
read that suggests viruses can stay alive, depending on the temperature, on things where the sun’s 
radiation can’t get to, for varying times from hours to days.  So what is correct? 
 
Well, the virologist 
is right in that 
viruses don’t exist 
by themselves in the 
environment, they 
need to be in the 
host cell, unlike 
bacteria and mould 
which exist of 
themselves.  So this 
is where it gets 
difficult.  There is a 
specific time, and 
it’s relatively short 
in which the virus 
can survive within a 
cell that might be 
contained within a 
drop of saliva or 
breathe should that 
drop contain cells 
from the person 
with the virus 
within it.  But as 
soon as that cell 
dies, so will the 
virus die too.  The virus is life that doesn’t exist by itself, it needs a host to provide it with its life, but it 
does have an ability to stay in a sort of dormant state outside the host cell, however that only happens 
under very specific circumstances. 
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So the virologist would have to test for the virus, provided they have a test that can identify that specific 
virus, before the family ‘contracted it’, through the ‘incubation stage of possible days’, then through the 
illness period, then afterwards for a certain amount of time to insure it has gone.  So there will be times 
when people might be sick with it, yet nothing will be found in the environment to show they are sick, 
that the virus is present.  Then other people might not seem sick and yet if their living environment was 
tested you’d find it all over the place.  And those people might get sicker and they might not, all 
depending on the need for their body to have the virus ‘active’ and to what degree. 
 
So you can see, it’s quite complex, all of which means you have no way of keeping such a thing under 
control as your authorities are trying to do.  However by making everyone stay at home, stopping all 
human interaction other than in the family, then of course it will show that the virus has been 
‘conquered’ and they were right taking such actions and aren’t they the great ones saving everyone.  But 
as there are endless viruses circulating about the world, why pick on just this one, and so what are the 
hidden agendas behind that? 
 
Now the trouble with vaccines is they are made from the waste of the infected virus cell as you saw on 
that video so by receiving a vaccine you will receive the virus, however mostly it will be in it’s ‘sleep’ 
mode, so it will appear like it’s a good thing and people don’t get sick immediately from it, and the body 
will replicate certain elements to fight the virus you are being vaccinated for, along with keeping a ‘viral 
memory’, so from that point of view, the vaccine does appear to work, however as it’s a totally 
unnatural and intrusive invasion of your body, you are making your body act as if it has itself ‘fought 
off’ that virus, when it hasn’t.  And so because of tricking the body into believing you have beaten that 
virus, it causes other problems for the body later on when it comes in contact with a similar virus 
because the body won’t have all the true systems needed to deal with the new virus, it only having some 
of them because they came about from the vaccine, so the vaccine does compromise the bodies true 
system of dealing with such things. 
 
The thing is, because you screw around with nature, only studying and seeing a small picture of what 
you’re doing and the consequences of it, as long as it seems to be good and the thing you want, then you 
don’t see, don’t want to see and can’t see anyway, other problems you cause.  So it’s always a trade off, 
with people and their bodies and the whole of humanity reaching crisis times, when you either die from 
all the screwing around or the whole of humanity has a massive breakdown, freakout and partial death, 
as what’s happening now.  All the screwing around is catching up with you, and all to show you that 
really you have to give it all up and go back to the basics – living in harmony with nature. 
 
However for some people, living in so-called harmony with nature, which means if they gave up all 
medical interference and help, would become once again at the mercy of such cruel diseases, which is 
true, those diseases would once again flourish.  But this living in ‘harmony’ is to be remembered as 
living in ‘harmony’ within your rebellious state.  So if you all Heal yourselves being of true and perfect 
Natural love, then by living in harmony with nature, which you would naturally be doing, such 
horrendous diseases would not afflict you, because you’d not need them to show you that you are 
disharmonious with nature. 
 
As you understand, it’s all a vicious circle, the more you ‘advance’ in medicine, the more you are 
making your future more difficult.  People at this time might seem to be enjoying all the wonderful 
health benefits of medical science compared to those people centuries before, yet that’s all compounding 
in error for future people.  So medical science will have to then work to combat what the future holds 
based on how you’re currently screwing nature and yourselves around, and on it goes, until you can’t 
keep up and nature overwhelms you again and you’re right back to where you were before you started 
your great mind-taking-over quest. 
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So back to the virus, what it really comes down to is: if your soul needs the experiences of the virus you 
will ‘catch’ it.  And mostly we Nature spirits and your Angels work within the parameters of nature, 
however at times we can also step outside them.  For example:  When a virus or airborne bacteria, for 
example, is active in the population the souls of those people needing the experiences from that virus or 
bacteria will contract it mostly through natural means.  So an epidemic or even pandemic can suddenly 
flare up because all the souls involved need it to do whatever they require, which is really to provide you 
with all the feelings you need, so you can either deny them more – if you are living against the truth of 
yourself; or use them to do your Healing if you are living truer to yourself. 
 
So as you are living in an untrue self-denying state, you will keep getting sick so you can keep having 
more bad feelings so you can use them to further deny yourself your truth using your mind.  Your 
negative anti-truth patterns established through your childhood have to keep being fulfilled, so 
periodically, the frequency being the same as you experienced during your childhood, things will 
happen to you, from within and without, that will generate those same feelings, which you can then 
reject with your negative and unloving patterning, or accept with the new patterns you are trying to 
introduce as you struggle to do your Healing. 
 
And then, let’s say one soul, or ten, or a group or millions, even the whole of humanity, every soul, all at 
the same time needs the experiences from a virus to feel all the feelings they need, which will be 
different feelings for every person.  And if let’s imagine that virus is not currently available, or it is, 
however there is no way it can ‘infect’ people, then that’s where we are allowed to step in, and ‘give you 
the virus’ or whatever illness or problem you require. 
 
We are mandated, the Nature Spirits and Angels, to only 
override the natural functioning of nature on a physical world 
when a soul or souls require certain experiences that the 
natural world can’t supply.  So if there is no virus active, or if 
it is active and yet you are not able to ‘receive it through 
natural means’ then we Nature Spirits, and mostly your 
Angels, can ‘make you have it’, we can alter the light 
configuration in a cell so as to simulate the cell being invaded 
by the virus with the cell them replicating it and so spreading 
it throughout your body to the degree you need it.  And that 
degree is then controlled by your soul with your angels 
making all the necessary minor adjustments you require.  So 
for example, whether your angels give it to you – make it 
within you or you get it from natural means, they will 
continue to monitor you with it, making sure by adjusting 
your spirit body light, that the physical gets as ‘sick’ as 
required all to provide you with the feelings your soul needs 
you to have, all in accordance with your childhood patterns, 
all so you either further deny those feelings, further 
advancing your rebelliousness by denying the truth those 
feelings would have brought up in you to live; or to help you 
accept those bad feelings to help you uncover more truth 
from them, so progress in growing in truth, which will lead to the end of your rebellion. 
 
James: Okay, so it’s not clear cut.  So it won’t matter one way or another what we do interfering with 
ourselves and nature because if we’re still wanting to deny our feelings, we will, and if we want to do 
our Healing, those feelings will help us with that. 
 

Etheric;  
the state 
between 

energy and 
matter. 

It is via the spirit etheric body 
that emotional issues and 
viruses emerge in the physical 
body as illness.  
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And a virus, or any other ‘bug’ will invade us naturally or with you Nature Spirits and the Angels help, 
should we need it to give us the experiences we need.  And experience is a broad term, so the virus or 
bacteria of whatever might make us sick, so all the bad, and even good feelings coming from that – as it 
even might make us feel good in some way, it being a good thing to help us feel good overall in our life. 
 
Verna: Yes, that’s right.  You can’t know what experience you need at any one time.  You are not to 
know, that’s all the doing of your soul, and of God who created your soul.  So getting a virus can be 
good or bad but that’s all based on your subjective experiences.  You hate your bad feelings James 
because they make you feel bad, you’ve been made to fear them, they will make even worse things 
happen – more bad feelings, so you don’t want them.  However you could also alter your way of looking 
at things, you could have had good loving feelings from your early life when you felt bad, so as to not 
fear feeling bad so much, when you feel bad you also feel more love and good feelings, and you might 
even feel that dying is good and being sick is good, it all depending on your relationship with your 
feelings. 
 
These people who die from Covid-19 will all go into spirit there to start a whole new life, full of vitality, 
a new future, most of who will love and look forward to and be so happy about (and some won’t when 
they start living in the hells), still mostly it’s a good fresh start to live and a blessed relief that all your 
old age suffering, all your other illness and all the frailty, the pain, all your suffering on the physical 
level, is gone. 
 
But of course when you’ve been formed in an environment 
that fears death, so you will too, which is hard to change, as 
you’re finding out, not being able to change such beliefs until 
your soul and God ask the angels to alter your beliefs for you, 
which comes at the end of your Healing. 
 
James: So can we or can’t we catch a virus, I still don’t get 
that.  And if we can, how do we? 
 
Verna: You can catch it but it’s not in the same way that 
you catch bacteria, mould or parasitic infections.  It is 
actually caught, through the etheric levels of person to person 
interaction.  So the light of the virus is expressed on the subtle etheric level, that connects you all, only 
connecting you all in different ways, depending on how you interact with each other, which is dependent 
on what your soul needs with each other.  So let’s say a person has the 
virus active within themselves, whether they are showing physical 
symptoms of it or not, and you interact with them, which means your 
aura interacts with them in subtle ways you’re not aware of, then the 
virus on the etheric level can be transmitted from that person to 
yourself, or from you to them.  Then having received the light of that 
virus on the etheric level, so your body can ‘activate it’ or we and your 
angels can. 
 
When you interact with someone, which means, have an experience 
with them, it can be fleeting or long term, and if desired by both your 
souls, ‘cords of light’ can move between you, you remember Barbara 
Ann Brennan saying she could see the cords.  So you could be walking 
past someone in the supermarket and for reasons unbeknownst to you 
and that other person, suddenly your have a subtle level etheric cord 
interaction in which some ‘information’ is exchanged, which might 
include the transmission of a virus, all so as to provide you with the 
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experiences you need from it.  That other person might need no more of an experience than walking past 
you in the supermarket, and the same for you, or you both might think about each other later for some 
reason giving rise to feelings, or they might receive other light from you or you from them that has a 
long term effect on them or yourself, even for years or the rest of their or your life, all of which you are 
not aware of and yet which their angels work with.  And it can happen in a flash, or you can establish 
cords with people that are active all the time connecting or even reflecting your disconnection, such as it 
is with you James and Marion.  You both feel deeply connected, which is on the cord level, which 
simulates the soul level connection in Creation, and yet it’s all disconnection in your cords making your 
relationship difficult because you grate against each other, never just gel, all to keep stirring up that 
disconnection and friction between you both so as keep providing you with the bad feelings you both 
need to express and uncover the truth of.  And you can establish a ‘friendly’ cord with someone, which 
lies ‘dormant’ between times you don’t see each other, or can even reach out and connect with each 
other over great distances, one side of the world to another, or even if one of you is in spirit, or you’re 
both in spirit but in different worlds.  So there’s a lot always going on within the subtle levels.  Most 
interactions with people you don’t know, like in the supermarket, might only create a specific cord for a 
moment, like when you talk to each other suddenly and you get a nice or bad feeling from that brief 
interaction, then your interaction ends and the cords disconnect and you move on, never to have 
anything further to do with that person again. 
 
You didn’t have any cord connections with anyone at Aldi (supermarket) this morning other than the 
checkout woman, with her cord reaching out and you allowing the connection so she could ‘vent’ some 
of her anger and frustration over having to deal with the stupidity of people at her checkout concerning 
all the virus fuss, which you misunderstood feeling she was angry with you; but she wasn’t, it was with 
the woman who was before you; but you feeling she was angry with you because of your belief patterns 
from your mother being angry with everyone that she put on you, when she shouldn’t have, so you can’t 
know if the person really is angry with you or not.  Which creates the confusion you then feel because 
normally you feel good with that checkout woman, and she does like you and you her, but then suddenly 
you feel she is angry with you, even hates you today, for some reason you have no idea about, so you’d 
have to ask her to find out, which she might tell you if she’s feeling aware enough in herself; so you’ll 
have to wait and see if next time it goes back to how it usually is with her.  Next time when your 
‘dormant’ cord connections ‘fire’ between you both, you might, and you hope you do, have a good 
happy and even loving interaction; and if that happens, you feel that sigh of relief in you that she does 
like you, things are good and back to normal and so what was all that about that other day?  Which again 
is how your mother treated you, quickly fluctuating between hating you and being angry with you and 
wishing you didn’t exist, to suddenly feeling guilty about that and ‘turning on’ the false love and liking 
you. 
 
So certain people can be ‘carriers’ for a virus, other people can be ‘incubators’ for it (you can be both) 
whereby they receive the virus, and even though it doesn’t make them sick, they become a physical 
factory to produce mutations of it, which all go into their etheric make up, which can then be transmitted 
light-to-light to people they come in contact with.  So you get these ‘Spreaders’, people who actually 
are the main contact point for virus outbreaks.  And you might for example contract the Covid-19 
but as to what actually is the specific Covid-19 is difficult to ascertain because as soon as it’s within 
some of these people’s bodies who can mutate it, it changes, and it can change a vast amount yet your 
test still show it as Covid-19, and should someone else contract one of those mutations through their 
etheric system, they too will be recorded as having the same Covid-19 when in fact they don’t, they will 
have a variant of it, and a variant that is specific to the receivers needs.  So each virus is specific to the 
individual, so in theory the original Covid-19 for example could be mutated by various people who’s 
bodies can do that, so as to provide every person on the planet with their own personal variation of 
Covid-19, which should by rights then be called a different name, Covid-19-James Moncrief, if you 
received it James, it all being coded in light.  So part of the etheric code that we and the angels can see 
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and read is of a specific light that corresponds to and expresses the Covid-19 origin, then with the other 
light-code reflecting the individual mutated expression for you James. 
 
James: Okay, my mind is spinning, so who are these people who can mutate a virus like that? 
 
Verna: Anyone can.  And that too depends on the overall experience required by that person.  You might 
need the experience of being a ‘virus mutator’, whether you’re aware that is what your body and etheric 
system is doing, the whole experience you need being the whole experience-environment which your 
soul is creating.  So you might not know of it and are happily interacting with your friends and family or 
people you pass in the street, and unbeknownst to any of you, you are transferring your specific virus 
variant you’ve created in your body for those specific people to them, to their etheric system through a 
virus transmitting specific cord, with the virus then transferred to their physical body with their angels 
activating it to the degree they need to be sick or not sick from it.  So you can see a virus can be quickly 
moved between a lot of people.  And the genetic mutating on the etheric level can happen in a flash.  
(The actual mutating happens in the person’s etheric and subtle spirit body levels and is then expressed 
– reflected – in the physical causing the physical mutation, which then validates the etheric saying it’s 
ready to be etherically transferred to someone else's etheric system.  So the person does carry all the 
mutations within their physical and develops bodily resistance to them.)  The mutations are actually held 
within the etheric levels, and might not necessarily be seen (if you knew what you were looking for) in 
the physical body. 
 
So it’s all rather complex, to you anyway, but not to us beings of light, because we see it all as light.  
We see it very clearly and easily if there is a virus-light within you, just as there is currently within you 
James, which is expressing itself in your physical system as you’re feeling sore in your throat and a bit 
woozy in your head today.  And although it’s not Covid-19, or a variant of it, it was a variant of another 
virus you picked up on your walk yesterday from one of the two older women you passed on the other 
side of the road.  And if you remember back to how you felt about them, you felt a little scared, like oh 
no, that’s done it, now I’ll probably get sick from them, whereas you didn’t feel that with the other 
people you passed.  And because you’re so aware of all this happening now because of everyone being 
so paranoid about it, and because we knew you’d be talking with me about this today, so you received a 
virus, a flu variant from that woman into your etheric system with your angels then activating it through 
the night so your physical body would show these symptoms today.  And as your soul doesn’t require 
you to get a full-blown flu, just these mild, cold, sore throat feelings, so you have your sore throat to 
help you get more in touch with the anger that’s been coming up in you this morning.  So you are even 
more angry having a sore throat, having to go shopping in all the virus madness and you with a sore 
throat, the irony of it all, and then how could you have picked it up because you were further apart than 
the two metres the government says you need to put between you so as not to catch anything, more and 
more anger and frustration, which as you’ve been expressing has caused your throat to rage and burn 
with your wanting to burn your whole self down, all your bullshit beliefs and behaviours that make it all 
so difficult for you, just as you also want to burn down the world, burn your parents, burn it all with the 
fire of the fever, to rage and rage with the anger and hatred of your life as it was with your parents.  So 
your ‘touch of virus’ is helping you connect with your anger from your childhood so you can see the 
truth of why you feel it, all of which is coming up as you express your bad feelings to Marion and she 
says what she thinks and feels about it. 
 
James: I seem to have a sore throat nearly every other day.  Marion hardly ever does. 
 
Verna: Because she is truer to her bad feelings and can more easily express them, so doesn’t need 
viruses to make her feel bad.  You being so shut off to all your feelings, keep needing their help to bring 
up the anger and underlying bad feelings you were made to block out so long ago.  So you can pick up a 
virus from the ‘ether’ anytime you go out and about James.  They are everywhere, people are always 
having colds and slight fevers, most don’t go to the doctor as they are not bad enough and most of what 
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people do blocks out the feelings from them, so they are only needed to further their feeling-denial.  And 
you can connect etherically with someone from quite a distance, there are laws dictating that too, 
however someone can ‘reach out’ etherically for some unknown reason to you, or you to them, to a 
person on the other side of the road, and with neither of you knowing you are doing so.  And then you 
can stand in a room of heavily infected people all who might have raging fevers and dying from viruses 
and yet as you don’t need any feelings from any of the viruses or mutations of them, so you magically 
don’t get sick.  So when you are fully Healed, you won’t need to get sick, the Celestial spirits don’t get 
sick, they don’t have the bad feelings as you do in the mind worlds, and so you won’t need to have those 
feelings that would come from an illness, so you won’t get sick.  And we and your angels will ensure it. 
 
And were it necessary that you somehow contracted some obscure virus from someone on the other side 
of the world, you could, the angels would set up the etheric connection as such connections have 
different laws governing how such connections are made.  So people suddenly all over the world could 
get the same virus or their particular variant of it, mysteriously at the same time.  However mostly that 
sort of thing is not needed and especially now as you all travel so much about the world, so more close 
contacts are utilised in such connections. 
 
James: So I could have passed etherically my 
sore throat virus (or a specific variant of it) onto 
a person I was near when I was shopping this 
morning, even spreading it all over Aldi and 
Coles (supermarket chains)? 
 
Verna: You could have, however you didn’t 
because it’s being contained within you.  It does 
have expression in your etheric and spiritual 
system, however it’s not mutating and it’s not to be able to be received by anyone else.  There are laws 
governing it all, and so ‘your virus’ has been specifically designed for you James, and by in fact the 
granddaughter of that white-haired older women you passed on your walk yesterday, she was ‘keeping 
the variant in her subtle system’ from her granddaughter in readiness for you.  So that woman herself 
feels very well, she’s out walking enjoying the exercise and fresh air talking with her friend, and totally 
unaware that she’s a virus ‘carrier’ for you.  So really she and her granddaughter have done you a great 
service by providing you with this virus so as to make you angrier than you would have been. 
 
And when the virus has done what it’s needed to do, your body having dealt with it sufficiently by either 
‘defeating it’ and becoming immune to that ‘strain’, or by your body being overwhelmed making you 
sicker, your angels will adjust the light of it and that which keeps it active, ensuring it all goes according 
to plan, the plan of your soul. 
 
(I am re-reading this two days later and my sore throat went the next day.  But I still feel fucking angry 
about everything.) 
 
James: So I could be a virus mutant manufacturer, with all these specific viruses in my etheric system, 
then I go out shopping, at the precise time so I will interact – walk past, possibly smile at and talk to – 
the people who are shopping at the same time as I am, and then all those specifically designed variations 
could be shooting out from my etheric system to those people they are designed for? 
 
Verna, a Nature Spirit: Yes, and they will take that light from you containing that etheric virus light-
print or coding, and their bodies under the action of their angels will activate it when required, which 
could be immediately or days, weeks, months, years later, and activate it to the degree required by their 
soul so as to provide them with the necessary feeling experiences they need. 
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James: Years!, so I could have all these dormant variations in me waiting to make me sick? 
 
Verna: Yes.  But mostly it works in shorter time, say within minutes, days, a week at the most; however 
yes, you can store up these things your whole life, and you might have them activated but not make you 
sick but to enable your body to make other variations which you are to pass onto someone else. 
 
James: Shit Verna, it is never ending. 

 
Verna: Which shows how interconnected you all are James, which you fail to understand.  So overall 
life as everyone lives on the world at any one time, in their own personal lives and collectively, is all 
organised as an expression of all the souls involved, with us Nature Spirits and Angels providing the 
lubrication for it all, so to speak. 
 
And it’s even more complicated because there are seasons for viruses to exist within.  For example, you 
might receive a virus from an animal through the etheric levels, that’s where we Nature Spirits come in.  
Then your body makes variations of it which are stored in your etheric system.  Then you start 
‘spreading’ or ‘giving out’ those specific variations to those people needing them.  Then the whole 
world becomes ‘infected’ and that is to last for say a year, or ten years, or a hundred or thousand years.  
But when the time is up for such a virus and all it’s ‘offspring’ to cease existing in the etheric and so 
being manifested in the physical, then that light is simultaneously removed from everyone’s subtle 
systems by their attending angels.  So in the blink of an eye, that virus and all it’s variations is gone. 
 
So viruses are always coming and going dependent on the evolution of humanity, which keys into the 
evolution of the Rebellion, and now joining that, the evolution of its demise and eventual end, when no 
one is living anti-truth anymore. 
 
Viruses are more of the spirit really, which is why they are so elusive.  You still are subject to them 
in spirit, in the Mansion Worlds, as they are required still to help you with your Healing and with your 
furthering your Mind control and feeling-denial.  However they don’t make you sick, not at least in the 
physical way, but you are spiritually sick, so they are what is used to help you feel bad feelings, again to 
further your denial of them in the Mind Worlds or to help you with your Healing.  But most spirits are 
unaware of them, they are of light and so you can’t physically or spiritually feel them, however the 
angels use them all the time to help you experience what you need. 
 
And then bacteria, fungus and parasites are all physically orientated, so only deal directly with the 
physical body so subject only to physical laws of nature.  So they are more readily affected by your 
medicines and antibodies and the cells that the body used to physically remove such infections, and so 
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you can only catch such things from spores or other bacteria in water vapour as you touch and breathe 
on each other, have sex. 
 
And then other disease, like cancer and the 
breakdown of the physical structure is again wholly 
physical however they are the physical 
manifestations from the breakdown of your spiritual 
light in your spirit systems.  So your spiritual body 
‘gets cancer’ first, there is some disturbance in your 
spiritual system that stops the natural spirit light 
from manifesting through it and keeping it true.  
Then that light-corruption is passed through to the 
physical so you manifest that corruption or 
‘blockage of light’ as cancer or what other disease 
you need, again so as to provide you with the 
feelings you need, so you can keep blocking them 
out or work with them doing your Healing. 
 
And your angels work with the light of these spirit 
body originating problems and the purely physical 
ones.  And when you get sick from a physical 
bacteria, for example, there is always a spiritual 
component to it all which will be manifest in your 
spiritual light system somewhere, again with your angels overseeing it all, and ensuring the infections or 
illness does what it’s intended for. 
 
James: I’ve got to have a break Verna.  Thank you for all of that. 
 
Verna: You’re welcome James, there’s much more to it as you can imagine, but that’s some of the 
basics for you to think about.  BYEEEE!!! 
 
Later: 
 
Verna, a Nature Spirit: One of the functions of a virus is to increase the vibration of your physical body, 
all the cells and specific components within cells, and specific cell clusters, such as those comprising an 
organ or the whole body.  With this increase vibration, which of itself varies upon the needs of the soul 
and ‘administered’ to your whole body or specific parts of it by your angels, the cells can be made to 
release unwanted toxins, salts and minerals and other cellular rubbish, or take then up.  
And so the increased fever can feel like a good thing happening to you, which it might 
be, it helping to purge you of all your physical and etheric yuk; or it can be too much if 
your vibration is too low having the adverse effect on you and making you feel very sick, 
even literally killing you because your body can’t function at that higher vibration, as it happening to 
make many of the already very sick elderly die of Covid-19.  And then the angels can work the virus to 
add to your already existing illness which can also be helpful or not, depending again on the experience 
required.  So viruses they are very versatile and useful things. 
 
Bacterial, mould and parasitic problems will lower your vibration, so too much of them and you feel 
sick, so exhausted to the point of having no energy anymore, no light within yourself, so without that 
light your physical structure and organs can’t be maintained so they die or breakdown to eventual death. 
 
And then all of these problems can instantly or gradually be turned around and they end, your body 
deals with them and you get better regaining your health, all again of which the angels will do in 
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conjunction with your soul.  The angels are constantly working within your light-system, your light 
bodies, spirit and subtle bodies, which then affect your physical.  And sometimes they can work directly 
affecting your physical. 
 
And then you add all your 
medicines and medical 
interventions and that too is 
accounted for and worked 
with all in accordance with 
the needs of your soul, again 
with the angels involved in 
every part of it.  When you’re 
having operations your 
angels are overseeing them, 
making sure the surgeons do 
what is required, making sure 
they fix you up or fuck you 
up, depending on what the needs of your soul are.  NOTHING about you is done without your angels 
overseeing it all, all so the needs of your soul are continued to be manifest in accordance with your soul. 
 
And that’s how the whole of Creation works, we 
creations of the Mind ensure all the right environment is 
provided for you of Truth to be able to have the 
experiences you need so as for you to keep denying your 
feelings or embrace them; it’s either for you to live 
progressing in your truth-denial, rebelliously, or growing 
in truth, truly, that’s what it’s all about.  And NOTHING 
happens randomly, everything is worked out in advance, 
by your – our – Mother and Father, and encoded into 
your souls. 
 
So your angels in fulfilling the needs of your soul might 
enlist a virus to raise your vibration to purge you of 
unwanted toxins; and then again your angels can simply add a higher vibration of light to your whole 
aura having the same effect, so whilst you sleep your vibration increases shaking all the shit out of your 
cells and when you wake you have good poo with it sinking fast and disappearing out of sight because 
of all extra heavy metals sinking it that have been flushed out of your cells during the night.  And that 
can happen as a periodic ‘clean-out’ or it can happen spaced over days or weeks.  So there’s always 
different things going on, too much for you to keep up with and understand, and so in the end, as all this 
mind stuff, it ends up driving you mad, you give it all up and just get on living by being true to your 
feelings, express them and longing for their truth; and you grow in truth and live according to that truth 
and do what that truth leads you to do in every experience; and that’s living your life in harmony with 
yourself, God and nature. 
 
So your scientists can keep going trying to work it all out with their minds in the hope that they 
can control it all, and ultimately prevent ageing and death, all so you can keep living forever on 
Earth, never feeling bad.  But why would you want that, when so much else awaits you in spirit? 
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COVID-19, a corona virus, first emerged in Wuhan, China, in 2019.  
Some medical experts suggest a patient ill enough for intensive care 
and put on a ventilator to breath has only a 50-50 chance.  Imagine a 
dry sponge and one dripping with water.  The dry sponge represents 
normal lungs; the sodden one the lungs of a seriously ill coronavirus 
patient.  They’re dying a suffocating death, trying to move air in and 
out of lungs that are no longer functioning.  It’s a vision of hell.  Low 
oxygen levels and very high carbon dioxide levels in the blood 
indicates that this is not like the usual pneumonia. 

The New Way:  learning how to live true to ourselves by living true to our feelings.

We are to express our feelings, both good and bad, at all times, and to long for the truth of them. 

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God.  It’s that simple. 

Our Heavenly Parents simply desires for us to ask for Their Love. 

The Golden rule is:  Never interfere with another’s will. 

God's Divine Love:   Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it. 
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SPEAKING with CORONA (Coronavirus) 
https://dlscr.freeforums.net/thread/32/sharing-healing-experience-xx?page=28  
Samantha from England:                    24 March 2020  
 
“Corona”:  I am not hurting you, you are all already hurt.  All I am doing is 
making you feel the truth of how you really feel deep down inside.  I am not 
killing you, your parents have already done that to you, it is how you have felt 
throughout your life and now you are going through the physical manifestation 
of those awful feelings your parents made you feel.   
 

This is how they made you feel as a child and that 80 year old that you see 
dying on the news has always been dying.  Since birth he has felt like he is 
dying, always being on the brink of it as it is how his parents made him feel.  
There is no way on Earth I can possibly be worse than how your parents 
treated you, it just can’t happen, I can only affect you as far and as badly as 
your parents affected you, I am not the bad guy in all of this, they are.  I can’t 
create more pain in you than your parents have already created, I am the 

manifestation of the level of pain they created in you and I want to make that clear.  What I am doing is 
bringing the truth of that pain to the surface.   
 
It is now time for it all to be manifest so you can know the truth of how much you were hurt, to know 
the truth of how unlovingly you were parented.  The extent of unloving parenting that you all had to 
endure as children and it is now killing you, that is the truth of how bad it was.  It is killing you because 
you refuse to understand what is happening, you refuse to connect to your pain, you still refuse to accept 
the truth and this is the open door for me to enter into you and find a cell for me to live off of and mutate 
and multiply in you.  Your denied and suppressed feelings let me in.  
 
You won’t give in to me and let the truth be known, you continue to resist me and push me away just as 
you have done all your life with your feelings.  You would rather die than feel the truth I bring to you.  
So you decide!  Stop resisting me and work with me in what I want you to know about yourself.  I am 
no greater pain than the pain you felt and denied as a child.  

 
I am Corona, Sam speaks with me through her Nature 
Spirit, Christa, and I can only tell her what she is capable 
of understanding so it is all pretty basic but that is how I 
want to speak with you, as children, so you get it.  I am the 
thing you fear the most but you all misunderstand me, you 
hate me, you fear me, you are so afraid of what I will do to 
you if I infect you.  You fear me killing you, making you feel so bad but 
isn't this all so familiar, isn't this how you felt about your parents at times in 
your life, isn't this how they made you feel only allowing yourself to feel a 
tiny portion of the pain they inflicted on you, the rest went denied and 
suppressed and that is what I feed on, what you will not feel.  It is them you 
fear and I am helping you feel that truth.  I am not bad at all, I am good, 

working for your good, you have to turn how you feel about me around to see the truth of me.  I am here 
to help the world heal if you would only allow me to by ending the resistance to me.  Let me work on 
your denied and suppressed childhood feelings, connect with how I am making you feel because this is 
how your parents made you feel, it is the same, no different.  It is those denied feelings and your 
resistance to feel them that is killing you.  
 
I am not saying this will be easy, you are not even aware of any of this, you just believe you have a 
Virus spreading its way through the world like an evil plague and I understand how hard it will be to see 
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me as working for your good but it just takes a shift away 
from your mind and into your feelings.  How am I making 
you FEEL!!  That is the question I want you to begin with.  
I am now being forced upon you all, you have no choice 
and that is the way I have to work with you because I can 
only work with you in the way that your parents worked 
with you and they gave you little to no choice as children.  I 
am here mirroring the parenting you all went through, this 
is the way it was for you as children.  Your parents forced 
you to do their will and gradually your own will got left 
behind not being considered at all by your parents and that 
is how I have to work with you all and you will all feel me differently depending on the severity of your 
will denial and suppression.  
 
Your parents are the Virus, Corona Virus is each and every one of your parents and what they did to you 
as children and it is still inside you, I am bringing it out.  Corona virus is your parents scaring you and 
hurting you, making you feel like dying, even killing you and there is no one on the planet that I won’t 
get to.  Right now I am affecting you all, your lives have changed even though you may not be ill.  
 
Accept the way I am making you feel right now, express how I am making you feel right now and let the 
truth come to you through your feelings, how am I making you feel, this is how your parents made you 
feel.  It is not me killing and harming you making you feel so ill and bad, it is your parents.   
 
Please go to your feelings as I have asked you to do and you will begin to see the truth of how bad you 
have always felt, I speak the truth.  Let the healing I bring to you open you up to the truth of how you 
felt as a child.  You were parented by two of the same Viruses, they are the Virus that is within you right 
from your conception and took away your will just as I am doing to you now.  I am treating you the 
same way as your parents treated you as children and you refused to see it so denied it.   
 
All of humanity will be affected by me to a lesser or greater degree.  I will enter every life on Earth and 
show you the truth of your denied and suppressed childhood pain by how I make you feel.  I will make 
you realise the pain and fear of how you were parented and the more you keep up your resistance of me, 
the more painful it will be for you.  So I ask you to let me in, stop the fight as you cant win and you 
never could as children, your parents always won over you so I have to do the same, 
as I have said, I can’t be any worse to you than how your parents were to you, they 
have set the pace for how I work with you, it is them and their parenting of you that 
set the way I work on humanity.  I am not making you feel anything that has not 
already been put into you by your parents, it was already inside you and I am 
triggering it for you to feel.  I am reuniting you with the truth of how hurt and 
unloved you feel because of your unloving childhoods.  You will know yourself 
like never before, your will know the truth at last about your pain and how it was 
for you as children.  It is time to take of the rose tinted glasses and really know the truth.   
 
I am not BAD, your parents were, I am only being them to you, this is how unloved you felt by them 
and it is coming up for you to know.  No one will escape me, you are all hurt children, even the 80 year 
old is just a hurt child in an older body who has gone on longer being unaware of the truth of his pain, 
he has been in denial longer but you are all the same no matter how old you are.  The 80 year old has 
had 80 years to wake up to his denied and suppressed childhood pain, he has always been a trapped and 
'Locked Down' little scared child.  No one will escape me, of that you can be sure, I am so tiny yet I 
have the power to end it all just as your parents had the same power over you all.  You all have the 
power to turn this around and all you have to do is to begin feeling how I am making you feel, accept 
every feeling, express every feeling and find the truth through your feelings.  Do this and I will lose 
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strength and lose the hold I have over you because I no longer have to make you feel so bad to make you 
feel your feelings.  Stop the resistance to me, run to me, let me in to your life, 
want me to show you the truth of your pain, talk to me and we can work together 
to heal you and turn the tide.  If you decide to further resist me then it will only 
get worse with new viruses being created, stronger ones to make you feel even 
worse until you get it!!  
 
You have the cure within you all and that cure is YOUR FEELINGS!!  It is the 
most loving thing you can do for yourself, it is the thing your parents wouldn't let 
you do, FEEL and express those feelings, You are allowed to have them, I am telling you to let yourself 
feel all of your pain, let it out NOW and I will no longer have to make you feel scared and ill and bad, 
you will be doing what I came here to do with you, make you feel.  Feel how I make you feel then my 
work is done and you would have seen the truth of why I have had to come.   
 

You don't need any Vaccines, that is just further resistance to me and I will have to 
be stronger with you all by creating more powerful viruses, ones that you don't have 
vaccines for.  Your resistance to me controls what I have to do next to get you to 
stop and FEEL!  If you decide to vaccinate against me then you have chosen to 
further deny me and your bad feelings and it makes it all worse for yourself.  Your 
feelings and expression of them are all you need to end this terrible time you are 
going through, you are in control of my next move, your denial of your feelings 
lead the way.  

 
You look to your Governments to tell you what to do next, to create vaccines to stop you feeling bad, 
you depend on them to fix it all for you yet again giving your parents control over you because that is 
what you are used to doing, you are only doing what your parents taught you to do, let your parents 
control you instead of taking responsibility for this yourself by going within, going to your feelings and 
feeling them fully by accepting them, expressing them and letting the truth come to you through your 
feelings.  Be responsible for how bad you feel by feeling your bad feelings and fears about this.  The 
healing of this is in each and every one of you but by allowing the government to parent you further is 
just more of your denial of how you truly feel.  No one can fix this for you, it is for each and every one 
of you to heal this within yourself, through your feelings, you can do it, you have the tools to heal this, 
YOUR FEELINGS.  
 
I am Corona, the Virus, making you feel your fears, the truth!  I will make 
you feel the truth of your unloving childhood that your parents made you 
feel.  I have always been in each and every one of you lying dormant until 
now, you are scared of going out and catching it yet it is already in you 
through your parents unloving parenting of you.  I am Corona, I come to 
light up the truth of your denied and Suppressed childhood feelings and you 
believe I am Bad but I am telling you, I AM GOOD!  I am working for your 
Good, see the healing I am bringing to humanity.  You all have the cure and 
that cure is FEELING YOUR FEELINGS.  
 

Important recommended reading is:      by James Moncrief 

The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God 
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html     ALSO at 

https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20-
%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Rejected%20Ones%20via%20James%20Moncrief.pdf  
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ASCENSION of TRUTH to PARADISE 
 
DIVINE LOVE – Feelings in control – FEELINGS WAY 
DIVINE CELESTIAL HEAVENS – CELESTIAL SPHERES 
UNITING with SOULMATE / SOUL PARTNER and SOULGROUP  
BEING DIVINE, ETERNAL, IMMORTAL, FUSION with INDWELLING SPIRIT 
 

THE FEELINGS WAY ** LIVING A FEELING-LED LIFE **      

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Transformation of soul from Perfect Natural Love to being Divine – being of Divine Love. 

Transformation of soul from Imperfect Natural Love to being Divine – being of Divine Love. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Transition from Mind to Feeling way of living 

 
NATURAL LOVE – mind in control – MIND WAY 
SEVEN MANSION WORLDS 
                Self-Acceptance 
We have to do our: SPIRITUAL HEALING No Healing needs to be done       

(FEELING HEALING) Being true and loving 
                 (SOUL HEALING)           All done with Natural love 
Uncovering the truth of feeling Unloved          Uncovering the truth of feeling loved 
 
 
IMPERFECT NATUAL LOVE  PERFECT NATURAL LOVE 
REBELLIOUS NOT REBELLIOUS 
REBELLION AND DEFAULT NO REBELLION OR DEFAULT 
 
 
Against Truth and Love Not Against Truth and Love 
Living Untrue; against ourselves  Living Truth; not against ourselves 
Denying many feelings Not denying any feelings 
Become Truth to being untrue Become truth to being true 
Imperfect relationships Perfect Relationships 
Feelings of love within an unloving state Feelings of love in loving state 
 
 
 
LIFE ON EARTH  LIFE ON A PERFECT WORLD 
WHAT WE ARE LIVING What we wish we were living 
AN UNLOVING LIFE A Loving life 
 

THE MIND WAY ** MIND-LED LIFE **      
We are to move from our mind way to a feeling way of life within our rebellious and untrue state.  We 
are to live truth to our being untrue, knowing and being the truth of why we are untrue. 

GREAT U-TURN 



 
 
 

LIVING TRUE to OURSELVES 
 
We are to live truth to ourselves through ALL our feelings.  We are untrue. 

We are to live truth to being untrue.  We are to stop pretending we’re true. 

We’re to admit we’re full of shit; and be as full of shit as we are. 

 
 
God made us be rebellious and untrue, so we are to live being rebellious and untrue, not trying to not 
be as God made us.  And we are to live true to being fucked, until God transforms us and changes 
us into being true and loving, ending our rebelliousness. 

 
 
With all of us having been incarnated into a truth-denying rebellious world, we are to live true to how 
untrue, false and unloving we are.  We are to stop using our mind to pretend we are true and loving 
when we’re not. 

 
 
We are to fully embrace, through our feelings, the truth of how wrong, bad and evil we are.  And 
through our Spiritual Healing we are to fully accept how rebellious we are, living and being it.  And 
knowing how being rebellious (being of and in Rebellion) makes us feel. 

 
 
We are not to use our mind to pretend we are true; that we are loving, caring and sympathetic, 
as we’re not those things. 

 
 
Being of Natural Love we experience love through our mind.  And so being in an imperfect 
state, some (if not all) of our mind love will be false and untrue. 

 
 
When we have been transformed into our true Divine Love state having done our Spiritual Healing, then 
all the love we experience will be through our heart and soul with true feelings and no longer with 
our mind.  With all love being true and based on the Truth. 
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SPIRITUAL HEALING: 
 
Our Healing is about first finding the truth of our unloving and untrue state, coming to 
understand the full extent of that, how it relates to us and how we relate to it, and all how it 
makes us feel so demented living life in a stupor. 
 
Healing is about seven Mansion Worlds worth of uncovering the truth of our rebellious state.   
It’s all about becoming progressively more aware of how screwed up we are.  So right the way 
through our Healing, we stay being screwed up all so we can see the truth of how demented we 
are in all the ways that we are untrue, all the way to the End of our Healing. 
 
What we do heal through our Healing, is all that is stopping us see the truth of ourselves – our 
untrue and false state. 

Mansion World 7: 
Divine Love Healing World 

Mansion World 5: 
Divine Love Healing World 

Mansion World 3: 
Divine Love Healing World 

Then transition into  
Celestial Heaven state Mansion World 7: is then about still working with the deepest 

and residual bad feelings, whilst looking to sort out how you 
wrongly relate to yourself and others, nature and God because 
of being unloving; understanding how your relationships are 
unloving, how you don’t connect properly, how unloving you 
really are and why and fully accepting the truth of it, coming 
completely to grips with your parents not loving you as you 
needed to be loved – sorting it all out, including your self and 
feeling expression difficulties.  Then comes transition. 

Mansion World 5: is then about going right into the depths of 
them, feeling how unloved you feel and seeing how unloving 
you are and how that makes you feel, bringing out the majority 
of your pain, your misery, fear, anger, guilt, hatred, boredom, 
terror, rejection, nothingness, feeling powerless, alone and 
abandoned, and so on.  Each progression is full on, all the way. 

Mansion World 3: is for waking up 
to the truth that you’re not loving 
and starting to get in touch with your 
pain, starting to accept your bad 
feelings, starting to work with them 
instead of rejecting them.   

7 

 
5 

 
3 
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Realised Mind Way 
 not working; start 
Spiritual Healing  

Feeling Way 

Aware of the 
Truth of yourself; 
the Truth of your 

childhood 

Uncovering 
Truth of yourself 

through your 
Feelings 

 

Childhood:  
unaware of  

the Truth of 
yourself 

Adulthood: 
living the 

Mind Way 

The New Way  
Feelings Way  

 Child- 

 hood 
Adulthood >>>> 

Spiritual Healing / Feeling-Healing / Soul-Healing 

The Healing is about becoming true to being as you are in your untruth.  As you become aware, 
facing and accepting the truth of how wrong and untrue you are.  And once you’ve brought all 
your untrue self out through each stage of your Healing and are wholly aware of yourself and 
your rebelliousness, then your soul and God will transform you out of being untrue and into 
becoming your true spiritual Celestial self, be that in the physical or when you do your Healing 
in spirit. 

SPIRITUAL HEALING: 
We incarnate into Rebellion, and by default become untrue to ourselves.  The truth of which we 
are to see through our Healing.  And once seen, then we will no longer be of the Rebellion, 
being a true, happy, perfect and all-loving personality. 
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The New Feelings Way is working with your feelings to uncover the hidden truth of yourself.  It’s to 
find the Truth of Yourself Through Your Feelings.  So the two have to be worked in conjunction with 
each other: Expressing ALL, and most importantly, ALL YOUR BAD FEELINGS, which we are more 
than likely denying, all so we bring the truth of why we are feeling them to light.  This is getting to 
know ourself – the truth of how we are.  It’s living true to our feelings.  Accepting, expressing and 
longing (wanting) to find the truth of them within ourself.  It is a way of living that embraces and looks 
to express all our feelings and emotions so we can see what they are all about, what they are showing 
about ourselves; unlike how we live denying the truth of our feelings and basically not having a clue 
about ourselves and why we’re feeling what we are. 
 
The difference as to living as we currently do – the Old Way – which is mostly feeling-denial and 
believing we are expressing our feelings, is still not longing for and wanting to uncover the truth of 
those feelings.  We live denying ourselves the truth of ourselves, because we don’t want our feelings to 
lead into the truth and horror of how unloved we felt during our childhood, and how we still feel 
unloved. 
 
The New Feelings Way, is doing the opposite of this.  Stopping what we are doing, focusing on our bad 
feelings in particular, the ones we are most likely to deny; fully acknowledging them, bringing them up 
and out of us by expressing all they make us feel and all we feel having them, all as we long and want 
with all our heart to know the truth of why we are feeling them.  Understanding that that truth is going to 
be very confronting, because it’s going to show us the truth of all our relationships, with ourself, our 
parents, friends, children, loved ones, partner and God.  And if there is any unlovingness in any of them, 
the truth is going to bring that all to light. 
 
If we want to carry on in the Old Way, sure, being more feeling expressive will generally help our 
relationships, however that’s not what the New Feelings Way is all about.  The Old Way, which is the 
current way for most people, is denying the truth of ourselves by denying our feelings.  The New Way, 
is working with and wanting our feelings to show us the truth of ourself. 
 
Having someone to talk to who is willing to listen to us expressing all our feeling without trying to stop 
us, is just one part of how to express our feelings in order to help us uncover the truth of them.   It does 
matter what we talk about, otherwise we continue in a truth denying state, the Old Way.  In the New 
Feelings Way, it very much matters what we talk about, which is all our feelings and all how they are 
making us feel, all so we can find the truth of them.  The New Feelings Way is ALL AND ONLY 
ABOUT UNCOVERING THE TRUTH IN OURSELF.  And doing that through our feelings.  It’s all 
about the Truth; that is what we’re setting out to do, so not to water that down.  The Old way is all about 
not finding the truth and doing all we can to deny it.  So do you see, it’s not just about talking in general, 
it’s all highly specific, and a specific and fully focused way of being, way of living, not just more of the 
old general stuff. 
 
The feelings and self- expression side of The New Way is talking more generally about feelings, about 
how important they are, and how acknowledging and expressing them is helpful in life, adding to more 
fulfilling and meaningful relationships.  But that’s just part of our naturally expressing ourselves, with 
The New Way being specifically about showing up the Old Rebellious Truth-Denying 
Way.  We’re about wanting to offer people a way out of their yuk, a way out of their 
rebellion, a way out of their pain, a way out of their mind controlling beliefs and behaviour.  
And so how to do that is by using our feelings – which leads us into doing our Spiritual 
Healing. 
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The CHOICE is OURS to MAKE:

THE FEELING WAY 
Feeling – Ascendance 
Unlimited progression   
 Living true to your untruth; 
 Honouring all your bad feelings; 
 Expressing feelings to uncover their 

truth; 
 Healing the Rebellion and Default 

within yourself; 
 Feeling unloved; being unloving; 
 Feeling as bad as you can feel; 
 Feeling like you are no one special; 
 Longing for the Divine Love. 

THE MIND WAY 
Mind – Transcendence   
Limited progression   
 Enlightenment, Nirvana, feeling all-

loving; 
 All false, mind-contrived.  Anti-truth, 

anti-love; 
 Still evolving the Rebellion and Default 

within yourself; 
 Feeling and believing you are the 

Superior One; 
 Living with your mind in control of 

your feelings; 
 Living rejecting all your bad feelings; 
 Living with your mind contriving you 

feel loved; 
 Rejecting the Divine Love. 

Celestial Truth:   
 Truly all-loving;  
 Living true to oneself;  
 Mind supporting Feelings;  
 Living with the Divine Love;  
Fully Healed of the Rebellion and Default. 

All religions, New Age, agnostic, 
atheists, no spiritual interest, 
Living the Rebellion and Default. 

Hell: 
Exploiting the Rebellion and Default. 

The Feelings are the doer; the Mind the teller.  So we are to go with our feelings, which we 
can’t be told to do with our mind.  So the longing for the Divine Love, doing our Healing by 
expressing our feelings and longing for their truth, are all feelings and doing it with longing.  
Whereas the mind just wants to tell us what to do and how to be, no feelings in it, all how our 
parents have treated us. 
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Mind vs Feelings – Your Choice. 
 
And now is an appropriate Time To Make this Choice!  
 
Everyone is to choose: The Mind Way;  or The New Feelings Way. 
 
Which way of living do you choose: Mind Way? or the Feelings Way of living? 
 
Do you continue in your Mind Way?   or do you embrace The New Feelings Way? 
 
Do you choose the Dead End Mind Way?   or the Eternal Happiness Feelings Way? 
 
Times up for the Mind Way;     the Feelings Way is taking over. 
 
False Spirituality – The Mind Way;    True Spirituality – The Feeling Way. 
 

The End Times and Final Judgement; or Paradise – the choice is yours to make: 
 
Continue in your soul-destroying feeling  
and truth denying Mind Way;    or embracing The New Feelings Way  

by doing your Spiritual Healing;     
 
Maintaining the mind’s imposed façade of a robotic, 
retarded individual, in a stupor, perpetrating the  
errors of generations gone by; or The Feeling Way which is the discovery pathway   
 to releasing your true, vibrant personality 
 
The Mind Way – rejecting the truth of yourself  
by denying feelings, restricted forever to the  
mind Mansion Worlds;    or The Feeling Way – uncovering the truth of  

         your feelings and ascending to Paradise. 
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How do you BECOME as SPIRITUAL as you can be?         James Moncrief        7 November 2020 
 
It’s to do with expressing yourself as truly as you can in 
your relationships.  The truth of yourself, the truth of life, 
the truth of God is to be found in the truth of your 
relationships.  When you interact in your relationship, when 
you express all you feel and think, and when the other 
person expresses all they feel and think, all whilst you are 
longing for the truth of all such interaction, then the truth 
will come, and then you are evolving your soul in Truth.  
And you can’t be more spiritual than continually advancing 
your soul in Truth.  That is Being Spiritual. 
 
Only our difficulty is, most of us are heavily denying our 
feeling expression in our relationships, so we are severely 
limiting the depth and intimacy of the interaction we can 
have, so we are severely restricting the amount of truth we 
can gain from such experiences.  So our Spiritual Healing involves allowing ourselves in our 
relationships, with ourselves and each other, to express all the bad, yukky, dark, nasty, pain parts that 
we’re doing all we can to avoid.  To maximise the relationship you can have with yourself and another 
person is to allow yourself to express ALL your bad (and good) feelings, all as you long to uncover the 
truth of all they will help you see about yourself. 
 
To be spiritual is to be fully feeling expressive.  Or to want to be.  And the more feeling expressive you 
are in all your relationships, the more you’ll get out of them, provided you want to see what Truth they 
contain.  And the more you become that Truth, the higher in spiritual understanding you become, and so 
the more spiritual you are. 
 
Being or becoming spiritual is not about attending your religion religiously saying your prayers to God, 
or sitting in meditation endlessly seeking Enlightenment or Knowledge; and it’s not about climbing the 
highest mountain seeking the answers to life, it’s about getting real in your relationships by dealing with 
all the bad feelings, moving with them, seeking resolution through understanding by going deeper into 
them, bringing all the hard stuff out, seeing it for what it really is, what’s really going on within you and 
between you, and how does it all relate back to your early life and the relationships that you started your 
life in.  It’s about wanting to know the WHOLE TRUTH OF YOUR PAIN, so allowing yourself to feel 
all your pain as you express all the bad feelings of it in your relationships.  And of course doing this in 
your most intimate relationships in which you can open and expose all the worst of yourself; all the 
ugliness of your pain; all the terror and torment; all your suffering – to bring out all your dark secrets; all 
you’re so afraid of admitting you feel; all the really bad stuff you believe you are not allowed to speak 
about, to your partner who willingly wants more than anything for you to bring it all out.  All so they 
(and you) can understand what is really going on inside you.  And then you wanting them to bring out 
all their pain and suffering, so you are both truly ‘there for 
each other’, lovingly supporting each other by accepting each 
other’s darkness. 
 
Being truly spiritual is being true to all the feelings you feel.  
If you are true to all your feelings, and want to know the truth 
of them, then as the truth comes to you, as it will, then you 
are growing, evolving, ascending, in truth, and you can can’t 
be more spiritual than that. 
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Great Gifts through our Feelings are: 
  

The Awareness of our Heavenly Mother 
and Father 

 
That our soul is a duplex – both male 

and female – one soul, two personalities 
 

That Feeling Healing with Divine Love 
is our pathway to Paradise – our true 

home  
 

Freely expressing our Feelings to a 
companion is expressing our true 

personality – the personality bestowed 
upon us by our Heavenly Mother and 

Father – our true Mum and Dad! 
 
 

These are truths of living  
Feelings First Spirituality,  

The New Way 
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Council  of Elders 
now around 20 

soul-groups from 
the 3rd Celestial 

Heaven 

Throughout the evolution of Pascas, Pascas has been 
gently guided and supported by its Council of Elders 
from within the Celestial Heavens.  All documentation, 
all concepts, all who have interacted with the forming of 
Pascas WorldCare and the various arms, have been in 
response to the guidance from our Celestial Council of 
Elders – from within the 3rd Celestial Heaven.  
Throughout the coming millennium, our Celestial 
friends will be guiding and assisting Pascas WorldCare. 

Communications between the Celestial 
Council of Elders and those within the 
physical administration of Pascas World-
Care will be via those who complete their 
Feeling Healing on Earth, as years go by. 

The administration of Pascas may be also supported in their 
interconnectivity with our Celestial guidance, through those 
within Pascas and its administration who are sensitive in their 
nature and are able to perceive guidance from our Celestial 
companions on this journey of delivering the Great U-Turn.  It is 
through the nature of sensitivity that Celestial Spirits have 
interacted with Pascas during decades of formative years and the 
establishment of the foundations for Pascas for the next 1,000 
years. 

Celestial Heavens 
8, 9, 10 also 
referred to as 1, 2, 
3 being at-one with 
Mother and Father. 
 
Divine Love spirit 
Mansion Worlds, 
healing / crying 
worlds 3, 5, 7. 
 
We all transition to 
Natural Love spirit 
Mansion World 1, 
and typically go in 
the wrong 
direction to 
Natural Love spirit 
Mansion Worlds 2, 
4, 6 and cannot go 
further!  

Pascas as an entity, due to the contributions from our Celestial 
friends, is functioning within the 5th Divine Love spirit Mansion 
World’s level.  Further, the Pascas Papers that are designated as 
references for Feeling Healing and Divine Love are within the 
level of Truth of the highest of the Celestial Heavens.  Pascas will 
be supported in this manner for the coming millennium. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY NOTE: 
James Moncrief has written numerous books and prepared numerous movie scripts.  Incorporated here 
are primary writings. 
Pascas has 550+ supportive ‘Pascas Papers’ accessible in Library Downloads at www.pascashealth.com  
Pascas Primary publications being: 

U-Turn for Humanity Pascas reveals New Feelings Way 
U-Turn for Humanity pathway being New Feelings Way 

   U-Turn for Humanity shutting hells through New Feelings Way  
U-Turn for Humanity through the New Feelings Way 

   U-Turn for Humanity unfolding the New Feelings Way 
   Universal Gift – Feeling Healing with Divine Love 
   Feeling Healing and Divine Love Discussion Prompts 
   Pascas Care Death & Dying Transition & Assimilation Marjorie 
 
Selected Pascas Papers, as noted below, can be downloaded from www.pascashealth.com .   
 
 
 
 

Primary recommended reading:   consider commencing with:  Paul – City of Light 
       and          Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light  
The Rejected Ones      2002 – 2003   xxx  – James Moncrief  
Messages from Mary & Jesus   2003     xxx – James Moncrief 
Paul – City of Light     2005     xxx – James Moncrief 
Feeling Healing     2017    – James Moncrief  
Religion of Feelings      2017   – James Moncrief  
Mary Magdalene and Jesus'  
comments on the Padgett Messages   2007 – 2010   xxx  – James Moncrief 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene & Jesus  2013 – 2014    xxx – James Moncrief 
Sage and the Healing Angels of Light  2017    xxx  – James Moncrief 
Road map of Universe and history of Universe: 
  The Urantia Book  1925 – 1935    xxx as primary reading 
Divine Love supporting reading: 
Revelations       1954 – 1963   – Dr Daniel Samuels 
Judas of Kerioth      2001 – 2003  – Geoff Cutler 
The Book of Truths      1914 – 1923    xxx – Joseph Babinsky 
  containing the Padgett Messages or 
Little Book of Truths       – Joseph Babinsky 
True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV    xxx – Geoff Cutler 

 
Available generally from: 

www.lulu.com             www.amazon.com              www.bookdepository.com  
For Divine Love focused websites and forums: 
Pascas Health:    http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html   
Spiritual Development: http://new-birth.net/spiritual-subjects/ 
Padgett Books:   http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/   
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.htm  
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James Moncrief’s books, the Padgett Messages and The Urantia Book at: 
DIVINE LOVE SPIRITUALITY – DLS: 

http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html  
All Padgett Messages     (for condensed versions – see below)  1914 – 1923  Pages  945  
The Urantia Book (see suggested papers to read below) 

 
James Moncrief Books:      MoC 
The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God    1,490 Nov 2002 – Jan 2003 228 
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 1    1,485 Feb – Apr 2003 189 
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 2    1,485 Apr – Oct 2003 170 
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 1  Aug 2007 164 
Messages from 31 May 1914 – 12 January 1915   1,495 
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 2  Sep 2010 177 
Messages from 13 January 1915 – 29 August 1915    1,494 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 1  1,490 Jan – Apr 2013 206 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 2  1,489 Apr – May 2013 229 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 3  1,490 Oct – Jan 2014 187 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 4  1,491 Jan – May 2014 191 
Mary Magdalene comments on Revelation from the Bible KJV 1,485 Dec 2013 – Jan 2014   84 
         This group being pages of    1,825 
 
Paul – City of Light       1,488.5  2005 149 
Ann and Terry           2013  235 
Feeling bad?  Bad Feelings are GOOD!    feeling-healing book 1 2006 179 
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!  feeling-healing book 2 2006  159 
Breaking the Golden Rule.      feeling-healing book 3 2006 168 
Feeling-Healing exercises, and other healing points to consider.    2009 175 
Cathy and Mark – a novel introducing Feeling-Healing.     2010  151 
Introduction course to Divine Love Spirituality      2006 139 
Speaking with the Dead, Death and Dying       2009 173 
Spirits and their Childhood Repression Healing      2010  179 
With Verna – a nature spirit         2008 279 
Communication with spirits – meet a spirit friend      2010   37 
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality website       362 
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light        2017  260 
Divine Love Spirituality       1,500   2017 201 
Feeling Healing – you can heal yourself through your feelings    2017    153 
Religion of Feelings       1,500   2017   47 
         This group being pages of    3,046 

Religion of Feelings   http://religionoffeelings.weebly.com/ 
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality   http://dlspirituality.weebly.com/  
Main website of DLS   http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/ 
Childhood Repression website   http://childhoodrepression.weebly.com/ 
DLS and CR forum   http://dlscr.freeforums.net/ 

http://withmarymagdaleneandjesus.weebly.com/blog---and-free-books-speaking-with-mary-and-jesus 
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FEELING HEALING and SOUL HEALING with the DIVINE LOVE: 
James Moncrief Publications:         all publications are free downloads: 

http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html  
It is suggested for one to consider reading as follows: 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus – books 1 – 4  
These four books encapsulate the second of the revelations with the first having been introduced by 
James Padgett one hundred years previously.  These four books provide a wide range of guidance that 
has never previously been made available. 
 
Paul – City of Light  
As a gentle intro into the Divine Love and Healing; being James Moncrief’s first novel and it’s been 
criticised as being too heavily clichéd, but that’s the point because it’s a reflection of how he was back 
then. 
 
Ann and Terry  
An example for people who might want to immediately start working on themselves and doing their 
Healing. 
 
Feeling Bad?  Bad Feelings are GOOD  
For more understanding about our denial of our feelings and why we should not deny our feelings, and it 
includes how it all came about for James, using himself as an example. 
 
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually! 
This includes specific examples of Marion and James working on expressing particular bad feelings, 
again with the hope that it will help others gain something of an idea as to what’s involved in doing your 
Feeling Healing. 
 
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light  
Through Sage who's 13 years old, the story is primarily about the two aspects of healing; that being, 
with the help of our angels, and the full Healing we can do by looking to our feelings for their truth. 
 
Religion of Feelings  Welcome to LOVE – the Religion of Feelings 
Feeling Healing   you can heal yourself through your feelings 
 
So these books, including the four Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus books, provide the essence 
of it all and are examples of James’ work.  Then it’s up to whatever takes one’s fancy.  Other reading to 
consider may include: 
The Padgett Messages being published as: 
The True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus volumes 1 – 4 
Book of Truths by Joseph Babinsky 
The Urantia Book 

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings. 
 

in conjunction with 

 
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love. 
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FEELING HEALING with DIVINE LOVE is SOUL HEALING: 
A collection of ‘papers’ that draw together specific topics including all of the above and more from other 
sources of information and revelation designed to help increase one’s awareness about why we have the 
problems we do and how to heal them, all whilst living a more healthy and sustainable life.  They 
provide a brief snapshot of the more complicated topics and issues. 
 

Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing. 
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing. 
Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.  
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book. 

 
Pascas Papers, being free, are located within the Library Downloads    www.pascashealth.com 

http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html 
 
PASCAS – document schedule.pdf           downloadable index to all 550+  Pascas Papers. 
FH denotes Feeling Healing; SH denotes Soul Healing, which is: Feeling Healing with the Divine Love; 
DL denotes Divine Love – living with the Love. 
PASCAS INTRODUCTION NOTES:  All papers below can be found at Library Downloads link. 

Pascas Care Letters A Huge Upturn 
Pascas Care Letters Big Revelation         
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Benefits Children 
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Way 
Pascas Care Letters Little Children 
Pascas Care Letters Women’s Liberation and Mother 

 
MEDICAL – EMOTIONS:  

Pascas Care – Feeling Healing     
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing All is Within  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Health  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and History  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Parenting  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Rebellion 
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Starting  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Will  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Angel Assistance  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Being Unloved  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Child Control   
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Childhood Repression  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing End Times  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing is Rebelling  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Live True  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Mary Speaks   
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing My Soul  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Perfect State  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Revelations X 2 
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing the Future  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Trust Yourself 
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Versus Cult 

  
PAPERSSCA
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DIVINE LOVE and DIVINE TRUTH Revelations and Teachings escalating: 

101 Years:   FEELING HEALING 
and the DIVINE LOVE: 

2013 – 2014 Speaking with MM & J 
2007 – 2010 Comments on Padgett 
2005          Paul – City of Light 
2003          Messages Mary & Jesus 
2002           The Rejected Ones 
    Various auxiliary writings including  
1954 – 1963 Revelations via Samuels 
 
1914 – 1923 Padgett Messages 

UNIVERSAL Roadmap and Structure 
1925 – 1935 The Urantia Book 

As we progressively become 
aware of the availability of  
Divine Love and embrace our 
Soul Healing, more and more 
profoundly developed teachings 
will be introduced to us by our 
Celestial Spirit friends. 
 
Divine Truth teachings will 
continue to expand in detail and 
complexity as we become ready 
and willing to receive same 
through doing our Feeling 
Healing.  This journey was 
commenced for us by James 
Padgett and James Moncrief. 

We are a young experiential 
inhabited planet.  As we grow in 
Love and embrace our Feeling 
Healing, then we become into a 
condition by which we can ask for 
and receive guidance in how to 
achieve developments for the 
benefit of all of humanity. 
 
As we apply these gifts freely for 
the welfare of all, then we will be 
provided assistance to advance 
our capabilities.  Energy enables 
communications which in turn 
enables universal education.  
With education everything is 
possible. 

Are we ready and willing 
to embrace what is 
waiting for us to enjoy? 
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   perceived truth MoC 880 – relative truth potential MoC  1,480 


